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Wanted.
(2.50

It pabllshod every Thubsday Mornino at
year, If paid in advance at $2.00 a year.

a

LARGE sunny room in private family, with or
without hoard; western part of city preferred.
mar25dlw»
Address, C. S., 37 High St.

A

Kates of Advertising: One Inoh ot spaoe, tho
ength of oolumn, constitutes a "square.”
*1.60 per square, daily first week; 76 cents per
veek a/tor: three insertions or less, $1.00; contillU
ing every other day after first week, 60 oents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents;
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of ‘‘Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less, $1.60.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
punas (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 60 oents per square for each subs nent

Housekeeper Wanted.
experienced woman, to take chai ge of farm
AN
house and dairy, Must be good butter maker.
Address with
a

a

reference, H, J. LIBBY, Portland,

Mo.

mar23dtf

WANTED.
To purchase a medium sized second
hand Safe. Address B, Press Office.
mh23

dlw*

Agents Wanted

Address all communicAtitns to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING 00.

Every Town, for the best selling book of the
age, “The Women of Morinonism”. Address
J. A. STROUT, Woodford’s, Maine, General agent
for Maine and part of N. H.
mar21 d2w*

ENTERTAINMENTS

Farmer Wauled.

Insertion.

CARRY

on

a

email

butter maker.
TO good
18

Wife must be a
farm.
Address A. B., box 1983.

dtf

mar

to sell

will hold

elegant pictures
of the Gartield Family, published under the
WANTED—Agents

an

and

Afternoon

our

Evening.

Jublishers,

Supper will be nerved at 6.30#
mli27
_d3t

TO LET.

eight. Subject:
“HEADING, GOOD >AD BAD."
mar27

who

d3t

suck a successful Entertainment
at tne Vestry of the Church of the

recently gave

REBECCA’S TRIUMPH
to be followed by an
A. MIX SI NO FARCE
AT

Society.

fer the Benefit of tho Swedenborgian
Tickets 20 cents each or three for 60 cents. For
sale at the door. Performance commences at 7,46.

mh28

“MIZpTS

THE

will give

CIRCLE”

—

ON

POPULAR LECTURE
CKliBCH, Newbury

The last in the course will be given by
E. CLARK, of Willlston
Church, on
THURSDAY EVENING, march 30th.
Subject—“Names.” This is full of interest and all
Proceeds for the benefit of the church.
are invited.
Admission 16 cents. Refreshments for sale in the
rates. Doors open at 7, leoture
reasonable
at
vestry
mh28d3t*
to commence at 8 o’clock.
Htreef.
Bev. F.

Farm for Sale.
IN

EXHIBITION BALLVat

A limited number of reserved seats

for

sale

—BY THE

by

HIRAM LIBBY.
d3w*

FOR SALE IN WINDHAM.
sgkM

an

the auspices

Young men’s Library Association,
VESTRY SECOND PARISH CHURCH,
5th.

Tickets 25 eents.for sale at Hoyt, Fogg & Don"
mli29dtd*
ham’s and Carter Bros.*

GRAND CONCERT
—

HYLT,
II

Tuesday Evening, April
THE BENEFIT OF THE

MAINE GENEiUL HOSPITAL,
following artiste have generously vol-

at which the

unteerej:

MISS ANNIE LOUISE

MISS RETD C. LONG, 4 ontrallo,
THE CECMLIA CLUB,
THK WEBER L'LVB,

QUARTETTE

dtd

mar29

owner* or

lot*,

on

streets.

the

great eastern

The farm buildings are large, well
mm
finished and in good order. They were built within
twenty-five years by a man of ample means and
home tastes. The house contains thirteen finished
rooms of good size and height, sashes hung with

abundant supply of spring water for all useful and
ornamental purposes, the fountain is high enough
to make jels of thirteen feet at the house. Over the
woodhouse is a finished hall 17X60 feet with direct
entrance. Barn 40X75 feet, with cqueduct. The
field of 13 acres in grass, produced in 1881, 25 toDS
of the best hay. 75 young bearing apple trees, with
pears and plums. Pasture of eight acres, with 20
large sugar maples. It is a good location, all fitted
for summer boarders, and can be purchased for
much less than the cost of the buildings. Apply
mail to DAVID MAINES, on the
personally or
Reference
farm.
Post office Windham Center.
to WM. GOOLD, Windham Center.
mclil7 d2w
March lGtli.

by

FOR

FARM

SALE.''

I have a farm situated in the
Town of Yarmouth, on the Freeport Road—about Ya mile from the
Falls—containing 56 acres of land,
_.-well divided into Ullage. Pasture
and Woodland with 2 acres of Marsh. There is a
youDg and thrifty orchard upon the place containing 110 trees, just beginning to bear. Good buildings, with a never failing supply of water. Good
soil, easily worked, free from rocks, splendidly loThis is one of
cated aDd bandy to a good market.
the best farms in the Town and very desirable to
or exchange
one
a
farm.
I
will
sell
any
wishing
for real estate situated in Portland on favorable
terms. If not sold on or before April 9th, 1 will be
prepared to “Lease” for a term of years. Reason
for selling—I have other business and cannot attend
to it.
For terms Ac., address or apply to W. H.
GREEN, No. 34 Emery St, Portland Me.
feb21 dtf
February 20th, 1882.

is hereby given, that the above named
sireets have by order of the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen tieen renumbered according to the
plans ia the City Civil Engineer’s Office, and all parties interested are hereby notified that the nurabeis
go designated must be affixed to the buildings on
said streets on or before the first day of April, A. D.
1882
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk,
Per order,

NOTICE

febldtd

and (gaJid

}
J

PRESSES and Dies for the manufacture
sale. Enquire of
mh20dtf
BUBHHAM A MORRILL.

SCREW

of Corn Cans for

the

FOR SALE.
fixtures aud good will

JORDAN,

E. G.

T

CIVIL ENGINEER AN

DR.C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md.,
course of his practice discovered what now

renowned in medical practice, viz: a combina
tion of Celery and Chamomile in the shape of Pills.
They are used by the profession at large and constantly recommended by them.
It is not a patent medicine. It is the result of his

The following are members
Bsr Association:

are

experience in practice. They are a sure cure
for the following special diseases, and are worthy
of a trial by all intelligent sufferers.
They are prepared expressly to cure sick headache, nervous
headache, dyspeptic headache, neuralgia, paralysis,
sleeplessness, dyspepsia and nervousness, and will
The Doctor’s great remedy for Skin
cure any case.
disease, called Dr. Benson’aSkin Cure is exceedingly
valuable and greatly sought after by all persons
An
who have skin diseases or bad complexion.
excellent toilet dressiog.
___
Bold by all druggists. Price, 50 cents a box.

AS.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

_188 Middle Street
ANTHOINE,

VY. fc.

A

COUNSELLOR AT

Baltimore,

By

JMd.

any

|

S

TETTERS, HUMORS, n
a ECZEMA,
3
INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,
g
g ALL ROUCH SCALY ERUPTIONS,
g
*
n
DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP,
n SCROFULA ULCERS, PIMPLES and g
a

TENDER ITCHINCS on»llp*rtfiof tbe
body. It makes the skin white, soft and smooth;

tan and freckles, and is the BEST toilet
dressing in THE WOULD. Elegantly put up, two
bottles in one package, consisting of both internal
and external treatment.
AVI first class druggists kavo it. Price pi. per pack Rgs.

removes

CHAS. N. CRITTENTON, 115 Fulton St. New
York City, sole agent for Dr. C. W. Benson’s remedies, to whom all orders should be addressed.
MWF lm

ELEGANT

of

on
particulars,
Exchange street, city.

a

Limoges,
Loiignj,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines
Satsuma, Kioto, &e.
Fitted complete with the

Oxford
I English Duplex,
and Harvard Burners.

)

Sale Wholesale and Retail.

c. E. JOSE & co.

dtf

oolO

BAKER’S

mar21dtf

%

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oilbaa been removed. Iilias three

B48DIIB, 3il Craw. St., Portland

Me.___

DltYHOHOIlT BOAKIIS

r

LAW,
172 Middle

r

FRANK,

M. P.

COUNSELLOR

M

CLARENCE HALE,

COUNSELLOR

ji

AARON B. HOLDEN,

—

well

fully

be attended to.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Clerk and Treasurer.
mar24eod3t*
Gorham, March 23, 1882.

a3

Sold

for persons in health.
by Grocers everywhere.

W, BAKER & Cu.. Dorcnester, Mass.
feb24

AT LAW,
399% Congress Street

910.
TEETH,
«

PLAIN

97.

COUNSELLOR

P. J.

I

J. J. LYNCH,

|
L

I

L

LAW,

AT

100

Exciange Street.
LAW,
Middle Street

AT

199

AT

COUNSELLOR

LAW,
34 Exchange Street.

COUU8ELLOR8 AT

LAW,

Middle, Cor. Exchange Street.

WILLIAM H. LOONEY,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

61% Exchange Street.
WILBUR F. LUNT.
ATTORNEY

LY
P

r

Per

order,
M. N. RICH, Secretary.

EDUCATIONAL

Office Buildin

P. MATTOCKS,
LAW,
31% Exchange S

COUNSELLOR AT

M

JAMES T. McCOBB,
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY,
86 Exchange St.

y
if

JAMES O’DOVNELL,

LOCKWOOD,

22S 1-2 MlDDMi HTBCliT,
eod2m

lebG

private pupils by the subscribe,

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.
dtf

jan24

D

HENRY O. PEABODY
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
100 Exchange

IlT KFJSISOM

F.

lias opened an office in
Portland andean be found

/

800,000 ft. dry Hemlock Boards, Ready
for immediate delivery.

J i No. 270
j
octl

over

SAMUEL LITTLE, Pres.

WM. J.

BKIDE,

AT

LAW,
119% Exchange St

Edwards & Walker’s
from
store,
to 24th.
dtf

*

Street.

H
0

RAY A

B

THOMAS B. REED,
COUNSELLOR

0
f]

FRANK W. ROBINSON,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
34 Exchange Street

r

THOMAS & BIRD,

I)YEK,

COUNSELLORS AT LAW.
100

OOONSKLLORS

Exchange St.

LAW,
93

AT

Exchange St

LAW,

AT

38

Exchange St

3TBOUT, GAGE

& STROUT
COUNSELLORS AT LAW
3J %

BYRON D.

VERRILL,

COUNSELLOR AT

Exchange St

LAW,

_191

Positive Cnre

Spinal
Change of Life.

It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus In
early stage of development. The tendency to canhumorstherels checked very speedily by Its uso.
It removos faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of tho stomach.
It cures Bloattgg, IToadaches, Nervous Frost ration,
General Dobility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

_

MUSIC

93 Exchange St

TEACHERS

PIANO, ORGAN AND HARMONY,
Stock bridge’s Music Store.

MH.

No family should bo without LYDIA E. PINIIHAM’B
LPTR PILLS. They cure constipation, biiiousnessf
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents por box.
Bold by all Druggists. “S*

oct!7M W&Fly

^

V»HY

CELLULOID

TKa

C

EYE CLAS8E ■!

Ann THB KBSKI1
’fiBeanaa they are the UGHTEST, HANDSOMEST,
• 4 STRONGEST known. Su'd by Opticians and
■*clers, Made by SPENCER OETIOAI. Oa. N Y
90dfim
sep28

MURRAY,

PIANO

TENNELL,

YOIOB, SINGING
Tenor

Office, 24 and 26 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.
CORRODERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

IN

“BOSTON STAR BRAND”

PURE WHITE LEAD
BED LEAD AND

& SHEET LEAD.

LEAD PIPE

PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER, &c
GOLD MEDAL awarded by the Massachusetts
Charitable Mechanics’ Association in 1SS1.
marl
coddm

(Signed)

CO.,

Advertising Agents,
■

W. G.

I

NPR1 CG

be Pbkhb
4

m

tv

STREET,

e

found

PARK ROW

or.

die

NEW TUlilt

odioa
NEW TORS

a

our

OSBORNE,

foregoing

1

CHARLES MERRILL,

) Commissioners.

TOLFORD,

f

R. STANLEY &
IM

the

of monarchs as absolute as Alexander
III. to oppose a national passion of a warlike sort, for the long-headed rulers of German destiny to be easily deceived by the
conventional tenderness of the melancholy
Czar. Russia chafes and has been chafing
strode triumphantly
since Beaconsfield
homeward from Berlin with all the peace
and all the honor that the bloody struggle
in Bulgaria yielded, while Austria slunk
away with all the territorial spoil.
Will Hayes, the song writing mariner of
Louisville, has made a four weeks’ cruise of
the flooded region, and tells a Memphis paper that the plan of straightening the river
to prevent overflow is nonsensical, as the
current, increased from five or six miles an
hour to which it is held by the bends, would
rush along at the rate of 8 or 10 through a
straight channel, and sweep Eads’s jetties
and everything else in its way out of existHe believes in letting nature take her
ence.
course, and does not
the Mississippi.

believe

in

tinkering

John N. Routt, who is thought at Wash-

ington

to have the best

chance of

appoint-

Teller’s successor in the
Senate, in the event of Mr. Teller’s appointment as Secretary of the Interior, has been
second assistant postmaster general and territorial governor of Colorado. He has made
$2,000,000 from mining speculation and is
reported to have kept it too.

ment as Senator

One of the diligent estimators estimates
Jay Gould’s stocks alone, amounting to
$54,000,000, give him an income of $3,240,-

that
000

annually, $270,000 month, $9,000 day,
a
over
an hour, $62.50 a minute, and
a

a

PACKAGES.
BY—

SON, Importers,

FORK IT., I'OKT'I.ANDIYIE.

Mr.

Everett,

the present

secretary

John Bright will do himself the honor of

writing a preface to the English edition of
Fred Douglass’s autobiography.
The Albany Journal goes in for Gov. Cornell’s renotniuation as the one most likely
to harmonize the party in that State.

dlw

LIQUORS

—FOB BALE

to

to the land and ruinous

of legation.

Harbor

hinds, in the

OK9GINAL

perusal

of the letters we give, written by actual
farmers about their neighbors, will show.”
Our Southern friends are finding out the
great agricultural truth that the exclusive
cultivation of a single staple which is to be
removed from the soil and used elsewhere is

vices of

IMPORTED

WINES «fc

this,

as a

May 6,

it is

.JACOB McLELLAN,
TIMOTHY B.

single exception

to

Minister Sargent will sail for Germany
and has determined to retain the ser-

Portland, Me., March 22,1882.

(Signed)

OK ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS,

Every

PBOF.Lewis Boss of the Dudley observaat Albany, calculates that the new
comet will soon be visible, and that its tail
will be enormous.

GEO. H. PICKETT,
ALBERT SPAULDING.

ol all

GEO. P. ROWELL &

prosperous.

tory

ordered that a
petition,
hearing be had on THURSDAY, March 80th,
at 2.80 P. JL, on the premises, and that notice of
tho above petition, together with this our order
theron, be given by publication in two daily papers
printed in Portland, for seven (7) days preceding
the hearing.

mh23

are

wa

THE

LITHARGE.

alone,

The young Kate Shelly who saved an Iotrain near Boone by her courageous and
heroic efforts a year or two ago, is engaged
to be married to the conductor of the train
she saved.

ALL BRANCHES
98 Park Street

Soloist,

undersigned, owners of a piece of land lying in Capo Elizabeth, desire permission to
build a gate or bulk bead to keep out the tide water
In order to convert said land, now flowed by salt

ON

for

dollar a second.

Store.

Portland, Me., March 22,1882.
To the Harbor Commissioners of

tho

are

$375

ORGAN.

AND

Stockbridge’8 Music

A. &.

P

It will at all times and under all circumstances act In
harmony with thelawvthat govern the female system.
For tho cure of Kidney CoLuplaiuta of either sex this
Compound Is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. FINCH AM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUNDS prepared at 233 and 235 'Western Avonuo,
Lynn, Mass. Price 91* Six bottles for $5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also in tho form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkhain
freely answers all lettora of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention tide Hiper.

SEASOKS

KOTZSOHMAR,

KH.

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanontiy cured by Its use.

Middle St.

FRANK 8. WATERHOUSE,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

W

Treas

BOSTON LEAD MFGU CO.

Middle St.,

G ardware
8th

a

for all lho*e Painful Complaint* and Weaknesses
»o common toourbest female population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Complaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
tlon, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
Weakness, and Id particularly adapted to the

cerous

COUNSELLOR

TIN & TIN LINED

DR

VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

water, into grass land.

Portland, Maine.

board.

Givsu to

LYDIA E. PBLuSCHAM'8

an

V

the search

ness

I'

Portland.
E. B. & F. W.

1 he

mar25__ dSM&W*
Instruction in English and Class
ical Studies.

c
13

Is

LAW,

AT

Post
C.

the threads of

Russia, or Germany’s danger, in reminding
Europe that, though the voice of the Czar
be the voice of peace, the spirit of his people is the spirit of war. There have been
too many recent evidences of the powerless-

c
(3
O

E

LOCKE A LOCKE,

v

>*

it
night*; seems as if pin-worms were crawling about
the rectum; the private parts are often affected. As a
pleasant, economical and positive cure, Swayne’s
Ointment is superior to any article in the market.
Sold by druggists, or send 60 cts. in 3-ct. Stamps. 3
Boxes, $1.25. Address, Da. Swayne St Son, Philu., Pa»

jams

d&wly3

Ah! who shall lift that wand of magic power,
And the lost clue regain?
The unfinished window in Aladdin’s tower
Unfinished must remain!
my wheel! Too soon, too soon,
The noon will be the afternoon,
Too soon to-day be yesterday;

Stop, stop,

Behind us in our path we cast
The broken potsherds of the past,
And all are ground to dust at last,
And trodden into clay!

Sweet as the tender fragrance that survives.
When martyred flowers breathe out their little lives,
Sweet as a song that once consoled our pain,
But never will be sung to ue again,
Is thy remembrance. Now the hour of rest
Hath coa?e to thee. Sleep, darling; it is bes*.
For voices pursue him by day
And haunt him by night,
And he listens and must needs obey
When the angel says, “Write!”

Not of the howling dervishes of song,
Who craze the brain with their delirious dance,
Art thou, O, sweet historian of the heart!
Therefore to thee the laurel-leaves beloDg,
To thee our love and our allegiance,
For thy allegiance to the poet’s art.
“Dead He Lay Among Hla Books.”
[On the Death of Bayard Taylor.]
Dead he lay among his books.
The peace of God was in his looks.
As the statues in the gloom
Watch o’er Maximilian’s tomb.
So tbeoa volumes from their shelves
Watcn mm .tlrot, W. Mm—»<—a.
Ah! his hand will nevermore
Turn their storied pages o’er!
Nevermore his lips repeat
Songs of theirs, however sweet!
Let the lifeless body rest,
lie iB gone who was Its guest;
Gone as travelers haste to leave
An inn, nor tarry until eve.
Traveler, in what realms afar,
In what planet, in what star,
In what vast aerial space
Shines the light upon thv face?
In what gardens of delight
Best thy weary feet to-night?
Poet! thou whose latest verse
Was a garland on thy hearse;
Thou hast sung with organ tone
In Deukalion’s life thine own.
On the ruins of the past
Blooms the perfect hour at last.
Friend! but yesterday the bells
Bang for thee their loud farewells;
And to-day they toll for thee.
Lying dead beyond the sea.
Lying dead among thy books,
The peace of God in all thy looks.

one

Bismarck’s intimate organ, the Krenz
Zeitung, does not misjudge the situation in

E
0)

LARRABEE,
COUNSELLOR

Other Work in Proportion.
These Teeth are POSITIVEOE THE VERY BEST
MATERIAL, on the Best Rubher or Celluloid, and are equal
to any made in this city for
$20. We warrant them to he
a perfect fit, and satisfactory
in every particular. Call and
fire specimen sets.

H

£

shade,

He sleeps, but wakes elsewhere, for
Goa hath said, Amen!

they

and

farmer. Cotton must take the lead in a
broad belt of the South, but crops that feed
people and cattle and horses must also have
a share of attention.

(3
a

SETH L. LARRABEE,

|
L
L

up

exhausting

4-*

PER WET.

Mutual Relief Society.
Stated Meeting for March will be held at
Reception Hall, next Friday evening, 31st
The Directors meet naif an
at 7 Vs o’clock.

REV. N. G. ALLEN.

<£

*»

{
l

aF,M&W4»(-v
€3PM

o

J

Exchange Street

COUNSELLOR

nourishing,
i!y digested, and
streii;;<’hen::.-.
for
invalids as
admirably adapted
I-: i

col.

Street.

LAW.

AT

e
a

E

LAW,

AT

93

0

more

•

199 M ddl

H

mz. LYDIA E. PINKHAM, OF LYNN, MASS.,

J. H. FOGG,

42V2 Exchange Street.

0

f...

;•

Street.

is not a

And now, amid the grove9 he loved so well
naught could lure him from their grateful

That

which goes

FESSENDEN,
AT

Poems.

that

well under

Street.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

economic

and is thi-r-

THE

/

dtf

JA at h:r r>.

way

of

All

the capitalist fares about
system as under the other.
The question is: How does the workman
Is he any better off by protection?
fare?
Does he earn more or less wages? The protectionists contend that he is and does. So
Senator Frye and his Kepublican comrades
believe.
show

to

corn-raisers

LAW,

with

annual meeting of GORHAM SAVINGS
BANK, will be held at the office of the Treasurer, in GorLam, on SATURDAY, the first day of
April next, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, for the
election of Trustees for the ensuing year, and the
transaction of any other business which may law-

FOR SALE.

Alfred, Maiue.

AT

its

kept

wall.

Constitution is preaching
diversified farming in
Georgia that the Times-Democrat is in Louisiana. It says: “There is but one answer
to our question: The corn-raisers, and the

iAojmmond,

13

It

the

Tub Atlanta

AT LAW,
31% Exchange Street

&
COUNSELLORS

to

the same doctrine of

COBB,
COUNSELLOR

times the r,tr> nrib of Cocoa mixed
Starch, Arc- ■. root or Sugar,

NOTICE.

J. W.

Pattern and Model Maker.

C.

___93 Exchange

L

first-class

161 Dunforlh St., Portland.

Ptiurrr

Street

n

[

MEETINGS

<HJ

Gicliaug. Sf.. Ill KtHmage (street.

NATHAN & HENRY B. CLEAVES,
COUNELLOBS AT LAW,
30 Exchange

176

ALL
restaurant, located in business part of the city.
J. BREWER, Jr., No. 49V2
call

undersigned will lake into
his family, one more pupil to

DIRECTORY

Street

^

CURE

mchl7

LAW,
34 Ex charge

COUNSELLOR

Is Warranted to Cure

n

COUNSELLOR AT

CJOHN

r

DR. i. W. BENSON’S

I SKIN

p
l?

LAW,
48 Exchange St.

SjON BRADBURY,

B

tariffs.

went

derers will be found alive. As late as the
middle of January De Long’s party, which
had been lost in a wilderness for many
weeks, was still untraced. Only by a miracle cau any of its members have survived
the winter. It is not unlikely that the’
searchers will come across successive graves
and a last unburied body, but even this satisfaction may fail to be attained. There is
less probability that the fate of Chipp’s companions will ever be known.

the Cumberland

of

For

fresco painters.
U Market Mqoare. Portland.
Prtew returnable and satisfaction guaranteed.

SURVEYOR,
Street

ND

tive

on either hand are to be thoroughly explored in the course of the summer. There
is hardly a possibility that one of the wan-

0. ANDREWS.

GOLD IdEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

PRIVATE^SCHOOL.

feh2f>

ARCHITECT,
ISOVfe Middle Street.

184 Middle

For

JOST & MORTON,

Book Binders.
QUINCY, Stooiu Cl,

ii IAS BALL,

CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Corn Packers !

ffi'andtoj

j.2_

CHAS. h

to aid old industries and estab-

Whether the calculation is shrewd
is another matter. The point Senator Frye
made was that under our protective tariff
capital did not inordinately increase its
gains or labor lose its just earnings, as asserted by his opponents in the debate.
Among the iilustraUous he cave was that of
the Maine woolen mill. For 42 years that
mill, by wise management, was made to earn
about six per cent a year on the money invested in it. More than half that time—before the Morrill tariff—it was run under a
low tariff, a tariff for revenue only. But
under either system the average was about
the same. Other mills failed in both periods
but the business of this mill, shrewdly conducted, prospered. It was a pioneer mill—
under free trade —and did well. It had to
meet the competition of
other pioneer
mills—started under revenue and protec-

Lieutenants De Long and Chipp and the
other missing members of the “Jeannette”
expedition, seems to have laid his plans
wisely. Three parties have already arrived
from Yakutsk at the scene of operations,
and the valley of the Lena River, the shores
of its delta and the coast of the Arctic Ocean

AKCHITK^I,

%

new.

gathered

OnteuiJal Block, 93 Exchange Street.
U

factories,

lish

Engineeb Melville, in whoso hands

WABSKn

fr. H.

I

Carom and one Pool Table, in good condi
tion, made by O. L. Briggs, Boston, Mass. Also
Cues, Balls, Racks and everv thing ihat goes with
the tables when new.
Also, one good barber’s
chair. Inquire of G. H. BRIGGS, Mechanic Falls,
mar26dtf
Maine.

earlier.
mar28d4t

BERRY,

JORDAN,

Use only Brown’s Iron Bitters made by
Brown Chemical Co., Baltimore. Crossed
red lines and trade-mark on wrapper.

ARCHITECTS,
r

our

Further Extracts from Longfellow’s

MARCH 29.

The Frye Mill.
The Advertiser, alluding to Mr. Frye’s
lively tilt with the Democratic Senatois the
other day, quotes his statement that Colonel
Frye’s woolen mill was the most successful
mill In Maine, the only one that never failed, and that the profit of it for 42 years av
eraged but little less than 6 per cent a year,
and comments thus: ‘‘The fact is, that protection does not and can not protect against
domestic competition.
The tariff attracts
capital into new channels. The first comers
realize enormous profits, unless they stay in
the business too long; but the only benefit to
the community—if it is a benefit—is the premature forcing of new forms of industry.
The question between the protectionists and
free traders is, whether it is worth while to
tax the
community, disturb the natural
course of business, and make a few pioneers
rich, for the sake of this doubtful benefit.”
Protection is not calculated to protect
against domestic competition, but against
foreign. It is calculated to stimulate domestic competition, to increase the number of

as

EDUCATIONAL.

No. 37 Plum Street,

B. C.

Square, Portland, Me.
dtf

—7i.]>rr>—

THE

I.

lesshess, dizziness, nervous
debility, weakness, &c.

PROFESSIONAL

FOR SALE.

inst.
hour

A.

gestion, heartburn, sleep-

Grass, Orchard Grass,
Bird Heeds, Ac,

Garden, Flower,

Market Hall. Market

CitizsR'S

WM.

WHITNEY,
Lawn

9

With Itenntfnl Pottery
Centres.

Society of Art.

BUSINESS

Brown’s Iron Bitters
does not contain whiskey
or alcohol, and will not
blacken the teeth, or cause
headache and constipation.
It will cure dyspepsia, indi-

ill Timothy, Clover, Flax, Hu
garian, Millet, Red Top, Blue Grass,

fcb26

mHE regular monthly meeting of the Portland
J. Society of Art will be held on WEDNESDAY
AFTERNOON, March 29th. at 4 o’clock, in the
rooms of the Maine Historical Society, City BuildWILLIAM S. LOWELL,
ing.
mh27d3t
Secretary.

BUSINESS i.AiiDS.

fflcoiC) Job

Ceases.

Bealers

gk
¥

AsUm

BILLIARD TABLES

City Clebk’s Officb, I
February 9, 1*82. J

STEPHEN

/u

I

10()_3t.«
mmj- Degotj
address.

of Portland.

occupanfn e* Hnildin#* and
Burnham, Grant, Mellen, Hhcrbrd, Sheridan (the latter including old
Poplar atrtclj) Arsenal, Ke«cb, C entral
Chadwick, Cherry, Commercial, Fletcher,
Emery, Fore, Frederick, t-iliuao, Gould,
Hemlock, Henry. Keasrhef, laiiurel,
Lowril, Maple, Milk, Moody, Moulton,
Ney«s, Orchard, PremenndeH Eastern
uud Western, School, MherS>»ook, Silver,
Taylor, West Commercial uud Wilson

To

1LN Li

ONE

ADVERTISEMENTS

City

mm

rHR Pi Pi ■

FOR SALE

OF BOSTON,
HU. HAttVEV MURRAY, Accompanist.
Sold at Stockbrldge’*
TICKETS SI.OO.
Music Store I hureday morning, March 30th, at 9
o’clock. Numbers given out at 7. Only six tickets
sold to one person at the opening sale,

CITY

on

Agyg^yRroad, which passes through Gorham,
Windham aud Gray.
Is within one
HMKsSimile of V-iudbam Center, and within
lOOrodsofa good country hotel and store, where
In a
the mail stage passes each way every day.
farming neighborhood, and but twelve miles

and tie celebrated

TEMPLE

Fogg farm,

The

a

food Portland.

Orchestra, Harvey Murray Accompanist,

TOll

the

mar25

j

Wedaesday Evening, April

on

at

*I'l»oii*r

AT

»»man

own

—

First

Cape Elizabeth,

es.

CONCERT

CITY

KENDALL &

In the

Hanuaford road, Ya
mile from the town house, consisting of twentyfive acres of land, good huildiDgs, well watered and
cuts from twenty to twenty-five tons hay, and under
a good state of cultivation.
Enquire on the premis-

Price 60c.
Stockbridge’8 and at tho Academy.
General Admission 26c.
Gilbert’s next Waltzing Party will bo given Thursmar21dtf
day Evening. March 30th.

—

everything

LAWYERS.

CITY HALL,
Saturday, April 1st, at 2.30 P. M

under

79 Dearborn Ave., Chicago, Nov. 7.
I have been a great sufferer from
a very weak stomach, heartburn, and
dyspepsia in its worst form. Nearly
I ate gave me distress,
and I could eat but little. I have
tried everythmgrecommended, have
taken the prescriptions of a dozen
physicians, but got no relief until I
took Brown's Iron Bitters. I feel
none of the old troubles, and am a
I am getting much
new man.
stronger, and feel first-rate. I am
a railroad engineer, and now make
not say
my trips regularly. I can wondertoo' much in praise of your
ful medicine.
D. C. Mack.

Maine
Portland,M.W&Flm

-

mar3

about 4V2 miles or thirty minutes ride from Portland. The farm is supposed to contain about one
hundred acres. The buildings consist of a good farmhouse, three barns, one stable, a new hen house,
and yard, hogpens and sheds. Cut*about fifty tons
of hay and has a good pasture. A fine orchard newly grafted. The s il is loam with clay bottom, and
the farm is in a very high state of cultivation, it
also has a valuable lot of pine timber on it, which
will be reserved if desired by the purchaser. Terms
of payment made easy. Apply to ELBR1DGE GERRY, JOHN C. GERRY, 167 High St.
Portland, March 14th, 1882. marlS d&wtfll

Hntlie
Pratt, Mia* IV. Holland and
Thomas. Headings by Mr. David Moultoa and
be
had at
to
Fred W. Thompson. Tickets 26 cents,
Frank B. Clark’s. 615 Congress Street and at the
n»h28d3t*
floor.

assisted

Exchange Street,

128

FARM FOR SALE.
rnHE undersigned offers his farm for sale, pleas1. antly situated in Deering on the Gray road,

Church,
THURSDAY EVENING, MARCH 30,
ft-wiflted by the following talent:—13ra. Cl. H.

GILBERT’S JUVENILE

it builds up and restores lost
health—in no other way can
lasting benefit be obtained.

AGENTS,

MARSTON,

&

VERY

entertainment at Pine Street M. E

At ABT89INIAV

strengthening. Commencing at the foundation

DEALERS IN GAS FIXTURES,

desirable building lot on North street.
Inquire of CHARLES MERRILL, 88 Quebec
mar27 dlw
street, or 117 Commercial street.

cents._mh2Cd2t»

an

Dy

purifying

HOUSE LOT FOR SALE.

THE WEBER CLUB
Will give

uuiit

—

Thursday Eve’g, March 30, at 7 1-2 oc’k.
Tickets 26

wards,

JAMIES O. CLARK,
Sanford, Hie.

mar27 dlw*

and

No explosions, no fires nor cinders, no gauges, no pumps, no engineer cr
other attendant while running. Recommended by insurance companies.
UNSURPASSED IN EVERY RESPECT for hoisting in warehouses,
small shops, Ac. 2, 4 and 7 H P. and uprunning
printing,annrrnwH
ventillating, M■■Do
<<n
Pklln<l»tnhln.
ntllLICIClIKK, suHunu ac iu., juaj cneMiaui si.,

New Mill ready for machinery of any kind; Dam
of ledge 30 feet nigh. Address,

CHURCH

WILLKTON

Instanly by a Match,
gives
mediately. When Stopped, ail Expense

f

At Holli« Center, Hie., near the depat of
the Portland dr Rocherter R. B.

Missionary Entertainment at

a

system, healing,

Working Without Boiler, Steam
Coal, Ashes or Attendance.
| Started
Fnll Power Imit

Mill and Water-Power For Sale.

i!?4

__

By thorough and rapid
assimilation with the blood,
it reaches every part of the

ST.
CO., 311 CONGRESS janSOeodtf

J. M. DYER &

ST.

(MECHANICS DDIGGING,)
Wednesday Evening, March 29th,

chemical and
medicinal principles, and
does j ust what is claimed for
it—no more and no less.

scientific,

We have made prices which cannot fail to interest all purchasout before March 1st, as we need the room for New Spring Goods, and
under
value. The Public are cordially invited to call and examine
greatly

CLEVELAND

ESTATE.

JULIAN HOTEL property, corner Middle
52 feet on
and Plum Sts., Portland, Maine.
Middle St., 166 on Plum St; Hotel heated by steam,
has two large counting rooms, now leased, printing
office underneath under lease. Large dining rooms
and 61 rooms for guests. Apply to JOHN C. PROCTOR, or C. P. MATTOCKS, Portland, Me.
March 15th, 1882.
marl7eod2w

—
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FOR SALE.

Or, THE COOKING CLUB,

compounded on thoroughly

This is not trash, but first-class goods.

first-

Cumberland St., 341, in
at 31 Pine St.

Inquire

REAL

Messiah, will repeat

—

on

preparation

The entire lot must be closed
ers.
wo have put prices upon it very

TO LET.
HOUSE to let

class repair.
Afeb9

of the universal success of
Brown’s Iron Bitters is simply this: It is the best Iron
ever made; is

FRENCH and ENGLISH CRETONNES, .25c former
prices, .50, .62 and .75.
DRESS GOODS, 12-12 to 1.25, former prices 25 to 3.25.
PIANO COVERS, 83,25, formerprice, 86.00.
PLAIN SILKS, .70 worth 1.00.
LOT DRESS GOODS, .121-2 worth .25
LOT CLOAKINGS, less than half price.
“
DRESS BUTTONS.
VELVETEENS and CORDUROYS, half price.
CHILDREN’S WOOL HOSE,
C ASSIMERES at very low prices.
BLACK WORSTED DRESS BRAID, 4 cts. per piece,
one of the best makes.

dim*

18

mar

Deeriiig,

16 Young Ladies from

SHAWLS, 810 and 815, former price, 850.
CLOAKS, 85.00, former price, 828.00.
DEKKA

Xo Let.
TTPPER STORY of building corner of High and
U Commercial Sts. A desirable place for light
manufacturing business. Power furnished if
wanted. A. A. MITCHELL.
March 17, 1882.

the Young People’s Course will be given by the
REV. E. E. CLARK,
la the Vestry of the Second Parish Church,Wedneanesday evening, March 29tn, at a quarter belore

In

The Secret

JAN. 30th.

NEW OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINE.

The Last Lecture

Admission 10 cents.

and
if lari MONDAY,

Echoes.

THE PRESS.
WEDNESDAY HORNING.

COMMENCING

directions of Mrs. Garfield; the only authorized picture: samples free to agents that work. For further
particulars, address J. H. BUFFORD’S SONS, art
39 Federal St., Boston; established
830.
mar8-<LLm

8A.XjE

APR.OU
Wednesday

IN

Plymouth Church

The Ladies of

F

WANTED

St., Pobtlahd.

Year. To mail enfcsellb
Year, If paid in advance.

Eight Dollars

Dollars

Bookkeeper.
immediately, an experienced lady
book-keeper and saleswoman, to take charge
of an easy set or books, and sell, in a retail store on
Congress St.
Only those having had experience
need apply; such may address Letter Carrier No. 6,
mar27 eodlw
giving name and references.

PRICE 3

1882.

_MEDICAL.

_MISCELLANEOUS_

_WANTS.

CO.,

PimiNHlNG

PORTLAND

WEDNESDAY MORNING, MARCH 29,

PORTLAND,

ESTABLISHED JUNE 23, 1862—VOL. 19.

Victor Hugo, the greatest living French
poet, was born five years earlier than Longfellow, on the same day of the year.
The Charleston Hews (Dem.) calls loudly
for federal assistance in the work of

tion in the South.

educa-

Something about Hats.
and Changes in Men’s Head.
Wear during the Past Fifty Y ears.

Vagaries

[Norristown Herald.]

The reaching of the minimum shape or size
of gentleman’s stiff hats the present season
a
will justify a brief account of at least a half
dozen revolutions in style and manufacture
that have occurred within the memory of the
writer.
Previous to 1820, fur hats were made very
similar to the original Kossuth, or soft slouch,
with a light nap, and all (including wool) stiffened with glue after being colored; so they
to be spoiled—
were, if caught in a rain, sure
as a rag, with the nap glued down
that

is, limp

Hence it is no unusual thing to
walking on the street with a handsee
kerchief drawn over his tile and with the coran
ners tucked under the brim; others carried
hat
oil cloth cover in the pocket to shield the
Very soon after
rain storms.
from
to

the

body!

a man

possible

was inthe date last mentioned water-proofing
the
troduced, which consisted of stiffening
in
body of the hat with gum-Bhellac dissolved
latter
the
in
later
alkali,
and
alcohol,
neutralized with sulphuric acid, both of

being

which modes rendered the stiffening insoluble
in hot or cold water. Ana very soon after alsothe art of napping these stiffened bodies with
was called
long far-naps came in vogue. This
"roughing,” the chief beauty of them being
wavimr or Hush coat sf fur that stood
tho

long

Very soon
G-sblike hair on a raccoon’s back.
after, also the crowns began to travel up sky*

"Snout 1828, the now well-known "Uncle
Sam hat” was reached, which, in dimensions,
measured nine inches high and from nine to
These
ten and a-half inches across the top.
hats being mostly of W<*>1 bodies, very stiff,
two
to
pounds.
would often weigh from one
This was not "the last ounce on the camels
on
of
inverted
pyramid
but
pounds
back,”
gentlemen’s heads, so about the sai.id ora (18-8)
or
York
Philadelphia
somebody in New
thought they could take the nonsense out of
the “Bolivar
and
of
matter
the
hate,
in
people
hat,” straight crown six and a-half inches
fashionahigh, was tried, (just the hat-crown
A few danble a year ago) but it was no go.
dies put them on, but they were soon laughed
off the street. Even the glorious name Simon
Bolivar oculd not save them, and those blocks
on the hatters’ shelves were, henceforth, given
became
over to the more sensible Quakers, and
their “fashion” for the past half century.
hat rereasonable
a
out
to
The attempt
get
bounded and the New Yorkers brought forward the ten or eleven inch top without any
bell, on a nine inch high crown and a brim two
and a-half inches wide, the last worn flat, with
much loss concave to the brim (which had
been three-fourtlis of an inch), making the hatrim come down front and rear like the pitch
of a barrack roof. At present the curve of the
brim, before setting, is three-sixteenths of an
inch.
But another sweeping revolution was at
hand. Between the years of 1830 and and 1833,
the silk hat, then a clumsy, top-heavy article
—the silk stuck on wool or muslin bodies—
Europe. I do not know
was imported from
whether England, France or Germany enjoys
the credit of inventing them, but rich, black
and glossy color, freedom from hair (an incumbrance to all for hats) soon gave them a start
with the people. The hat-crown was then alaud afterwards
so reduced in height to eight,
to seven and a-half inches, and so small across
that boys gave them the name of
the
top

“stove-pipe.”

During the two decades from 1830 to 1850,
however, the silk hat was contested in public
favor by the smooth nutria and clipped beaver
hat, as also by the “Russia” and “Brush" hats,
which were a German Invention, and composed parely of the Russian hare's fur. Hence

the name.
These hats.were very durable, but uot glossy
or showy, and silk hats continued to gain in
public favor with fashionable people until the
former were driven out of use.
About the period of which I am writing
(1848 to 1850), Louis Kossuth, the Hungarian
escaped prisonpatriot, came to our country an
from a rebellion
er, by the way of Turkey,
immense ovareceived
and
against Austria,
tions in all the great cities of our country.
From his advent dates two of the most remarkable innovations upon the personal attire of
our

people.

It will be remembered by our older citizens
that while riding in public processions the
great Magyar wore a black, pliant felt hat,
about five'inches high, full, curled rim, broad
band with silver buckle, and a black feather or
The “Kossuth
plume rising above the crown.
and liberty” furor, therefore, soon brought
soft felt hats, or the “Kossuth hat,” into general use.
The other innovation dating from his visit,
and now nearly universal, was the wearing of
a mustache and a full beard, which he effectu-

ally popularized.

The reader will pardon the digression, as I
remark further that those who desire to see
how utterly beards were out of fashion iu the
Revolutionary ora, have only to look at tho
portrait gallery iu Independence Hall, Philadelphia, whore they will look iu vain among
our early groat men for mustache or chinbeard, and scarcely see even a pair of side
whiskers. Accordingly, when Fremont ran
for President iu 1850, his political friends had
to apologize, because ofa fall beard, and for
his "going into the hair movement.”
To resume. The increased tax on silk plush,
as a consequence of the war, has operated seriously against the silk hat, as also the trebled
cost of alcohol from the same cause, which is
an important ingredient in the shellac stiffening. These have boen the mill stone around
the neck of the silk hat trade for twenty years
past. Manufacturers, however, have partly
met this difficulty by reducing the size of the
silk hat, the minimum height (six inches) being now reached one-and-three-oighth-iuch
brim, the smallest stiff hat ever worn iu modern times.
About fifteen years ago, however, for one
season only, the fashion modelers from a sevenand-a-half-ineh crown brought out the “Bob
Logic” silk hat, which was the present height,
but full-brimmed and very bell crowned. It
but
produced a sensation, like the “Bolivar,”
lasted only a seasoD, and then the silk tile
From
inches
high.
went back again to seven
that the crowns have been steadily creeping
downward, in sympathy with the Derby smooth
that
hat, the only English innovation in hats
has obtained a foothold iu the U nited States
for tho past quarter of a century.
The Derby has been getting lower also,
the young
until it hardly accommodates
gent’s head. This last described hat has
largely superceded the soft or Kossuth hat
for dress use, as it holds its share and is not(8o
easily soiled. Yet, for comfortable use, the
soft has many ground of preference, and still
holds its own, with the middle-aged at least.

The Burdens

Upon

CENTS.

Our

Shipping.

Why Americana Cannot Sail AmericanBuilt Ships.
The following
letter addressed to
Mr.
Candler by Mr. Gerrish of New Hampshire,
for eight years consul at Bordeaux, France,
shows the injurious working of the present
laws

regarding

the

shipment

and

discharge of

seamen:

■Washington, March 14. 1882.
The Hon. John IF. Candler, Washington:
Sir:—I have read with mueh interest and
carefully compared with tho Revised Statutes
house bill No. 712, entitled a hill “to repeal
and amend certain acts pertaining to the shipment and discharge of seamen.” With one
exception, which I will refer to hereafter, it
seems

to me

a

bill calculated to be not

only of

benefit to ship-owners and captains, bat to the
seamen also.
The law concerning the collection of three months’extra wages

on

ail

seameu

dischargedln a foroign port was enacted in 1801!
Theobject of the law was good—viz,to discourage the discharge of seamen in foreign ports, by
which they were liable to become acharge upon
the consulate. At that time there were neither
steamboats nor railroads nor telegraphs, and
tho opportunities of resliipping seamen at a
majority of the pbrts of the world were very
slight indeed. To-day all is changed, and if
employment is not readily found at the port of
discharge, with the exception of a few island
ports, the seaman can be sent at small expense
to

some

larger and neighboring port where

shipment

a

he readily seenred. In 1803 the
men who manned cur
ships wore United
States citizens, desirous in most cases of remaining by the ship aud returning to their
homes with it.
At present nine-tenths ot an
the crews sailing under the American flag are
foreigners, entirely indifferent conceroing the
place of their discharge. The harden placed
upon ship-owners by this now useless law can
can

be seen in the case like the following, and
similar cases are occurring over the world
A crew is shipped at Baltievery month:
more, say of ten men, for Bordeaux at $20 per
month—the average wages paid to seamen
shipped in America. A month’s wages is paid
in aavania, the,vessel arrives in Bordeaux in
twenty-six days, is then rechartered for another port, and, with the discharging of cargo
and re-loading, is likely to remain in port
The captain, in the meanforty-five days.
time, has no use for the crew, but in order to
lie
is compelled to pay for each
discharge them
man three months’ extra wages, making in the
aggregate $000, and this beyond the amount
he has already paid them for the time employed as agreed at shipment. To be sore, this
sum can be
reduced two-thirds provided tbe
seaman will waive the
amount he can righttally claim, hat if he knows the law he can
consent,
ao
the payment of exavoid
hardly
tra wages, many captains, frequently in intelligence not above the average seamen whom
they command, from the very start commence
a series of petty annoyances on tho seamen,
harder by far to bear than kicks and blows,
for the purpose of forcing them to desert on arThe poor seaman is only too
rival at port.
glad to make his escape at the first opportunity,
often leaving wages due him behind. In all
the reports of desertions made to me in twelve
years as consul, I have never vet known even
one captain to acknowledge that he owed the
seaman anything, although tho soaman may
On the other
have been on board for mouths.
hand, however woll disposed the captain may
be, it often happens that lie has among his
crew what is termed a “sea lawyer,” who,
having a hope of securing a discharge and two
months’ extra wages, will incite ^subordination in the whole crow and bring upon himself and his associates punishment from the
officers, which he at once reports to the consol
How inefficient
and demands a discharge.
such a crew must be, tempted by this hope for
which
do
not
extra wages
earn, can readithey
ly be imagined. Although the captain may
save the wagesof his crew while liis vessel ism
port by reporting to the consul their desertion,
it does
not follow, by any means, that
As tho cerowners have gained that amount.
tificates by the consul of desertions, discharges
the
collector at
and shipments are delivered to
the first port of arrival in America, the owners
of the vessel are dependent entirely upon tbe
captain's accounts for a statement of profits
If a crew deserted on
or losses of the voyage.
arrival, the captain could easily claim, with
but little chance of being contradicted, that
his crew remained on board aud were paid the
greater part of their wages, until the day before he shipped a new crew, thus increasing
his own wages by a heavy per ceutage at every
port. This law also deprives American seafacilities with
men in a foreigu port of equal
seamen of other nationalities in obtaining employment on hoard an American vessel unless
captain bound from one foreign pott lo another, if obliged to ship a new crew, is careful to
ship a crew which he can discharge without
payment of extra wages. And thus in such
cases a discrimination is made against our own
Looked at in any way possible this
seamen.
law providing for the payment of extra wages
is now useless, positively injurious and embarrassing to oar merchant marine, and ought to
be repealed. It often makes brutes of the captains, demoralizes the seamen to a degree
scarcely to be realized by one not having to do
with them, and „is a source of never-ending
conflict aud discusasion and bad temper between consuls and captains.
THE SUBSTITUTE PROPOSED,

substitute for this law providing for the
payment of three months’ extra wages to seamen when discharged in a foreign
port, this
bill provides in substance, in paragraph comwith
lino <18,
II
and
ending
mencing with line
that the captain, when discharging a seaman,
shall “either provide him with adeq uate employment on board boiuo other ship,” “famish
him the meaus of sending (him) hack to such
port”—the port of shipment—“or deposit with
the consular officer such sum of money as is hy
such officer deemed sufficient to defray the expenses of his subsistence and passage home.”
This provision of the hill seems to me to be
impracticable in every particular. It would be
impossible for a captain in a port where tbe
language spoken was not his own, even if he
coaid spare the time from other and important
duties, to hunt up vessels on which to ship
such of his seamen as he wished to discharge.
To famish the seaman and himself means to
take him back to the port of shipment would
but provide him for the funds for a frolic and
debauch, and land him on the consulate at
last.
Finally, to deposit with the consular officer a
to defray the expenses of his
sum sufficient
subsistence and passage home, wonld cause
more discussions between consuls and captains
It
than the collection of extra wages eveu.
would be impossible, when the captain desired
to make the deposit, for the consul to know
whether he would have to provide subsistence
for one day or thirty days, and, if obliged to
send him home on a foreign vessel, the consul
could never know in advance what terms he
could make for the passage.
This section of the bill also fails to provide
for the disposition of tho aiouoy remaining in
the hands of the consul in case tbe expenses of
subsistence and passage do not amount to the
sum
deposited. For instance, the captain
might leave pay for subsistence for a month,
aud the consul be enabled to ship the man the
very day after the deposit was made. Of course
the consul would return the balance to the
Treasury, but wouldn’t this new method cause
more friction and be more disagreeable to the
captain and all concerned than to pay the exthe
sum, concerning
tra wages—a known
amount of which there could be no dispute?
As

a

ADDITIONAL TONNAOB TAX.

It 1ms been well said that no cue should con*
damn a law unless lie cau suggest a substitute'
For this law providing for the collection oextra wages I would propose an additional ton.
nage tax of one-half per cent, on all vessels
sailing for foreigu ports, this fee to be called
“tounago tax for the relief of teamen,” to be
collected and held by the consul for the relief
of such seamen as may require it, as extra
wages are now held, uniil directed to turn the
same into the Treasury.
With this, authority should be giveu the captain to discharge the seaman at any port he
for which
may desire, provided it is the port
the seaman shipped. The amount thus collected would not bear heavily on oar vessels,
and it would bo ample, I believe, to relieve all
necessitous cases. The burden for this relief
would be equally shared by all, and not forced
upon a few ships so unfortunate as to be
obliged to discharge their crews. It would result in more humane treatment of seamen on
It would
board ship, and in better discipline.
also result in a captain’s looking upon a
to
bo
avoided,
consul, not as his mortal enemy
but as one who cau and ought to co-operate
with him in all that may be for tbe interest of
I have proposed to
the vessel and its owners.
met this substimany captains whom I have
tute, and without exception they have favored
it. Perhaps some measures might bo devised
to largely diminish the apparently extravagaut expenditures for relief of seamen by
certain consuls, as exhibited in the last report
of the fifth auditor. I was iu Bordeaux eight
time collected—and it
years, aud during that
was

by

no means

an

agreeable duty—upward

of *3000 extra wages; but until last year, although I had many applications, I was never
obliged to expend one dollar for relief, with
I always found an opportunity
one exception.
to ship the men, and thus save oxpeuso to the
The
expenditure last year was
government.
for two shipwrecked crews.
If objection is made to an additional tonnage tax, relief could still be found from tbe
surplus of fees yearly paid to the Treasury from
consulates, which amounts to from §03,000 to
550,000; the lowest sura being ample for such
wore
purpose, provided gucli new regulations
mane as should prevent all unnecessary expenditures by consuls.
Earnestly hoping that this bill, with a modification of the section I have meuiioued, may
become a law, I am, sir, your obedient serBenjamin (Ieuiush,
vaat
Late Consul at Bordeaux.

MARINE NEWS.

Wednesday morning, march 29.
[Harvard Lampoon.]
Book Notice.

Total Wreck of

The Hand; Book ol Synonyms: an Invaluable Aid to Correspondents and Letter-Writers.
Published and issued by C. L. Bartlett & Co.,
Boston.—After reading this little, diminutive,

delighted,
email, minute volume, we wore
pleased, grateful, joyful and glad at having
found such a lovely, beautiful, attractive, ele-

should not have liked to bestow on the
for the amusement, diversion, recreation, entertainment and sport they had procured us.
Moreover, if any one is so vile, base, low or
mean as to condemn, blame, reprove or reproach this exalted, sublime, high, magnificent,
dignified, elevated and refined production in
euch a way, manner or mode as iu any degree
to exasperate, enrage, vex, tantalize, aggravateprovoke or irritate those who say they like it,
tb«y, that is, we, will proceed at once, immediately, instantly, directly, if not sooner, to inflict upon that illiterate, untaught, unlettered,
nuskilied, uninformed, indolent, slothful, un-

occupied, lazy, unemployed, Inactive, impudent, insolent, immodest, shameless, bold, uucoutb, impertinent, rude, niggardly, penurious,
sordid, abject, miserable, despicable, obnoxiassumous, disagreeable, offensive, unpleasant,
ing, conceited, arrogant, childish, juvenile, inwill
which
a
fantile, puerile person punishment
make him reuouuce, resign, abandon, leave, abdicate. relinquish and quit this part of the
country altogether.
METEOROLOGICAL.
INDICATIONS

THE NEXT
HOURS.

FOR

TWENTY-FOUR

War Dep t Office Chief Signal 1
?
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
March 29, 1 A. M.
)
For New Eng land.

Cooler, northerly winds, rising barometer,

east to

fair weather, followed by warmer,
south winds and falling barometer.

[special

bulletin

]

The barometer is highest in New York and
Generally clear weather
lowest near Duluth.
prevails in all the districts with northerly
winds in New England and Middle States,
and Southern States east of the Mississippi
river and rain in the upper Lake region, Mississippi and Missouri valleys.
Th*» indications

aro

that

warmftr

and

fo»*

weather will prevail in the Middle Atlantic
and Southern States during Wednesday. Fair
and cool weather is indicated for New England on Wednesday and light rains on Thurs-

day.

_

BY TELEGltAPH.

$250,000

LOSS

Property Worth $50,000 Destroyed.
Gardiner, March 28.—At 5 o’clock this
morning fire was discovered in the paper mill
of Richards & Co., situated on the Cobbossee
mile from here.

The fire

originated in what is known as the upper mill,
a large wooden structure containing the principal part of the machinery for making paper,
The flames
both bleaching and finishing.
were first discovered on some of the belting
gear, which seems to show that the fire caught
from the friction of some connecting pulley.
The flames spread rapidly through the buildThe large brick mill adjoining and a
ing.
wooden storehouse filled with paper stock were
serionsly threatened, and considerable difficulty was experienced in saving them. Fortunate-

ly the flames were confined to the upper mill,
The loss
which was almost wholly destroyed.
on the mill burned and
injury to machinery is
estimated by the owners at $50,000; insured
in various agencies in the state for $31,600.

The destruction of the finishing machinery will
the total suspension of operations, thns
throwing a large number of people out of em.
ployment for some time. The company will
probably rebuild immediately. This firm was
cause

the priuoipnl supply of the large publishing establishment of E. C. Allen & Co., Augusta,
and also furnished paper for the Reversible
Collar Co.
Consequently the delay will be
very damaging.

_

THE POWER8-MITCHELL CASE.

The

Jury Disagree—A Change of Venue
Asked For.

Augusta, March 28.—After being

out

all

night in the case of Serena L. Powers vs. Captain Thomas Mitchell, on trial before Judge
Walton, the jury were nnable to agree. It is
understood the jury stood nine in favor of deThe suit was
fendant to three for plaintiff.
uamagbb ku May®*-*
ies claimed to have been received by plaintiff
in a collision on State street, in December,
1879, caused, it is alleged, by the negligence of
Drougiit

go

iecuvw'

defendent.
This is the third time that the
case has been tried here, and it excites much
The plaintiff now
interest in the community.
moves for a change of venue to take the case to
Cumberland county.
Judge Goddard of Portland was counsel for the defence, Baker &
Baker of this city for the

plaintiff.

Nomination by Gov. Plalsted.
Augusta, March 28.—Gov. Plaisted has
nominated John F. Anderson of Portland, for
Railroad Commissioner as his own successor.
Mr. Anderson’s present term expires in April.
The Election at Eliot.

Portsmouth, N. H., March 28.—At the
town election in Eliot, Me., yesterday, the following officers were choeen: Moderator, Alexander Junkins; Town Clerk, George E. Ireland; Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of
the Poor, Ichabod Cole, Sylvester Bartlett,
Simon Emery; Treasurer, Foavius J. Paul; Collector, Samuel Clark; Agent, John R. HansThere were four tickets:
com.
Straight
Democrat, split Democrat, Republican and
Greenback.

All the candidates elected

are

Democrats, except Bartlett, Selectman, who
is a Republican. The town debt is $6029.
Thomas M. Reed Dead.
Washington, March 27.—Thomas M. Reed
of Bath, Me., died this eveningg, at the Ar78. Deceased was loDg
one of the foremost business men of his city
and state.

lington Hotel, aged

MASSACHUSETTS.
Rum Did It.
Boston, March 28.—The British steamer
City of Li coin which arrived to-day reports
Captain Stewart jumped overboard Sunday afternoon while off New York harbor in a fit of
The
delirium tremens and was drowned.
body was recovered.

NEW YORK.

Btrike of the World Printers.
New York, March 27.—The compositors on
tbe World struck his evening against a proTo-morrow's edition will
posed redaction.
be curtailed and the weekly edition
as
a
consequence of tbe strike.
elayed
A Dastardly Outrage.
Mrs. Bose Lyons, a prepossessing woman of 30,
was assaulted by a gang of ten men at 31tb st.
and 11th Avenue this evening and carried
despite her struggles to a vacant lot near by
where four of the gang criminally assaulted
her. The >, Oman's cries finally attracted a
policeman who rescued her and arrested two
of the villains.

Srobably

WASHINGTON.
The Cabinet Meeting.
Washington, March 28.—The Chinese question was again before the Cabinet meeting today, bat no conclnsion was reached. The
President is determined tbe bill shall be fully
and thoroughly considered before being acted
upon.

lue opinion of Judge Advocate Gen. Swain
the court
on the invalidity of the sentence of
martial in the case of Sergeant Mason was also
and
informally dissubmitted to the Cabinet
cussed but no action taken.

The President’s Reception.
President Arthur held hi3 first public reception at the Executive mansion to-night. He
was assisted in
receiving by Gen. and Mrs'
G-ant, several ladies of the Cabinet, Mrs.
SeBater Pendleton, Mrs. Cameron, Mrs. McPherson and other personal lady friends. The
reception was pionouuced one of the most
brilliant and in point of numbers largest of
tbe kind that has occurred here for years. The
crowd was enormous.
Every element of the
Washington public including cabinet officers,
the
members of
diplomatic corps, justices of
the supreme court, United Slates Senators and
Representatives and hundreds of citizens with
members of their households were presented.
Miscellaneous.
The committee on military affaire this morning agreed to recommend the passage of a bill
to increase the permanent annual appropriation of 8200*000 for arming the militia of the
several States and Territories to $600,000.
A Philadelphia despatch says Senator Hill’s
imhis condition much

physician reports
proved.

THE

PASSENGERS

NO

Tbe report of Judge Advocate General
Swain in the Sergeant Mason case, in which
he recommends that the conviction and^entence be set aside, is made public.

KNOWLEDGE OF A PROTOCOL
HAVING BEEN SIGNED.

Hamburg, N. Y., March 18.—The
steamer Thomas Cornell passed here slowly in
At
a fog at 9.10 last
evening going sonth.
New

9.20 she struck Dans Rammer Point on the
north side with full force, her bow plowing np
tbe rocks to the height of 15 feet with a terrific
concussion. At the time several firemen and
deck hands who were off watch were asleep
in tbe forecastle, and although her hall from
the top of her copper on her bow was torn out
for a distance of thirty feet aft they all escaped
Soon her stem
to the deck without injury.
swayed out into the stream and she broke in
two ait of her boilers and water poured into
her on all sides. She sunk aft to her hurricane
deck, when her bow slipped back two feet. In
t he concussion the mate was slightly injured.
Propeller John L. Hasbrouck went alongside
the sunken steamer and took her passengers,
about 100 in number, and her crew off in safety. The officers weut to Newburgh and reThe steamtired to the wreck this morning.
er's stern lies in 40 feet of water and it is
off
and sink.
the
rocks
will
slide
she
thought
Her decks are out of sight. She bad been running about a week, and boatmen believe she
will be a total wreck.

[later.]
New York, March 28.—Farther reports of
the loss of the steamer Thomas Cornell show
The place where she
the fog was very dense.
struck is where a large body of rocks project
into the Hudson river from the west shore for
Her hull first broke
a considerable distance.
forward of the engine but subsequently broke
The passengers, among
aft of the engine.
whom were a few ladies and children, behaved
admirably. A ladder was placed from the
boat to the rocks and many walked down it.
Others took to the boats and remained in the
vicinity while others still stayed on the vessel.
At 9.30 the John L. Hasbrouck arrived, taking
all the passengers and brought them to this

city.

The steamer was built in 1861 and rebuilt in
1879 and was represented to be one of the
staunchest boats on the Hudson river. She was
300 feet long, 36 feet beam, 10 feet bold. Her
«fliudw was TS tnuliro, olio find tt 13*1001
Her commander
stroke and was 1270 tons.
was Wm. Henry Cornell and he had a crew of
The
three other officers and twenty men.
Cornell Line, to which she belonged, has takThe
en steps to remove the engine ana boiler.
She was inloss to the company is $250,000.
sured against fire but no marine insurance was
Tbe cargo was valued at $7,000 and
on her.
consisted principally of butter from Ulster and
Delaware counties.

WALL STREET.

PAPER MILL BURNED AT GARDINER.

about one

—

SAVED.

MAINE.

stream

a

Given Mr. Tresoott
Hudson River §Instruotions
the
President.
by

Steamer.

so

gant, delightful, charming, fine and handsome
publication, that there was hardly any payment, recompense, reward, price, equivalent,
we
requital, amends or remuneration which
authors

THE CHILIAN IMBROGLIO.

Wall
Street
The
Programme—The
Market to be Sustained—Various Stock
Rumors.
New Yoke, March 28.—Wall street reports
state that the feeling up-town last evening was
that the market would open higher this morning but would react daring the day. It is alleged that the “pegs” were not in yesterday,
althongh held where they could be made serTbe short interest
viceable at short notice.
shows a decrease except in Lackawanna, which
still loans flat.
There was better buying yesterday from interior cities, a fair foreign demand for stocks and a good demand for bonds.
A large amount of Western Union was bought
for foreign account, and it is said that a syndicate has been formed to take a block of Missouri Pacific for the London and Amsterdam
markets.
It is understood that an important meeting
was held yesterday, at which it was decided to
There was
continue the upward movement.
some anxiety early in the day as to the result
of this meeting, but parties having inside ipformation telegraphed late in the afternoon
that the market was all right.
It is proposed to take up the high-priced
stocks, Illinois Central, Chicago and Alton
and Rock Island. It is alleged that the buying
of Lake Shore has been with reference to a
combination of Lake Shore, New York Central
and Northwest.
A good many people who sold Western
Union at 87 bought back their stock yester-

day.

Rumors in connection with Mutual Union
and the Dominion Company of Canada exerted
some influence yesterday.
Reports relative to tbe Jersey Central are
that the Postshaven party has sold out. The
Garret-Gowen-Vanderbilt party has control.
The present managers are determined that the
road shall not go out of the bands of the receiver until they have made satisfactory terms with
the opposition.
Tbe earnings of the Milwaukee, Lake Shore
aud Western Road for April 1,1881, to March
31,1882 (last week estimated), increased $293,017. Denver stock is growing scarce on account of the amounts locked up.
German
It
houses continue to be tbe principal buyers.
is understood that ninety day time loans were
made on the stock yesterday. Tbe New York,
Chicago and St. Liuis Company has completed
arrangements with the Illinois Central ComThe Illinois
pany for entrance to Chicago.
Central Company provides ample terminal

fasyitjejj at^its o wnjjharge. ^

-_

,

convertible bonds.
Missouri wheat is three weeks ahead of last
year. If tbe crop receives no check considerable new wheat will be ready for delivery in
June.
In Colorado coal the advance was on very
moderate purchases.
It is estimated that over $20,000,000 bonds of
American ro.ads will be shiped to Europe this
week.
American cable subscriptinos are said to be
going higher. Their failure to advanoe lately
iB said to have resulted from tbe efforts of
a prominent operator to protect a Una of oall*.
Buying of Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe by
the foreign syndicate caused yesterday’s advance of the stock.
There has been buying of Michigan Central
lately ou a belief that the stock has been purposely kept inactive and will have a marked
advance soon.
Mexican national bonds are being bought for
Scotch investors.

REDUCING TAXATION.
The Internal Revenue Bill as it will be
Reported to the House.
Washington, March 28.—The House Committee on Ways and Means agreed upon a bill
today to reduce internal revenue, and instructed Representative Kelley to report it to the
House. Tbe following is the text of the bill:
That on and after the passage of this act, except aB hereinafter provided, tbe taxes herein
specified, imposed by tbe Internal Revenue
laws now in force, be and the same are hereby repelaed, namely, the stamp tax on bank
checks, drafts, orders and vouchers; tbe tax on
the capital and deposits of banks aud bankers
under Section 3408 of the Revised Statutes of
the United States, as amended, the tax on the
capital and deposits of national banks under
section 5214 of said Revised Statutes, not including taxes on tbe capital and deposits of
said banks, bankers and national banks for the
current six months’ period ending, in the case
of national banks, on the 30th day of June,
1882, and in the case of other banks and bankers on the 31st day of May, 1882; the tax on

matches, perfumery, medicinal preparations
and qtber articles imposed by sohedule "A”
following section 3437 of said Revised Statutes.
Section 2. From and after the first day of
May, 1882, rectifiers of distilled spirits shall
pay a special tax of $120. Provided that any
person who rectifies, purifies or refines less than
500 barrels a year, counting 40 gallons of proof
spirits to the barrel, shall pay $60; wholesale
liquor dealers shall pay $60 and retail liquor

dealers shall pay $12; dealers in manufactured tobacco shall nay $2.40; all manufacturers
of,tobacco shall pay $6; manufacturers of cigars
shall pay $6; wholesale dealers in malt liquors
$36; retail dealers, $8.40; brewers, $6; provided that any person who manufactures less than
500 barrels a year shall pay $30; peddlers of tobacco, snuff and cigars shall pay special taxes
as follows: Peddlers of tbe first class as now
defined by law, $30; of the second class, $15;
of the third class, $7.20, and of the fourth
class, $3.60; manufacturers of stills shall each
pay $36 ana $12 for each still or worm for distilling made by him. Retail dealers in leaf tobacco $2.50 and 30 cents additional for each
dollar on the amount of their sales in excess of

$1000.

Section 3. On cigars of all descriptions made
of tobacco or any substitute therefor which
shall be sold or removed for consumption or
sale there shall be paid by the manufacturer
$5 per thousand; on cigarettes weighing more
than three pounds to the thousand, $5 per
thousand.

THE FLOODS.

Steamer Salle Twenty-Three Miles on
a Wagon Road.
Natchez, Miss., March 28.—The river is 47
feet 7 inches and stationary.
Vidalia, La., is
covered with water to a depth of from three to
s<x feet and nearly all the inhabitants have removed to Natchez.
The steamer Minnie arrived here yesterday
morning with stock from the overflowed district, having come all the way from Tensas
This
river, a distance of 23 miles, overland.
shows how high the water is over Concordia
parish, when a steamboat can travel for such a
distance over a wagon road, a sight never witnessed before in this section.
The Destitution in Arkansas.
St. Louis, March 28.—Capt. Benham of the
C. 8. army has telegraphed to Gen. Beckwith
from Helena, Ark., that the 5O,0C0 rations left
there by the government steamer Coal Bluff
will supply the people until April 5th, but he
sent at once, to be
says 100,000 more should be
followed a week later by 50,000, aud a week
later by 50,000, and then another week later by
25,000 more. This amount he and state agent
Maogum think will carry the state through the
period of want.
Montgoeery, Ala March 28.—News is received to-night of the storm in southeast Alabama. R. J. Richardson, in Barbour county,
P. Redwas killed by a house falling on him.
ding, near Outhbert, Ga., and Mrs. Pond and
Mr Morton, near Browne Station, were killed.
Quite a number of people were badly hurt and
1 many houses blown down,
A

In response to a
Washington, March 28
resolution adopted by tbe House calling upon
for
information
as to whether
President
the
any protocol has been signed by Mr. Trescott
or any other diplomatic representative of the
United States, the Secretary of State to-day
transmitted to that bodv a communication in
which he says that up to the present time the
Department of State has received no information oither from Mr. Trescott or from tbe diplomatic representatives of the United States in
Chili or Peru that any protocol of the character described by the resolution has been signed
by Mr. Trescott or by any such diplomatic repAs coming, however, within the
resentative.
general scope of the resolution the Secretary of
tbe substance of telegrams extransmits
State
changed with Mr. Tres> o t subsequent to the
date of the last submission of correspondence
to either branch of Congress and the copy of
an instruction mailed to Mr. Trescott on the
24th ult. The substance of these telegrams is
that tbe United States proposed only to give
counsel and aid in the negotiations between
Chili and Peru and that Chili must determine
for herself whether it was wise to listen to
such counsel; also that the United States
would take no part in negotiations based upon
both the surrender of Tarapaca and payment
of 520,000,000; that the President was desirous
of having the good offices of the United States
made available for the restoration of peace but
a medium for the
was not willing to become
proposal, which in his judgment was so onernot
be
entertained
ous that it could
by Peru;
that the President was convinced that the
United States had no right conferred either by
treatv stipulations or by public law to impose
upon tbe belligerents, unasked, its views
of a just settlement and had no interest at
stake commensurate with the evils that might
follow an interference. In his instructions to
Mr. Trescott, dated Feb. 24, Secretary Frelinghuysen says: The traditional attitude of the
United States towards her sister republics of
this continent is one of peace and friendly
counsel. When as colonies they threw off
tlioir political connection with Eurupo we encouraged them by our sympathies and by the
moral weight of our official declarations we
prevented intervention either to restore their
old political connections with Europe or to
The policy we then adopted
create new ones.
has been since maintained. While we would
draw them nearer to us by the bonds of mutual
interest and friendly feeling our sole political
connection springs from the desire that they
should be prosperous and happy under tbe republican form of government which they and
we have chosen.
We aim to be regarded as a
but
and
counsellor
disinterested friend
our
wishes
do not assume to
impose
upon them or to act as an arbitrator or umpire
in their disputes unless moved to it by the
wish of both parties or by the controlling interests of our own.
Restraining our action
within this sphere the President desires you to
Chill
both by arguments
continue to urge upon
suggested in this instruction and by such
other pertinent arguments not inconsistent
thereto as may occur to you from your knowledge of the subject and wisdom and justice
of making place without the acquisition of
Tarapaca unless the province should eventually become Chilian through the inability of
Peru to pay a reasonable war indemnity to be
agreed upon. The President does not presume
to indicate what that indemnity should be but
he leaves the discretion with you andto assent to
tbe tender of the good offices oftheUnited States
to Peru on the basis of a very liberal indemnity
to Chili if the Peruvian territory is spared.
If Chili insists on retaining any of the territory whose products are or may be claimed by
the creditors of Peru as mortgaged or hypothecated or in any other way made the basis of a
loan, the President is not willing to involve
the United States in complications which
He prefers to reserve to this
might ensue.
government the full right to determine what
its action shall be should such complications
hereafter arise.”
In a telegram received at the State Departme
March 5th, Mr. Trescott says: ‘‘I have carried
out your instructions scrupulously. The terms
of peace will not be modified by Chili. The
publication of instructions to me and of my
confidential telegrams has made if impossible
I will stay as directto secure a modification.
ed bta I think that with the information I
have I can be more useful at Washington than
here. Do you wish any communication of the
intentions of the United States to Peru or
Bolivia.”
Under date of March 15, Trescott telegraphs:
“I have had a full and friendly interview with
tbe minister of .foreign affairs, and as a result I
think the condition of affairs requires my presMr. Blaine will go to Bolivia,
ence in Peru
and after conferring with Mr. Adams will then
from thence to join me in Peru if you
It is essential to have trusto not object.
You
from both places.
information
worthy
need feel no fear that I shall depart from yonr

Sroosed

instructions."
To this Secretary

Frelinghuysen replied

March 16.
“Your suggestion by cable is approved. The
consul at Valparaiso can be left in charge, and
tell him to take the archives in his custody.”
TTTBi KTTKTTa-—

_

Their Devotions to the
Eastern Ocean.
Boston, March 27.—The Znni Indiana today performed their long contemplated religions rites at the seashore. On invitation the

They Perform

city government was represented by Mayor
Green. The chiefs, accompanied by Mr. Cushing went down the harbor this afternoon on
the steamer I. Putnam, Bradlee, and were

the ontside shore of Deer Island and
immediately began their ceremonies in devotion to the eastern ocean. The chiefs first
walked into the water and sprinkled the sea
with the sacred meal. Returning to the shore
they squatted in a semi-circle, the wish of the
waves wetting their limbs and smoked the
which
consecrated cigarettes, after
they
chanted an inuocation to the “Father and
Mother of the world,” Father and Mother of
the waters,” the "God under the waters,”
“God above the waters,” "God under the
The
earth” and "God above the earth.”
oeremony of taking up the waters in the
sacred gourds and canes was then performed,
aftet which Mr. Cushing received the preliminary invitation in the “Order of the Bow,” the
highest order of the tribe. After he has received the final initiation into this order, which
will occur when the Indians arive home and
whic his attended with some privation and suffering, he will be entitled to a knowledge of
the u". written epic poem containing the history of the tribe. This poem is very long (takes
26 hours to recite it) and must be memorized.
The Indians leave here Friday for Worcester
where they will be the guests of the Antiquarian Society. From there they proceed to New
York. They brought from the beach to-day a
number of large vessels filled with water for
transportation to New Mexico where it will be
B nsec rated and nsed in their religious ceremon
its.
landed

on

_

SOUTHERN CYCLONES.
Extensive Damage Done in Georgia and
Louisiana.
New Orleans, March 28.—The TimesDemocrats’ Monroe (La.) special says a violent
hurricane swept over that place Sunday evenIt took an easterly course through
ing.
Desiard settlement, doing much damage. At
the McGuire place six cabins and a portion of
the gin house were blown down. On the Cooper plantation all the houses, including a dwelling, were destroyed. J. W. Scarborough lost a
On Ludeling’s
gin house and two cabins.
place two cabins were blown to atoms. On
the Oliver plantation all the houses were deThe Carpenter plantation lost a gin
stroyed.
house and two cabins. The loss in buildings
is estimated at $25,000. An aged colored woman
was blown away and
on the Ludeling place
Several neher body has not yet been found.
groes are reported killed.
Columbus, Ga., March 28.—Yesterday morn-

ing a cyclone passed near Loachapoka, Ala.,
doing great damage. A number of houses were
demolished, others unroofed and there was
great destruction to fences and lumber. One
man was instantly killed and another fatally
injured.
A heavy wind and hail storm passed over
Harris county, Ga., yesterday, doing much
damage. Mulberry creek is very high. All

the mills are flooded and several fine
will probably be swept away.

bridges

The Anti-Chinese Bill.
San Francisco, March, 28.—The Republican State Central Committee this morning ordered a despatch sent to President Arthur
through the California congressional delegation informing him that in the opinion of the
committee a failure to approve the anti-Chinese bill will result disastrously to the interests
and prosperity of this coast, and work great injury to people of every class.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Edward Peters of Sweetsburgh, P. Q., was
fouud guilty of murder yesterday and sentenced to be banged April 28th.
Fielding P. Meigs, commander of the only
colored battery in the late war, died in Wash-

ington, yesterday.

Counterfeit silver dollars exceedingly well
exeouted were circulated in large quantities in
Portsmouth, N. H., yesterday.
j
A St. Paul, Minn., dispatch says Capt. Kline
of the 18th Infantry, overtook the Canadian
half-breeks concerned in the outrage on Sheriff Healey, drove them over Milk River and
destroyed their main village.
Mrs. John Wall of Nothampton, Mass., a
widow lady 75 years old, was dragged from her
bed Monday night and beaten so that she will

Robbery

tbe motive.
probably
track of the suffiians.
Officers
A London despatch says Lord Erskine is
dead.
recover.
are on the

was

A. B. Valentine of Bennington, Vt.,
has endowed a free high school in his town
with $20,000.

Major

Havana

market.

(By Telegraph.)
Havana, March 28.—Spanish gold
1.70.

at

1.69%®

XLVIIth Congress-lst Session.
Senate.

Washington, March 28.

Mr. Sherman from the finance committee repayment
ported the Senate bill to facilitate the
of dividends to creditors of the Freedmen's
Savings Trust Co. Passed.
On motion of Mr. Windom the committee on
foreign relations were discharged from consideration of the letter of the Secretary of State
and recommendation of the President in reduties
gard to the abolition of discriminating
against certain productions of the East Indies,
the committee on
went to
the same
and
finance.
Mr. Blair submitted and bad read by the
Secretary resolutions of the New Hampshire
Legislature expressing the sympathy of the
people of that state for the people of Ireland in
their struggle for more liberty and for deliverReferred
ance from the oppressive land laws.
to the committee on foreign relations.
Mr. Bayard called up the Senate bill for the
purchase or condemnation of ground in Philadelphia for the use of the United States mint.
An amendment fixing as the minimum to be
paid for the property at §400,000, was agreed
to, and the bill then passed.
The Presidential count bill came up as first
on the calendar but went over by consent until
tomorrow.
Tne rresiaent

_

pro tern aimouuuou tuo
and Jones of
pointment of Messrs. Dawes
Florida as members of the board of visitors to
the next annual examination at the Naval
Academy, and Messrs. Ferry and Lamar as
visitors to West Point Academy.
The tariff commission bill came up regularly
Mr. Harris spoke in
soon after 2 o’clock, and
advocacy of action on the tariff by the committees of Congress without further delay.
Mr. Bayard, in closing the debate on.the
bill, spoke of the difficulties which necessarily
Proper reformation
surrounded the question.
of the tariff system could be best accomplished
by a commission which would also afford the
most effective instrumentality for securing
His obuniformity and permanence in law.
jection to the Garland commission to be
composed of mombers of Congress was that
their report would be liable to opposition on

partisan grounds.

The amendment of Mr. V ance requiring
that in the selection of commissioners the
President shall give representation to the industries of agriculture and manufactures as
near as practicable in proportion to the capital
invested and number of persons engaged, was
then taken up and after some disscusdon was
rejected—ayes 21, noes 39.
Mr. Allison moved to so amend the bill as to
exclude the internal revenue system {rom invoetigation. This was also rejected.
Messrs. Jones of Florida, Beck and Maxcy
opposed the bill, the latter asserting that the
commission would flood the oountry with literature gotten, up in the interests of protected

manufacturers.
Mr. Morgan argued

that the measure would
postpone relief from admitted abuses for years.

Several other proposed amendments were
voted down, when the «bill passed without
amendment—yeas 28, nays 15. Following is
the nay vote:
Buck, Call, Coke, Davis of Illinois, Farlev, Garland, Harris, Jones, IWaxey, Morgan, Pugh, Vance,
Vest, Walker and Williams.
The bill provides forja commission of nine
members, to be appointed by the President and
confirmed by the Senate, to receive as compensation for services ten dollars per day when actually employed and traveling and other necessary expenses. They are to investigate all
the various questions relating to the agricultu-

ral, commercial, merchantile, manufacturing,
mining and industrial interests of the United

States so far as the same may be necessary to
the establishment of a judicious tariff, or a revision of the existing tariff, and existing system of internal revenue laws, upon a scale of
justice to all interests, and is to report to Congress from time to time and to make a final report not later than the first Monday in January, 1883.
The presidential count bill was then taken
up and laid aside as unfinished business.

Adjourned.

notice a farther advance In Corn and Saoked Bran.
In New York to-day Oats advanced l®2c.
The following are to-day’s qnoiatlona of Floor.
Grain, Provlaiona. Sc.
«»raut.

nnr.

Corn,
Snporttoe.* 76®5 26
59 H. M.oaroldlots
84@86
Extra Spring..6 76@U
XX Spring-7 00® 7 60 Now Corn,
car lots,
82@83
Patent Spring
60
X...
§ 26®9 001 Oats,
Sacked
Bran
00
Win00@28
Michigan
28 00
Mids..
ter beet.7 00®7 26
Cotton Seed,car lot 30 00
Common
bag lots 34 00
Michigan....6 76@7 00
86
Corn,bag lets..
Bt. Lotus Win-

26@7 60 Meal,
50v®7 76 Oats,
Wintor
Winter best...7 76@8 00 Bran,
Mids,
Produce.
Sweet potatoes6 26@5 60 Bye,
fair

Mr. Calkius called up

as a

privileged

Speaker.

On motion of Mr. Kelley of Pennsylvania
the morning hour was dispensed with.
Mr. Kelley moved that the House go into
committee of the whole, stating that his intention was to call up the tariff commission bill.
Mr. Bowman of Massachusetts antagonized
this motion with the bill referring private
claims to the court of claims.
Mr. Kasson of Iowa stated it was of the utmost importance that the tariff commission
bill be taken up at once. It was very likely
that some day this week the gentleman from
Massachusetts could call up his proposition,
but let the House show the country now that
it had got to work upon the tariff bill. The
gentleman’s own constituents were more interested in that measure than in the bili
which he desired to have considered.
Mr. Bowman—I don’t know about that.
The Speaker stated that as the claims were
but a special order a vote would first be taken
upon proceeding to the consideration of that
measure.

The House refused, yeas 87, nays 117, to consider the hill.
Mr. Manning of Mississippi antagonized the
tariff bill with another special order, the agricultural appropriation bill.
This was also rejected, yeas 82, nays 112, and
the House at 150 went into committee of the
whole, Mr. Camp of New York in the chair,on
the staie of the Union.
Kasson of Iowa.
He explained in brief the provisions of the
bill stating it provided for the appointment of
a commission to investigate the tariff system
He knew very few
and to report progress.
people in the United States who had not some
some
part of the details of
complaint against
the present tariff. Free traders, prohibitory
tariff men, protective tariff men and men in
favor of a tariff for reveune only, ail agreed
that in some manner the present tariff should
He
modified.
be reviewed, revised and
reviewed the various methods wbioh had been
and
this
work
suggested for accomplishing
argued iu favor of the present bill as being the
meet impartial and practical means of solving
the question.
Mr. Carlisle opposed the pending measure.
It was the duty of Congress itself to proceed
immediately to revise the tariff in the ordinary
way. This was not a bill to facilitate revision
of the tariff, it was a bill to pay about $200 a
day for a period of six or seven months for expenses of a commission to perform a duty
which the people sent their representatives to
Congress to perform; it was a bill to postpone
It is to take away for
revision of the tariff.
the time being this whole business from Congress. All discussion must be suspended, and
all legislation postponed until these gentlemen, executive appointees, have informed the
legislative department what its duties are and
then we are to be graciously permitted to
resume our constitutional right to say if our
constituhnts are to be taxed. If a revision of
the tariff was not promptly inaugurated the
rising tide of public opinion would sweep away
the existing system without discriminating
between its good and evil features. The object of all taxation shoald be for revenue and
revenue only; but if, with this primary objeot
in view, a duty could be so adjusted as to aid
any industry in the country without imposing
a burden on
the people there was nothing in
the position of those who advocated a reform
to forbid protection to that extent.
Before Mr. Carlisle concluded his speech he
yielded to a motion that.the commitiee rise
which was agreed to.
a
before the House
The Speaker laid
message from the President transmitting the
accomand
of
State
report of the Secretary
panying papers (called for by a resolution
adopted yesterday) touching negotiations for
restoration of peace in South America; also a
communication from the Secretary of War in
compliance with a resolution of the House,
stating 800,000 more rations were necessary for
the relief of sufferers from the present overflow of the Mississippi river and its tributaries.

Adjourned.

FOREIGN.
Forster on the Protection Act.

London, March 28.—In the Commons tonight Mr. Forster admitted it was true the protective act had not done a great deal, but he
It had predeclared it had done something.
vented many outrages and murders by enabling

the authorities to lock up those who otherwise
might have committed such acts of violence.
There were, he said, signs of hope,but the outIf they were not it
rages must be stopped.
would become his duty and the duty of the
Home of Commons to have stronger measures
still.
Mr. Foster’s speech was frequently
cheered in the warmest manner.
Samuel Morley on America.
London, March 28 —Mr. Samuel Morley,
member of Parliament for Bristol, lectured
last evening on America before the Young
Men’s Christian Association. He said he believed that tbe government of New York was
ai impure and corrupt as any government
He also said Mr. Longfellow was
could be.
full of interest in and enthusiasm for England,
and concluded by hoping that there would
a public sentiment that
grow up in England
we were brothers of the Americans in all that
concerns the well being of the human race.
Skobeleff and the Slay Mission.
Cettlnge, March 28.—The official organ of
the Montenegrin Government having published an address to General Skobeleff signed by
the Prime Minister and the War Minister of
the Principality, applauding General Skobeleff’s speeches, General Skobeleff replied that
he believes in the mission of the Slays, and intends collecting a relief fuod.
The Nihilist Policy.
St. Petersburg, March 28.—The latest
number of of the Will of the People, the Nihilist organ, dated February, utges the continuation of the organization of the conspiracy
notwithstanding the reprisals of the Government.

A Leading Nihilist Arrested.
Berlin, March 28.—The chief of tbe Nihilist executive oommittee, who was connected
with the construction of the mine in Little
Garden street, has been arrested at St. Peters-

burg.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland Ball) Wholesale Market.
Portland. March 38.
There Is a Arm tone In all leading departments,
and trade far the past month has been onosnally
active. The market for Grain is very strong and we

130

..

Turkeys.

Megs Beef. .11 00@11 60
12@16
Chickens.
Ex Mesa. .12 26U12 60
Fowl. 10®i
Plato.14 60@14 76
16®17
Eggs.
Ex Plato..16 00@16 26
00
2
bbl.
76@3
onions,!?
Pork—
Urn berries, & bbl
Baoks..
22 00®22 25
Maine. 9 003)10 00
Cape Cod,12 00@16 00 • Clear.21 003821 26
Mess.18 f*u#ar.
Granulated. JJ4| Barns.
Extra 0. 9*4 Hound Hogs.
Lara.
Frail
I
Masc’tl Raisins2 70@3 60, fob, k' lb—11%@12
llorots.
6
161
$».ll%<gll%
Ixmdon Layors310^3
Pall.12»/8;o,;12%
12 @13
Valencia
Bewaa.
Furkuh Prunes. 7 ^@80
French Prunes.l2Vfe@14 Pea. ...3 7E@3 80
Aledlnm*.3 65®3 76
Oranges
Fellow Eyoc .3 10®3 25
Palormos -pba 3 60
Batter.
OO
Messina,^box.4
Creamery....
Valencia ^oase $10
Gilt
EdgeVor
Extra largo
Choice
Lemons.
Good.
Msutaa.»5M
Store....
Palermo.3 00
Cheese.
Malaea.2 76
Nutt
..

Vermont... .12V2@141/a
YllmUigton. 1 76@2 25 di Y Factory.l21/i@14ya
Skims.
7Mi@ 8
Virginia....2 25@2 60|
Apples.
Tennessee... 1 80@2 00
Per
bbl.2
ftW@10c
25@3 25
Castane,#*
12 Mi @140 Cooking.2 60@3 00
Walnuts
18
Evaporated.14®
Filberts
12ttfl4c
ri-Hjim*—

11

Pecan

l2Va@14o Dried Western....8Mi@7

Kli»(S7

dn V.n.«tAm....

Potaloe*.
bush:

Early Rom, *>
@100
Houlton.
@1 00
Maine Central..Grand Trunk.@1 00
@85
Eastern..
Proliflcs.

Burbanks.@85

Grand Trunk.. @85
and White Brooks.76*80
66@76c
Scotch.
The above pncet are for car loti of Potatoes; malt
Sc
about
oti
higher.
FREIGHTS—The market is fairly active bnt easy
no
with
important features to report. The following
charters were made for the week endng March 28th:
Barks Moselle, Henry Warner and Charles R.
Lewis. Portland to River Platte, lumber 14.00.
Birk Augustine Kobbe, same, lump sum p. t.
Schrs Fred Gray, B ram hall, Grace Cushing and
Henry Perkins, Portland to New York, lumber at

•laeksons

2.60.
Schr A. J. York, Parker's Head to New York, ico

wharfage.

1.25 and

Schr Wild Pigeon, Georgetown to Philadelphia,
ice 1.00.
Schr La Volta, St. John to Baltimore, laths 80c.
Schr Alpha, James River to Waldoboro, Me., oak
ton.
timber 5.00
Schr Lizzie Dewey, Portland to Matanzas, sugar
shooks aud beads 24c.
Brig Josefa, Baltimore to Matanzas (out md hack;
molasses 3.00, sugar 5.00.|
Nor Bark Herlof Herlofsen, St. John to West
Coast England, deals 60s.
Schr Lillian M. Warren, Jamaica to Boston, $900
and port charges.
Schr Rosie & Adra, Wise asset to Bristol, lumber
2.50.
_

Beef Market.
Corrected for the Pbess daily by Wheeler, Swift
& Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Fresh

Slice.

@10>4 Hinds.11*A@13

9

Fores.7
Backs.8

g 7
g 9%
gl9

Rattles. 6
Rounds. 9

@8

@9
Romps.13^4@14^ Loins.14

@17

Loins.....14

Romp

Grain

ques-

..

...

AAV/ V/

tion tbe case of M. D. Ball, claiming a seat as
ueiegate from Alaska.
Mr. Knott raised a point of order against it,
which after debate was sustained by the

..

82
60
28 00
30 00

7
good.. 7

ter

market.

Portland,March 28.
The following quotation* of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by S. H. Laraiinie
A Co., 167 Commercial street, Portland.
Chicago.-Wheat-- --Corn-- --Oat*—.
Time. May.
June. May. June. May. June.
9.42.. 129% 128% 68% 67% 46% 46
10.31. .180% 128% 68% 68y8 46% 46%
11.80. 130ya 128% 68% 68% 46
46%
46%
12.30. .129% 128% 68% 68% 46
1.03.. 130
128% 68% 68
46% 46%
OaU.. .180% 128% 68% 67% 46% 46%
April Wheat at 136%.
Beceipte

ef main* Central.

POKTLAND.March 28.
For Portland, ears 26 miscellaneous mercbandlceloi connecting roads 102 earsjmiscellaneous iner.

ohandlse.

n

*

A Co.

Drv Geede Wholesale market.
are wholesale prices and
corrected dally by Storor Bros. Sc Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middlestreet:

The

bblsloweitra at4763)5 16; 4800 bbla Winter Wheat extra at 4 80@8 60; 6000 bbla Minnesouthern flour steady; comsota extra 4 75*8 60.
to choice at 6 70@
mon to fair at 6 20@6 60; good
Wheat—reoeiDts 4,600 bush: exports 60,8 00.
and
feverish; export
000 bush; %<®lo lower, heavy
trade limited and less doing in options, closing
about steady at trifle ove_r_inaide rate8j salM_1.4o 7,—

W 111

I/O ttb x

X

ou,nu

following quotations

Light
Fine

(f

9-4.22@86
'Fine 10-4....27%@32%
COTTONS.

Best 36 in. ,11%@13
|Fine6-4.16 @20
Fine 7-4.19
Med. 36 In.. 8 @11
@23
jlghtSOin.. 6 @ 7% Fine 8-4.21 @26
Fine 9-4.26 @30
Fine 42 in..10 @14
Fine 10-4 ...27%@S2%
Etae 6-4....11 @17

I

TICKINGS,

Best??:... 16
Medium. .11
8

@18

Light.

Denims.12%i
Dncks-Brown 9

BTC.

8%@8%; off A at 8%@8%o; standard at A 8%;
powdered 9%@10o; Cafe at 9Vs crushed at 10%;
granulated 9%; Confec. at A 9®9%. Blalnasra
drm. Petroleum firm; united 83%c. Tallow
firmer; sales 100,000 lbs. at 7%@7 11-16. Park
less acttve and prices without marked change; sales
260 bbls old mess on spot at 16 60; new do 17 60
@16 62% : options inactive and wholly nominal.
Card opened shade better afterwards advance lost
and closed very steady sales 300 tea prime steam on
spot 11 12%@11 16; 110 tes city steam at 10 76;
refined for Continent at 11 26. Butter very firm;
State 2n@48c; Western at 15@43o, Creamery at
44@46c. Cheese firm.
tOl^UW

ISorset Jeans_

Satteena..
Cambrics.
Silesias.1
Cotton Flannels.
Twine A

11

Mteck market.

following quotations of stocks are reoeived
and corrected daily by Woodbury A Moulton (mem
bers of the Boston Stock Exchange), corner of MidThe

Exchange

Chicago. Maroh 26.—Flour is steady. Wheat is
lower; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 86®1 36% cash;
1 35%@l 35% for Maroh;' 36%!6jl 38 for April:
1 30@1 30% May; 1 28% for June No 3 doji 07^
1 llfjorn Is lower at 68 * @68% ecash; 63%c for
Maroh and April: 68%@68%c for May; 68c June;
cash;
rejected at 64%e. Oats lower at 43*46%c
43c for Maroh and April; 43%c for May; 46%c for
June. Rye weak at 81@84e. Barley is dull l 00@
I 03.
Fork is lower at 17 00@17 06 cash and for
April; 17 22% for May; 17 42%@17 45 for Jane.
Lard steady 10 86 for cash; 10 86:^10 87% April;
II 02%(d|ll 05 for May; 1117%@11 20 for June.
Bulk Meats steady; shoulders 6 60; short ribs 9 66;

short dear 9 90.
At the afternoon call of the Board, Wheat closed
easier at 1 36% for March, 1 86% April; 1 80%
for May; 1 28%@1 28% for June. Com easier but
not lower. Oats flrmer but not higher. Provisions

steady.

Receipts—8,000 bbls flour, 16,000 bush wloat,
41,COO bush oorn, 45,000 bush oats, 0000 bush
rye, 8,000 bush barley.
Shtpments-14,000 bbli flour, 16,000 bush wheat,
84.000 bush eorn, 95,000 bnsh oats, 36C0 bush
rye, 12.000 bosh barley.
ST.Lodis, March 28.—Flour quiet and unchanged,
family 6 90@6 10; choice to fancy at 8 20®6 70;
Wheat lower; No 2 Red Fall at 1 31 cash: 130%
for April; 1 32% for May; 1 26% for June; No 3
do 1 22% bid; No 4 at 1 16 bid. Com lower 68%c
for cash; 68%c for April; 69c for May; 68% June.
Port slow; jobbing at 17 66@17 75. Lard is firm;
small lots 10 65@10 76.|
Receipts—6,000 bbls flour, 13,000 busb wheat,
43.000 ousn corn, 0,000 bush oats, 00,00 bush rye,
00.000 bush barley.
Shipments-10,000 bbls flour, 16,000 bush wheat,
61.000 busb corn, 00,000 busb oats, 00,000 base
Barley, 0,000 bush rye.
Detroit, Maroh 28.—Wheat—nothing doing; No
1 White spot 1 81; April 1 31%;May 1 31%; June
1 30%.
Receipts 6,000; shipments 0,000 bnsh.
New York, March 28.—Cotton quiet and steady;
Middling uplands 12%c.
New Orleans, Mch 28.—Cotton quiet: Middling
uplands 12c.
Mobile, March 28.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands at ll%o.
Savannah, Maroh 28.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands ll%e.
Memphis,March 28.—Cotton steady;Middling upands at 11% e.

Opening.
8%
6%
Aspinwall Land. 6
26
Flint A Pere Marquette common
0. 8. A Clev. 7s.101
Hartford A Erie 7s. 64%
A. T. A S. F. 92%
Boston A Maine.142
Norfolk A Western pref. 64%

Closing.
8

6%
101
64

91%
143
....

dlmney market.

489% for short. Governments strong and %®%
higher. State bonds doll and in main lower. Railroad bonds irregular.
rbe transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregat-

ed 68.000 shares.
The following are

to-day’s closing quotations of
Government teecurities:
United States 6s, ex.
101%
United States 6’s ext
.103%
United States new, 4% s, reg. 114%
United States new, 4%'s coup.114%
United States new, 4’s, reg.118%
United States new, 4’s, coup.119%
128
Paoiflo 6’s of 96.
The following are the closing quotations of stocks:
Chicago ft Alton.}§1%
preferred.

160

134%
C.
Erie. 37%
Erie preferred. 76

B/Quinoy.

Illinois Central.136%

Shore.119%
Michigan Central. 86%
New Jersey Central._ 84%
Northwestern.132%
Northwestern preferred.140%
Lake

New York Central.'. ...133%
Rock Island .■132%
Milwaukee ft St. Paul.116%
St. Paul preferred .125
Union Pacific stock. 115%
91
Western Union Tel. Co..

Calilmrnlm miming Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
27.—The following are the
FBANcrsoo.March
SiW
closing ouotations of Mining stocks to-day;
Belcher
6%
ft
Best
Bodie. 6%
Co

Virginia.

1

22%
Eureka
Gould ft Curry. 3
Hale ft N oroross. 1
Mexican. 7%
Northern Belle. 8 Vs

Ophir.
Savage

bridge.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 26th, sch Ring Dove,
Cousins. New York for Boothbay.
Sid 25th. sobs Nettie Cushing, Maggie Ellen, S P
Adams, and others.
Ar 26tb, schs Lena R Storer. Mobile for Boston;
R W Denham, and Prospect, Amboy for do; Cyrus
Chamberlain, Rondout for Portland; Willie Luce,
Charleston for Rockport; Fannie Flint, St John, NB
for New York; Abm Richardson, Parker’s Head for
do: Pacific, Addison for do; Stella Lee, Sea Breeze,
Effort. Starlight, and Olive Elizabeth, from Portland for New York; S H Ritchie, do for Philadelphia; Emma F Hart, Wiscasset for Savannah.
Sailed, schs Fannie Flint, S H Ritchie, Stella Lee,
Sea Breeze, Abm Richardson, Oregon, Effort, Olive
Avery, Eva Adell, and F A Pike.
BOSTON—Ar 27th, schs Frank Harrington, Kent,
Baltimore for Salem; Kenduskeag, Whiling, and
Delmont Locke. Dodge, Weehawken; Jas Lawrence,
Babbidge, Deer Isle; Onward, Poole. Bristol.
Ar 28th, brig Sarah Gilmore, Clifford, Port Johnson; schs Morris W Child, Torrey, Brunswick, Ga;
Flora

Rogers, Rogers, Philadelphia; Izetta, Hinks,

Hoboken.
Cld 28th, barque Moselle, (Br) O’Connell, Portland, to load for South America.
SALEM -Ar 27th. sch Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn,
Perth Amboy, Adeliza, Frisbee, Portland tor New
York; Ann Elizabeth. Dean, Portland for NYork;
A W Smith, Boothbay for Philadelphia.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 27th. schs Augusta E Herrick
from Portland bound south; Hyue. New York for
Portland; 8eth W Smith, Weehawken for Calais;
Mary B Smith. Amboy for Dorchester.
NEWBURYPORT-Ar 26th, sch Nautilus, Tollman, Rondout.
Sid 25th, schs G W Brown, Dyer, Portland; Thos
R Pillsbury, for Wilmington, NC.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 26ih, schs Albion, Hallock,
Portland; Mattie Holmes, Warren, Bangor.
Below 27th, schs E J Munsell. E P Rogers, Antetope, E M Branscomb, C A Pitman, J P Meriam,
Montioelio, W L Crockett, Vulcan, Mary L Varney,
Watchman, L A Board man. Geo Albert, Marblehead
Lunet, Nancy J Day, Nile, T A Stuart, Fannie Butler, and Myra Sears.
MACHIAS—Ar 26th, sch 0 V Minot, Hathaway,
Portland.
FOBEIGN PORTS.

Ar at

Algoa Bay, CGH,

MUNICIPAL BONDS
Suitable for RAVIREM
TRENT PENDN.

Dresden,

yyy The funeral service of the late Charlie C.
Russell will take place on Wednesday afternoon at
2 o’clock at No. 20 Hanover street.

Feb 18, barque Geo M

RPECUi

-.AP.*

-.

J. B. Brown & Sons.
We are now paying for
Sovereigns.

Victoria

Spanish

Doubloons.
Mexican & So. Amr. Doubloons.15.46
German Twenty Mark. 4.70
Canada Notes..99Vs
N. B. & N. S. Notes.99
American Silver Vi and Va Dollars.99Vfr
Canada Silver..
06
English Sliver, per £. 4.76
Trade Lollars.08
Mexican
.87
Prince Edward Island notes.98
..

Letters of Credit issued and Bills drawn available
in any of the principal Cities on the Continent of

Europe.

for Sterling Bills on London.
Government Bonds and good Local Securities
bought and sold director on commission, at the most
marl7eodtf
favorable rates.

Highest price paid

Western Bonds
regarding litigation and sales.

bnyen and sel-

Also

lers of same.

JOHN F. ZEBLEV & CO.,
3 Bread St., (Drexel Haildiug,) New Verb.
m.wkeSa
auglS

INVESTMENTS.
Evansville, Indiana.6s
Androscoggin & Kennebec 1st Mortgage..6«
Leeds ft Farmington 1st Mort.6s
Portland ft Ogdens burg 1st Mort.6s
Northern Pacific 1st Mort.6s
New York ft New Ensland 1st Mort.6s
6s
Railrof-d Equipment Co
Maine Central R. R Co. ConsoL.7s
Stocks bought and sold at New York, Philadeland Boston Stock Exchanges. Members of
Boston Stock Exchange.

& Moulton
Woodbury Exchange
Sts.,
Cor. Middle &

-FOB SALS BY-

BARRETT,

SWAN &

SPECIAL NOTICES.

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
U. 8. Called Bonds cashed.

eodtf

moh7

MUNICIPAL^

HOSIERY.
We

pared

now

are

to show

-AND

prevery

a

—

Bonds

Railway

line of Cotton,
Lisle, and Silk Hosiery
for Ladies, Misses and
Children.
fine

SOLD*.

BOUGHT AND

bought or carried on margin.
Dally telegraphic quotations from New York
Stock Exchange.

SAMUEL
194

HANSON,
Street.

Middle

oct8eodU

BANKING HOUSE

Clews & Co.,

Henry

(NEXT DOOR TO

28

29
29
29
29
30

THE

STOCK EXCHANGE.)

30

Stocks and Bonds bought and sold only on commission for cash or on margin.
Deposits received.
4 per cent, allowed on all daily balances. Members
of N. Y. Stock Exchange and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
Jan31 eodtf

30
30

WALL STREET OPERATIONS.

30

1

The old-established Banking House of

I
1
4
6
6
6
6
8
13

MINI AT HE ALMANAC.MARCH 29.
Sunrises.....6.46 | High water,(AM)., 7.34
2.37
Sun sets.6.23 I Moon sets.

NttWS.

MARINE

furnished regarding

Information

Municipal Bonds of ILLINOIS, MISSOURI, KANSAS & NEBRASKA,

18 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.

Niagara....New York..Havana.Apl
Arizona.New York. .1 i*erpool—Apl
Bothnia.New York..Liverpool—Apl
Peruvian.Portland....Liverpool—Apl
Adriatic.... .New York. .Liverpool.Apl
.Apl
Westphalia.New York.. Hamburg
Baltio.New York..Liverpool.Apl
Brooklyn.Portland.. .Liverpool.... Apl
Circassian.Boston.Liverpool ....Apl 13
Sarmatian.Portland.. .-Liverpool.Apl 20
...

RJEOTATIONN FROM

--

FOR

...

eodU

POBTLARP.

mh2'J

hailing days or steamships.
Nevada.New York..Liverpool.. ..Mch
Andes.New York..Kingston—Mch
Gallia.New York..Liverpool ...Mch
Alsatia.New York..London.Mch
France.New York..Havre.Mch
Polynesian.Boston.Liverpool... .Mch
City of Montreal...New York Liverpool....Mch
Ontario.Portland
Liverpool.... Mch
Alvo.New York..Port Prince.Moh
Knickerbocker.New York..Havana.Mch
Britanie.New York..Liverpool_Apl

CO.,

&

32 Exchange Street,

BONDS.

_

DEATHS_

other

Banks in

St an wood, Webber, Boston.
Sid fm Deal 16th inst, barque Adolph Engler,
eodtf
dec31_
Merriman, (from Dunkirk) for Philadelphia.
Ar at Frontera 15th inst, sch Addle Ryerson,
Cashman, Coatzacoalcos.
Sid fm Barbadoes 3d inst, sch Althea, Crowley,
Portland.
Ar a Halifax 25th, brig Hermon, Hichborn, from
6s
Portland Water Co., 1st Mort.
Pernambuco.
6s
Ar at St John. NB, 27th inst, schs LaVolta, WhitCincinnati,
more, Portland, to load for Baltimore; Afton, Pres- ! Cincinnati,.6s
.,--.7*
Cook
and
M
Julia S, McIntyre, Portland; Jennie
County
cott,
Carter, Eaton, Castine; Nettie B Dobbin, Falking- Evansville lnd., -.7s
Chicago..Tk
ham, Machlas.
7s
Maine Central R. R. ConsoL
Cld 27th. schs Acara, Cummings, New York; Liz6s
Portland ft Ogdensburg R. R. 1st Mort.,
zie, Lamson, do.
6s
Eastern Car Trust,
Cld at Musquash, NB, 25th, sch L Holway, Bry
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and Coupon,
ant, New York.

In

In Kennebunk, March 27, Daniel Gooch, aged 85
years 1 month.
In Kennebunk, March 28, Joseph Mitchell, aged
77 years.
March 2. Mrs. Mary White, aged 82
In
years 6 months.
In Richmond, Maroh 3, Wm. H. Keys of Auburn,
aged 21 years.
In Waldoboro, March 2, Matilda D., widow of
Alexander Palmer, aged 82 years 11 months.

ami

FOR RALE BY

H> M. PAYSON

MARRIAGE 8.
Biddeford, March 20, Chas. S. Carle and Lizzie
Nason.
In Damariscotta, March 22. George T. Kuhn and
Mias Lizzie M. Hall, both of Waldoboro.
In Rockland, Feb. 20, Jas. R. Maloney of Newcastle and Annie A. Wells of Edgecomb.

BANK*

largely by Savings

Akron Bonds are held
this city and State.

phia

At Calcutta Feb 20, ship Sami Skelfleld. Skolfield,
for New York; barques Guy C Goss, Freeman, for
Boston or New York; Edward Kidder, Griffin, for
New York.
At Tagal Feb 8, brig Isaac W Parker, Kane, for

Falmouth, E, ready.

3 PER

_

26%

(By Telegraph.)
New York. March 28—Evening. Money loaned
from 5 to 6, and closed at 6 bid; prime mercantile
Exchange steady 486% for long and
paper 6@6.

ft Alton

for Cam-

Ohio,
City of Akron,
CENT.

JOHN A. DODGE &
Ns.

Bay

Easter Cards.
Our

NOW

usual

complete

as-

elegant

de-

“WEEKLY FINANCIAL REPORT,’*

Showing how large profits can
ments of $IO to 91,000.

sortment, in hundreds of
and

new

READY,

signs.

CO.,

19 Wall Street, New Yerk,

and sell all active stocks on three to five per
cent, margin. They send FREE their
be made

on

invest-

febl8eodlyr

ELEGANT

LORING, SHORT & HARMON.
«nd3w

mch!7

6

Flint A Pere Marqnettespreferred. 98
97%
64
63
L. R. A Ft. Smith.
71
71
A
Ont.
Marquette, Honghton
11
Summit Branch. 11
66
Denver A Rio Grande. 67%
Mexican Central 7s. 88
84>/2
Northern Pacific preferred. 79
78%
•*
37
Common. 37
(Bales at the Broker's Board, Boston, Mch. 28.1
7c
Milton
Deer Isle Mining Company. 14c
Douglas Mining Company...60c'
Sullivan Mining Co. 1%
New York Stock and

Philadelphia; Sedonia, Boothbay

bonpwn iHarkeu,
By Telegraph.)
London,Maroh 28.—American securities—United
States bonds, 4s, 120%; 4Vis, 116%.
Liverpool,March 28—12.30P.M.—Ootton market easier; Uplands at 6%d; Orleans at 6 13-16d;
sales 8,000 hales; speculation and export 1,000;
futures steady.

strw» »:

Boston Land.
Water Po war.

Chicago

U»ui.

gSjgB&vy.’^v^g'- X.°.r.k-:2a^27,

™

Warps
Batting—Best..ll%i
•'
Good. 8%@l! %
Fancy 12y2i

dle and

do for

60%
@63c; 8B,000 May 51%@51VaC;35,000 June
at 7%@
@51c. nuxar dull; iair to good refining
at
7%c; refined is easier and quiet: White Ex O

FROM

6%lf 7%|Fine8-t.18@22
Fine

86 In.
6
36 In. 6
40in. 7%@ 9

BLEACHED

"

*•

6^@67o;

liW uuw |iw»

do.

Passed by, sch Robie L Foster, Hart.Cardenas.
NEW YORK.—Ar 27th, sohB Post Boy, Gott, fin
Mayagues 18 ds; M E VanCleaf, Thorndike, Ponce;
C F ifeyer, Poland, Apalachicola; Fan A Gorham,
Welch, Jacksonville; Jennie F Willey, Chadwick,
Darien; Millford, 1-ook, Richmond for Boston; M E
Long, Hardy, Boothbay; R S Learning, do for Philadelphia; Frank Learning, Damariscottafordo; M S
Lewis, Kennebec; Louisa Wilson, Alley, Portlaid;
Am Chief, and Geo E Prescott, Rockland; Susan,
do; Winnie Lawry, Spear, Thomaston; War Steed,
New Bedford; Csar, Davis, Providence.
Cld 27th, barque Esther, Benjamin, Matanaas.
Passed the Gate 26th, sob Teaser, from New York
for Portland; Loduskia, do for Boston.
PROVIDENCE— Ar 27th, seh Viola May, Fisher,
Red Beach.
uux\xn lauiUNU
HARBOR—Ar26th,schsDavid
Torrey, Soule, and Tclumab, Sproul, Portland for
New York; Florida, of Belfast, and Thomas Hix, of
Rockland.
NEWPORT—Ar 26th, schs Abigail Haynes, from
New Bedford for New York; Mary Lymburner, New
York for Portland; Jas H Deputy, fm Portland for
New York; Mary Sands, do for do; A F Crockett,

J’aeeiDtii

UNOLBACETED COTTONS.

Heavy 38 In. 7%@ 8% Fine 7-4.14@17
Med.

null®,

Bandall,

u
is
Eye very firm 88@96c. Earley
new, 1 40 Vi
firmer. Malt firm. Corn %@%c higher and unon
less
and
limited
doing
demand
settled; export
noeculative account, closing rather weak;
7160 bush; exports 36,679 bush; sales 773,000
75
b isb, including 149,000 bush on spot; ungraded
Yel(a278y*c;No 2 at 76@76^c in store; Southern 2 ior
No
low 84c; choice White Southern 93@94:
March at 76o; April 76@76%o, closing at 76%c;
May 76%®76%,closing at 76%e;June 7b%c;July
at 76%@76%, closing at 76%c. Oatt are %@2
higher and fairly aotive: reoeipts 6646 bush,exports
600 bush; sales 279,000 bnsh; No 3 at 66o; White
do 67%c; No 2 at 66%@67c; 'do White at 68 %@
68% and 60c; No 1 at 67; do White at 60c; Mixed
White do at 67@61c; Mixed
Western at
State 66@60c; White do 69@63c, including 16,000
bnsh ho 2 for March 66%c; 36,000 April at 52% ®

old.

nr* AflUAiu

Ax at

_

_

Gaily Oemeatie Receipt*.
1.. water conveyance—1000 fcnsh Cornmeal to G

A, T*

Passed up, sell Parker M Hooper.
Delaware Breakwater 26tli. sebs Hattie A
White, Cuba; 27th, barque Alice, Dyer, Cardenas;
Abbie
Clifford, Storer, Sagua; sch Bowdoln,
brig

I; 1300 bbls
City Mill extra at 8 66@6 76 for W at
4 00@4 80;
No 2 at 2 90@4 00; 000 Superfine

3
1

Nevada. 6%
iCon. 10
Yellow Jacket. * 1

Sierra
Union

Watertown Cattle market.
Watertown, March 28.—Beef Cattle—receipts
1277 head; decided improvement in prices; sales of
Beef Cattle—choice at 9 76(5)10 00; extra at 8 76®
9 60; first quality 8 00®8 60; second quality 6 76
®7 60; third qualtiy at 6 00®6 60.
pair at $100@$176;
Store Cattle—Work Oxen
Milch Cows and Calves at $20®S40; Farrow Cows
*I6®$36; Fancy Cows $60@$70; Yearlings »7®
113; two years old $14®$26;three years $26®|60.
Western fat Swine, live, at 7®7%; Northern
dressed Hogs 8%.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 3517 head; prices
8heep unchanged with fair trade on all grades;sales
of Sheep in lots at 2 60®6 0 each; extra at 6 00®
6 60; Lambs at 68)7%; Veal Calves at 3@6%.

Chicago Lire Stock market.

(By Telegraph.)
OHicAOO.March 28—Hogs—Receipts 20,000 head;
shipments 6600; 6c better; common to good mixed
at6 20a?6 70; heavy packing and shipping at 6 76
@7 10; light 6 20@6 TOjskips and culls 6 00@6 10.

Cattle—Receipts 6600 head shipments 380<» head;
easier;exports 6 60@7 30, good to choice shipping
6 10@6 46; common to fair 6 40@6 00.
Sheep receipts 3300head; shipments 2500 head;
market is steady; common to medium 6 0C@5 60;
choice to extra 6 10@tt 26.
Dsmeatle markets.

(By Telegraph.)
vaw York. March 28 -ttvening.—Flour market
and
in instances 6® 10 higher, dosstronger
opened
ing quiet and prices without marked change; export
demnad moderate and light jobbing trade inquiry.
■ Receipts Flour 11,636 bbls; exports 1861 cbls;
sales 17,700 bbls; No 2 at 2 90®4 00; Superfine
Western and State 4 00®4 60; common to good ext
Western and State 4 76@6 25; good to obolce Western extra at 6 30.®8 60, common to choice White
Whe»t Western extra 7 00® 8 00-fancy do at 8 10
®8 60; oommon to good extra Ohio at 4 60@8 00;
common to choice extra St. Louis at 4 75(a8 60;
Patent Minnesota extra at 7 60@8 00; choice to
double extra at 8 10@8 60, Including 3000 bbls of

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Just Received by

TUESDAY. March 28.
Arrived.
Steamer Reading, Smith, Philadelphia—coal to

Eastern RR.
Steamer New Brunswick,
via Eastport lor Boston.
Steamer Woodbury, (US)

Hall, St John, NB,

Abbey, Eastport.
Dallas, (US) Glover, Gloucester.
Soh G W Brown, Dyor, Newburyport.
OUTSIDE—Sch Moses Webster, from Cuba.
steamer

TOUR

Can be

OLD] Dyed

CLOTHES!

Cleared.

& Son.

__

Sch Robt Weodruft, Lewis, Wiscasset-N Blake.
Soh Sympathy, Tainter, Boothbay—Cumberland

Bono Co.

Soh Arrival, Farnum, Boothbay—D Choate.
SAILED—Barque Sam’l B Hale; schs T S MoLellan, A J York, Alfred W Fisk, Wild Pigeon,

AND

Pressmen,
pressed

at

a

and
C. O.

trifling
ex-

D.

Exchange St.

IMPORTED

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE
13 Preble Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Kid Gloves clean*. every day at 10 cents per pair
sneodtf
Jan23

CLOTHS

To be found at No Other Establish*
ment in this city.

FOSTER’S

—

Gentlemen

at No. 89

Cleansed

and Pressed by Tailor’s

Ladies
—

Kohling,

Spring and Summer Suitings,
The Noblest Ever Exhibited.

PANTALOONINGS
Of

Exquisite

Patterns

and

Splendid

quality,

OUR CORRESPONDENT.

FROM

WISCASSET, Maroh 21—Ar, sohs Emma F Hart,
Giloe, Boston; Sallie B, McGathlin, do.
March 23—Ar. sohs Roea & Adra, Bowman. Portlond; Frank G Dow, Gage, Boston.
March 26—Sid, schs Maria Louisa, Dickinson, for
Boston; Sallie B, McGathlin, New York; Emma F
Hart, Davis. Savannah; Wm B Darling, Kendall,
Stamford, Ct.
Ar, soh J Wnltehouse, Faraham, St George.
March 27—Ar, sch Helen A Chase, Adams, from
New Haven.
Sid, seh Frank

or

expense,

Barque Samuel B Hale, Haven, Buenos Ayres—R
Lewis A Co.
Soh Alfred W Fisk, Kelley, Baltimore—Nutter,
Kimball A Go. and M P Emery.
Soh Josie Hook, Fickett, New York—Berlin Mills
Sch Abby Weld, Gardner, Pembroke.—N Blake.
Sch C M Walton, Lane, Sedgwick—N Blake.
Soh Luella, Pratt, Ellsworth—master.
Sch Cinderella, Webber, Round Pond—N Blake.
Sch Douglas Haynes, Meady, Wisoasset—J Nickerson

beautifully

G Dow, Gage, New York.

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at New York 28th, steamers Niagara, and City
of Puebla, from Havana.
Ar at Manzanilla 9th, brig O B Stillman, Race,

St Jago.
Ar at Caibarien 3d inst, sch Cumberland, Webber,
Baltimore; White Sea Rnggle, Mobile; 7th, barque
Au Sable, Andrews. Cardenas; 13th, Tremont, Bray
Port Spain; 15th, brig Kaluna, Ray, Portland.
Sid 18th, barque Walker Armington, Hooper, for

Light Overcoatings,
Excelling all others in Texture and
Finish.

ANNOUNCE THEIR

OPENING

HAIR LINE

The Richest

Displayed

-OF-

LADIES’AND MISSES’

CLOTHS,

Something Entirely New for Dress Suits.

Goods Ever
in this

city.

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.

Boston.
Sid fm

Sagua 18th, brig L F Munson, Smith, for
Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Cardiff 27th, ship Patrician, Jackson, from
New York.
Ar at Llveipool 26tb, ship Belle O’Brien, O’Brien,
Norfolk.
Ar at do 26th, steamer Toronto, Gibson, from
Portland, (lost 77 oxen and 36 sheep.)
Ar at Queenstown 27th Inst, ship Fannie Tucker,
Greenleaf, San Francisco, (Nov 17.)

KOHLING,

COSTUMES

No. 89

ON

mar26

MEMOBAADA.

Tuesday and Wednesday,

Barque Alumina, Murphy, from Bull River, SO,
for Wood Hole, with phosphate rock, la ashore on
Skiff Island, Muskeegee channel. She remains in
good condition knd will probably come off without

March 28th and 29th.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
CEDAR KEYS—Ar 21st, sch Jos Farwell, Wingfield, Mayaguez, to load for Mexico.
PENSACOLA—Ar 22d, brig Emily T Sheldon,
Hayes, New York.
Cld 24th, sch Elia M Watts, Matthews, Portland.
CEDAR KEYS. FLA—Cld 22d, sob John A Lord,
Thomas, Coatzacoalcos.
JACKSON VILLE-Cld 23d, soh Millie Trim, ior
Perth Amboy; H A DeWitt, for Bath.
JACKSON VILLE-Cld 26th, sch W H Sargent,
Low, New York.
SATILLA RIVER-Ar 19th, sch Carrie S Bailey,

EASTMAN BROSJ BANCROFT
492 & 494 Congress St.
sndtf

mch25

Fletcher,

Bath.
sch

Nellie T Morse,

BRUNSWICK—Ar 18th,
Bunker, Philadelphia.
SAVANNAH—Sid 27th, soh Gen Adelbert Ames,
Jameson. New York.
BUCKSVILLE, SC—Ar 24th, soh Annie P Chase,
___

Poole,

Charleston.

_

GEORGETOWN—Sid 22d inst, soh J P Wyman,
Urann, New York.
RICHMOND— Ar 26th, sch Ada Ames, Adams,
Rockland.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 27th, barque
S G Hart, Pierson, for Matanzas; brigs Merrlwa,
Downes, do; Starlight, Atwood, Ponce
BALTIMORE—Ar 27th, ship Louisiana, Delano,
Havre; sch A B Perry, Look, Fernandina.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 26th, schs Ai red Keen,
Crockett, Wilmington, NC: Geo S Tarbell. Higgins,
Boothbay; Alice Borda, Dukes, and David Clarkson, Ireland, do.
Ar 24tb, sch Geo B McFarland, Strong, from
Brunswick.
Ar 26th, brig Clarbelle, Coggins, Trinidad.
Ar 27lh, sobs Robie L Foster, Hart, Cardenas;
P M Hooper, Lane, Kennebec; olive Crosby, Hutchinson, Cbrdeaas.
Ar 28tb, brig Mary T Kimball, Sanborn, Cardenas
(has been ashore at (loose Island; no damage.)
NEWCASTLE, DEL—Passed down 26tb, brig Ada
L White, for Cardenas.

CALL & TUTTLE,

Tailors & Importers,
Are

Cure Your

Corns1

BY USING

Entirely harmless; Is not a oaustlo.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and Callous,
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in oaeh bottle.

trs CURB IS a UAR£NTEBD.mMk
For eale by all Druggists.
Price 93 cents.
Try It and you will be convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testily to Its value.
Jtsk for Schlotterbeck’s Cora and Wars
Solvent and take no other.

GENTLEMEN and
LADIES’ WEAR.
SUITS A SPECIALTY.

LADIES’

GARMENTS

MADE TO ORDER.

453
mchll

Washington St.,

Boston.
deod Id

WALL PAPERS.
*

SPRIMGOPEIim

endtf

nov23

exhibiting their

—FOE—

SCHLOTTERBEOK'S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

now

SPRING GOODS

DRESS

___

0

FASHIONABLE

dlSeh8oiive Crosby, which

arrived at Philadelphia
27th from Cardenas, experienced bad weather on
the passage, shifted cargo and started a bad leak.
The wreck ct schr E A Elliott, of Winterport,
ashore at Gerrish Island, Portsmouth, was sold by
auction 27th, for $228.

Exchange Street.
snecxiSiinos

All grades of good*

CAUCUS.
Cl ray.

The Republicans of Gray, are requested to meet
at the Town Hall, In said town, on SATURDAY,
April 1st, at 7 o’clock p. m., for the purpose of
choosing a Town Committee for the cnsnlng year.
Per order.

Gray.JMarcli 27,1882.

AT LOW PRICES.

LORINO, SHORT & HARMON.
mar28

sneod2m

Brief Jotting*.
Bright and cold yesterday. Mercury 42° a1
sunrise, 47° at 8 a. m., 43° at noon, 40° at sunset; wind west then north.
The Ideal opera troupe are at the Falmouth

THE PT3ESS.
MARCH 29.

WEDNESDAY MOBYISHJ,
V

THE PRESS

Depots ol N. Q.
Andrews, Armstrong Cox, Wentworth, Hodsden, A. T.
Boston A Mains Depot, and
Robert Costello,
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run oat of tbs
May be obtained at the Periediaal
Faaseadea, Marquis, Brunei A Go.,

Cleveland,

Small A Co.
^luburn, WULrd
F. Pierce.

Daniel Dickons.

Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Oumerrland Mills, F. A. Verrlll
Damarlaeotta, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, K. C. Harmon and Shirley A Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer A Co.
Gorham, J. Irish.

Kallowell, U. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler A Estes.

Lisbon, 0. K. Judkins.
Meebanls Palls. A. W. Bridge, F. A. Mlllett.
Korway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, Q. A. Boale.
Rockland. O. C. Andrews.
Sabattus, K. H. Johnson.
iKioifMMML sit the Post OSoe,
Baeo, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick.
Thomatton, S. X>elana.
Yinaihaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Biias.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
WIscaaset. Gibbs & Bundle*.
Woodford's Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, O. K. Coombs.

CITY AND VICINITY.
~---

.-

NEW

Harpswell line, has been sold.
The first consignment of fine strawberries

this season, was on exhibition at Chaffin &
Libby’s, yesterday afternoon.
The G. A. It. have built a new stage at a
cost of $160, and it was used at City Hall last

Augusta,
Bangor, J. H. Babb A Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Biddoford, F. M. Burnham.
Jellerson’s Bookstore.

Bridgtoc,

and United States Hotels.
We have received the Folio for April from
W. E. Chandler & Co.
The steamer Henrietta, of the Portlaud and

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Grand Concert—Miss Anr.ie Lomise Cary.
Die MUpali Circle—Williston Church.
Oonoert-First Parish Choir.
FINANCIAL COLUMN.
City of Akron Bonds—H. M. Payson & Co.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Hoeierr—Eastman, Bros. & Bancroft.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
New York and New England Bonds.
Easter Cards—Stubbs Bros.
Wanted—A. 8. Femald.
R. A. of P. F. D.—Annual Meeting.

evening for the first time.
The receipts of the Cadets’ ball were $79505 and expenses $559.15, leaving a balance of
8235.90.
The Portland Railway Company yesterday
had a large crev of men and teams picking up
and carting away the ice from Spring street.
The apron sale at the Plymouth church vestry should be well attended this afternoon and
evening. Supper will be served at 6.30 o’clock.
The house painters of this city have notified
their bosses they shall demand 552.50 per day
after April 1st. They now receive 52.
The Portland caulkers demanded a rise of
All the em30 cents per day one week ago.
ployers except one have acceded to their demands.
The entertainment to be given this evening
at Rossini Hall, by the Dickens Club, comIt is for the
mences promptly at 7.30 o’clock.
benefit of the Maine General Hospital.
The committee appointed to prepare resolutions on the death of Rev. Dr. Champlin, expresident of Colby University, will be announced hereafter by Hon. Abner Coburn.
A few reserved seats still remain at Stockbridge's and at the dancing academy of Mr.

Gilbert, for the children’s ball, which will
off at City Hall next Saturday, at 2.30
p. m.
A very interesting entertainment will be
held at the Williston church to-morrow evening. Among the exercises will be an original
dialogue, “The Travelers,” also “An half-hour
come

Wanted—W. E. Plummer.
Town Meeting—Cape Elisabeth.
Wanted -Salesman.
Farm for Sale—John S. Barstow.

the Heathen,” and “Sowing Light.”
The members will be dressed in the costumes
of the different countries.
The Atwood Lead Company are to put into
with

A Remarkable Floor Covering.
The floor cloth “Linoleum” has now been
manufactured for some years, and is much
It is composed
commended by ail who use it.

mainly of finely ground cork and solidified oil.
Remarkable alike for durability, beauty and
cleanliness, the demand must continue to increase.
It has Btood the test of time; but imitations being on tho market, buyers should
the cloth for the word
Linoleum,” which on the genuine is printed
All carpet dealers keep
on every square yard.

nace will be

ready

in about two months.

back of

look on the

it.
__

sufferers
from
Debilitated persona, and
wasting disease each as consumption, scrofula,
kidney affections, will be greatly benefitted by
using Brown's Iron Bitters.
mar24eod&wlw
From Edward G. Newell, Chicago.
consider the Health-Lift one of the
world’s greatest blessings.”
Commencing Us
use in Janaary, 71, for dyspepsia and severe
headache, and weighing 115 pounds, I found
myself, in less than a year, entirely free from
disease aud my weight increased to 150 pounds.

^**‘1

I oontinue its use
201 Middle St.

daily.

Health-Life rooms,
marSOdtf

_

Forty Tears' Experience of an Old Nurse.
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is
the prescription of one of the best female physicians aud uursas in the United States, and
has been used for forty years with never failing
success by millions of mothers for their children. It relieves tho ohild from pain, cures
dysentery snd diarrhoaa, griping in the bowels,
and wlnd-celir. By giving health to the child
Price Twenty-five Cents
it rests the mother.
dec3S,M&W&wlv49

bottle.

a

their works a furnace for the reduction of cop.
per ore, the sulphur from which will be used
in the manufacture of oil of vitriol. This product will be used by the oil refineries and
The furmanufacturers of superphosphates.

From John

D.

Rockefeller, Esq., Cieve

land. O.
I have used the Health-Lift you represent
fer about three years at my home, and it has
1 cheerbeen a great benefit to my health.

fully recommend it, and oould not be induced
discontinue its daily
rooms, 201 Middle St.
to

Health-Lift
mar20dtf

use.

A Probable Canard.
The Boston Journal of yesterday says: “A
recent issue of the Chicago Tribune contains a
special purporting to have been prepared at
Lewiston, Me., in which it is stated that the
Knights of Labor have inaugurated among the
mill operatives in Lewiston, Biddeford, Saco
and all tho industrial centres along the line of
the Maine Central and Boston & Maine raila general strike for a reduction of hours
of labor and an increase of wages equal to 15 or
20 per cent., to take place about April 1. Fig
ures are given showing the extent of the
movement, which the imaginative and sensational writer styles‘the labor tornado in Maine

roads,

and sister New England States,’ and confident
prediction is made that the strike Will carry
'destruction and demoralization to numerous
large and important interests. Among other
things it is stated that the employes of the Biddeford and Saco mills have given notice of
their intention to strike—a statement which
was given currency ten days ago by the Portland Argus, and promptly denied.
There is every reason to believe that the reSo imporport is without foundation in fact.
movement could not have escaped tb e
ittention of journalists in New England, who
would not have left so important a matter to
be discovered and telegraphed to a Chicago
paper by some one who is not a member of the
tant

a

The fact that this piece of news
>e elaborately worked up, was not offered for
lale in a market neorer than Chicago,leads one
The paper in
x> suspect its authenticity.
luestion has either been made the victim of

profession.

member of the disorganizing associations
it has been duped by some person who is
laming his bread by selling the products of
iis imagination to such newspapers as will
my them. We do not hesitate to denounce
mme
>r

chiefest charm—
rosebud lips,
Flowing tresses, form of grace?
No; fine teeth these charms eclipse,
And their sure.preserver is
SOZODONT, best dentifrice.
What is

beauty's

Melting eyes

or

MW&F&wXw
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Bcrrio, N. Y., Dec. 1, 1879.
the Pastor of the Baptist Chnrch here,
•*<i*b educated physician.
I am Dot in
practice, but am my sole family physician, and
advise in many cHroHUtT CSSes.' Oter a year
Bitters to my
ago I recommended yonr Hop
invalid wife, who has been nndor medical
treatment ef six of Albany’s best pbysiciaus
i

am

She has become thoroughly
years.
cured of her various complicated diseases by
We both recommend them to
their use.
been
our friends, many of whom have also

several

eared of their various ailments by them.
Rbv. E. R. Warren.
Kinsman, E6q.—Dear Sir: With
Botanic
pleasure we order ten gross Adamson’s
that
Cough Balsam, showing conclusively
merit has won the day, aud that your Balsam
is taking the lead over the many battles of trash
that now flood the market.—From Smith, DooF.

W.

little <£ Smith,
mar27

Druggists,

Boston.

MW&S&wlw

From Gen. A. B. Nettleton, Philadelphia.
Having used the Reactionary Health-Lift
for
several years, I would not ditpense with it
It is the ’’condensedmilk
any consideration.
Health-Lift rooms, 201
•f physical exercise.
mar20dtf
Middle St.
__

Don’t Throw up the Sponge.
When suffering humanity are enduring the
horrors of dyspepsia, indigestion, or nervous
and general dibility, they are too often inclined to throw up the sponge and resign themTake
selves to fate. We say, don’t do it.

Burdock’s Blood Bittkhs the unfailing
edy. Price 81.00; trial size 10 cents.

From W. W. Morland, M. D.,
Fsllew of tbe Mass. State Medical Society.
After a daily trial, under your directions, of
tit eHealth-Llft, during two months, it gives
me
pleasure to express to you the very

great

impression it has made upon meI
Lifting, as I now do, five hundred pounds,

favorable

have never felt the least strain, nor any other
On the oontrary, tho sensaInjurious effect.
tions, after lifting, are only those of exhilaration, lightness, increase of muscular force, and
of the circulation.
a pleasant acceleration

Those whom I have sent to you bear the same
testimony. In fact, every one who gives the
Reactionary Lifter a fair trial becomes fasci
Health-Lift rooms, 201 Middle
with it.

mar2Gdtf

gt

Municipal Court,
nitrons judos amour.
TCMiiAY.—James Whalen, John B. NcGinty,
Fredrick M. Witham, Ann Gallagher and Bridget
Doherty. Intoxication. Fined *6 and costs.
In
Frank T. Davis. larceny—2 cases. Fined *5

P^Thomx?

COlemaa, James H. McGlinchy, Frank
and seizMoGUneby and Michael O’Hearn. Search
Fined *100 each and costs. Appealed.
ure.
'''

New Music.
Nine good pieces of music, published by
Co. have just arrived,
&
Oliver DitBon
suggestive, in their titles, of
and are

quite

“Good-bye,” by Tosti,
this vernal season.
the
will do for a winter farewell, and presages
“Tho
Bweet “Easter Carols” by Annie Loud.
Young Blroh Tree” by Grieg, the Norwegian,
and "Opposite my Window,” by M. S. Pike,
which is not an Easter, but a Down East song
“Apa-june Waltz” by
of the comic order.
Milloker, is a musical flower, the “New Bosthe dog)
ton Glide Waltz” by Schneider, (not
excursion
is all ready for the first gliding
steamer, the "Lost Chord,” Transcription, by
to seek for it in the
us

Moelling, inspires
woods and fields, and “Love’s Chiding Polka”
our steps in
for Piano and Violin, will time
exercise we may be tempted to
any “violint”
take, and thus “Day and Night,” by DeBaron,
will bring us quickly
tbo flowery season.

on to

the full beauties of

Chrolithian Collar and Cuff Co.
The Chrolithian Collar and Cuff Company
for the purpose
haa been organized in this city
or in part, of
of selling articles made in whole,

stock, $160,000; capital
8100.
stock paid in, $30Q; par value shares,
President—Allen G. Lovell.
Treasurer—Edward W. Ghampuey.
Directors—E. W. Champney, A. G Lovell,
Thomas A. Tallon.

“pyroline.” Capital

Temperance Meeting.
filled last
The Gospel Mission was well
was
meeting
interesting
evening and a very
held.

pledge.

ing Elder

,,preach.

Several signed the
E. Cotton w
“Office of the Holy

Spi*lt'

Personal.
We regret to hear that Mr. Arthur W.
rones, is seriously ill.
L. Linn Small, teller of the First National
he First National Bank of Aubnrn, to enc:eed John B. Jordan, resigned.
Mrs. Daniel Deshon, the centennariau mentioned in Tuesday’s Press, was still alive last
sight. She lays in a stupor however, and

takes no nourishment, yet her physician thinks
iho may possibly live a number of days even
in this condition.
Mr. Daniel Brewer, the well known master
ihip builder, has accepted the position of Supprintendent at Cape Elizabeth Marine Railway. Mr. Brewer is making arrangements for
the construction of a 300 ton schooner for

Captain Asa Littlejohn, at the same place.
Tho Pilgrim’s Progress, published in Washington says: ‘‘Howard House, Baltimore: the
first hotel to received colored people. RememThe two
ber it. The Jubilees stopped there.
men who left the Howard House because The
Jubilees were received as guests, were Capt.
Chas. Merrill, Portland, Me., and A. Lewis
They
Gaubert, M. D., Mechanics Falls, Me.
enquired if the hotel bad fallen so low as to
Let
take a parcel of -niggers to keep?
their record go back to the State of Blaine.”
Hon. Geo. B. Barrowsof Fryeburg, has been
persuaded to undertake the work of preparing
Mr. Barrows is amply
a history of that town.
qualified by education, ability and literary
taste for writing a work that will be so full of
interest to every citizen and native ofjold Fryeburg.—Oxford Democrat.

rem-

mar27_MW&Flw

nated

:he story as an elaboration of the report pub"
ished in the Portland Argus and denied the
text day as utterly without foundation.”

This even-

Subject:
All are invited.

Odd Fellowship,
The Grand Officers of the Grand
institute a new lodge at Ellsworth

Lodge

will

this even-

ing.
The Odd Fellows of Kennebunk have completed their new hall and the grand officers
will dedicate it on April 5th.tThe Rev. Thomas Tyrie, Grand Chaplain, will deliver an oration.
The Grand Lodge of Maine have been presented with an elegant picture of their Grand
Secretary, Joshua Davis, Esq by Conant, the
well known photographer, which adorns the
walls of the grand lodge office.
A Heavy Loss.
A working man named O’Neil, reports at
the station that he had been working out of
town and had made $180, which he had in the
form of a roll of bills in his pocket. Yesterday
he went into a store on Fore street, near the
corner of Pearl, to make a purchase, and there

exposed the bills when he paid for his goods.
he discovered the
home
After his return
money was gone and reported the case to the
police

at once.

Second Parish Church.
At the annual parish meeting Monday evening the following officers were elected:
Moderator—Wm. W. Thomas.
Clerk—Wm. H. Hobbs.
Treasurer—S. W. Larrabee.
Committee—L. M.
Assessors and Parish
Consens, George Brock, S. Fogg, J. Main and
R. W. Turner.
Music Committee—H. P. Merrill, J. F. Liscomb, E.

1

"

r

■

1
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MUSIC AND THB DRAMA.
PUTAPOB a.

That Pinafore hag obtained a hold on the
popular taste that nothing can shake,was evi-

by the audience in attendence at the
presentation of the opera by the Ideal CompaThe crowd of
ny in City Hall last evening.
ticket holders fairly besieged the doors, and it

denced

was 8.15 p. m. before all had obtained admission. The people came from all over Cumberland county. When the curtain went up every
bit of vacant space in the rear, and on the
sides of the hall, was occupied by standees,

while the galleries were equally favored.
Among those who could not secure seats severThe audience was
al ladies were noticed.
probably, some 2500 in number, and was the
largest gathered in that place of entertainment for several years. It was not a very enthusiastic body of spectators hut several of the
numbers of the opera .were encored and repeated, noticeably Mr. Whitney's “Fair
Moon,” and “Farewell, My Own,” by Mr.
Fessenden, Miss Ulmer, Barton, Mr. Barnahee and chorus. This lack of enthusiasm was
not due to the want of appreciation, but was
possibly the result of an inability by the audithe iirst
ence to secure an encore of one of
numbers of the opera, for which many thanks.

By

a

with

refusal the action of the opera went on
scarcely an interruption, and the interest

kept unbroken to the close.
It is unnecessary at this late day, and considering the public’s familiarity with Pinafore
Miss
to indulge in any extended criticism.
Ulmer made a yery pretty Josephine, and her
was

very becoming.
She sang with spirit, and : while we have had
Josephine who surpassed her in the musical
part of her task still she was very satisfactory
and acted with taste and feeling. Miss Barton
while not an Adelaide Phillips, .still proved a
charming Little Buttercup, and was not only
•■roundjand rosy”lhut bewitchingly pretty. Miss
Oalef was an attractive Hebe and acquitted
herself creditably. Mr. Fessenden’s voice appeared to excellent advantage in several of his
costume

in the first act was

a litsongs, and while it may have roughened
tle since last he appeared here, still he is yet
the owner of one of the best tenors on the
as
stage. Mr. Barnabee was dry and amusinghis
ever as Sir Joseph, and could not forbear,
this
rein
less
guilty
tendency to gag, although
spect than we have ever known him to be. Mr.
Whitney was a glorious Captain Corcoran, and
one of the best things of the evening was “The
Merry Maiden and the Tar," with Mr. Frothingham, who as Dick Deadeye, renewed the
old impressions made here in past seasons. Mr.
The
Kammerlee was an excellent boatswain.
choruses and ensembles were given in a manner for which this company is noted, and the
orchestra of eleven pieces, led by Mr. Studley,
We
was very fair, and generally satisfactory.
object however to tuning instruments during
the progress of the dialogue.
WEBER CLUB CONCERT.
Tbe Weber Club will give a concert at the

Pine street church to-morrow evening,at which
Mrs. C. H. Pratt, Misses N. Holland and Hattie Thomas will assist, and readings will be
W.
given by Messrs. David Moulton and Fred 51o
Thompson. Tickets at Mr. F. B. Clark s,
Congress street.

bebecca’s triumph.
The sixteen young ladies from Daering who
gave “Bebecca’s Triumph, or the Cooking
Clnb” so successfully for the benefit of the
church of the Messiah, will repeat the play at
G. A. E. Hall this evening for the benefit of
the Swedenborgian Society. The play will be
followed by an amusing farce.
THE CART CONCERT.

The Cary concert for the benefit of the
Maine General Hospital will be a grand affair.
Besides Miss Cary, Miss Buth C. Long, contralto, the Cecilian Club of female and the

Weber Club of male voioes, the Temple Quartette of Boston, and Mr. Harvey Murry, pianist, will take part. The tickets will be sold at
Stockbridge’s Thursday morning at 9 o’clock.
Numbers will be given out at 7 o’clock, and
only six tickets will be sold to any one person
at the opening sale.
NOTES.

An opera on the subject of “Uncle Tom’s
Cabin”—the words by H. W. Ellis, the music
by Carl Florio—will shortly be produced at

Philadelphia.

theatre at Accrington, England, was
opened on the evening of March 10, and WilMrs.
liam Calder played Eip Van Winkle.
Calder appeared as Gretchen.
The Boston English Opera company will
sing Patience at C:ty Hall Fast day afternoon
A

new

evening.
Mr. Bartley Campbell, author of the Galley
Slave, has completed a new play entitled
ana

“Friend and Foe.” It will be produced at the
Brooklyn Theatre on April 24, with Mr. W. J.
Scanlan as the star.
Messrs. James O’Neill and Lewis Morrison
have received offers from Stetson to support
Mme. Modjeska.
Miss Ober is said to have sold her interest in
the Boston Ideal Opera Company to Mr. W.
Wallace Waugh, who was formerly editor of
the Home Journal. The Ideals arq rehearsing

“Patience,”

him.

to

him on account of
being
Mr. Williams has accepted a new comedy by
Mr. Bobert Hill, a well known Wall street
broker, who was formerly an actor and journalist. It is in four acts, and will be entitled
“Friends.” The novelty will be Mr. Williams
principal play next sea30D.
YarmouthWe have received from our Yarmouth correspondent the annual town report for the past
& Co. of this city:
year, printed by Castell
VALUATION

OF

TAXABLE PROPERTY.

estate..^1%!,080,924
RECEIPTS.

Balance in the treasury March
22, 1881.S 162.77
4,064.24
Due from collectors
Due from collector to school
692.79
dis-trictNo. 9
_

for

state

schools,

864.79

$6,064.69

tax.Sf’oqi'n2
County
State

tax.1jl3ifi$6,838.07
March

Voted by the town

22,

1881 .7,318.23

67.78

Additional assessments, 1881..

$7,000.U1

■■

—

Receipt? from various sources, dues and
orders outstanding.. v.•..

$1,070.39

Total.$20,585.06
EXPENDITURES.

Outstanding orders March 22, 1881..$ 354.01
Paid to state
Paid to county...
Orders to town officers.

5*55

1,544.90
$89.96
common schools. 2,041.98
1,250.00
school.
high
poor at alms house.
poor outside house.
roads and bridges.
contingent expenses.
notes and interest.

breaking snow.
abatements and discounts on taxes
state

pension.

streetlampB....•••••
Riverside Cemetery.
school district No. 3.

126.28

384.50

1,669.82

644.04
441.74

276.43
333,99
24.00
216.74

62.00
467.00

$16^899.84

$3,403.60
Due from collector....
Cash in treasury for town. 181.51
for Riverside
Cemetery.
Cash in treasury for district No.

Due from Forest Pulp Mill Co..
Due from state for schools,
1881.

187.47
^

^

the last entertainment in ths Yeung People’s
Course, at the Second Parish clinrch to-night.
Rev. F. E. Clark, will lecture in the| Abyssi-

nian church on “Names.” to morrow evening.
The proceeds of the lecture,will bo devoted to
the church.
After the Rumsellers.
Marshal Bridges and Deputies Black and
Crowell were on the war path again yesterday.
They seized a small quantity of whisky at J.
H. Sbackley's on Middle street, and made another call on that street hut did not secure

anything.

_

Accident.
Mr. John Galley, plasterer, fell from a flight
of steps in the Preble House billiard room,
where he was at work, yesterday, and was
saved from serious injury by catching a projection of the wall as he fell. He was, however, badly bruised and shaken up.

Longfellow Memorial Service.
Rev. Dr. Hill will hold a
Longfellow memorial service at the First
Parish church next Sunday evening at 7
o’clock, and, it is probable, the services will be
under the auspices of the Harvard and BowWe learn

that

doin Cluosof this city

Two of Auburn’s mighty hunters,
Messrs. Fred Mower and Will Benner, took
their riiies and started on the war path Saturday evening with murderous intent towards

Carthage.

that bear. They left Auburn in a team at 5
o’clock p. in., and riding all night arrived at
Dixfield, where the excitement was unabated,
A party of
at 9.30 o’clock Sunday morning.
Benner and
100 men was then in pursuit.
Mower at once took the trail and easily followed it. They had reached a spot within
three miles of the party, when they reoeived
the word that the beast had been shot, and
turned about face for home.
They carefully
took up a block of snow containing one of the
bear’s paw prints, and packing it with straw
The
in a basket, brought the print home.
large size of the print, it being six inches in diameter, indicates the monster proportions of
the old ravager.
Great indentations were
made by the claws, and the print is bloodstained. Messrs. Mower and Benner say the
hills were covered with women and ohildren
watching the chase. It was two weeks ago
that the bear was started and he must have
been well used up when he fell.—Lewiston
Journal.

hit face and neck Are very badly swollen and
fears are entertained of lock-jaw setting in.
Mo arrests.
The Herald says there have been from fifty
to seventy-five hands employed in the sardine
factory this winter, making cans to be used the

coming season. They make all the way from
fifteen to twenty thousand cans per day. There
at*
large additions being made to the factory
this spring, with a view of carrying on a more
extensive business than last season.
ES“Tbe

867.24

_$4,066.22
$20,665.06

of Jamount paid, under each
Statement
head of expenditures and to whom paid from
March 22, 1881, to March 27,1882, amounting,
in the aggregate, to $20,665.06, and paid 267
orders.
Charles Humphrey, the town treasurer, reports the debit account $9,045.13, of which
$181.51 is cash in treasury, and credit accounts
$9,045.13, including $154.75 balance due from
last account. The schools are in good condition.
__
Gorham.
Our newly appointed postmaster, Col. H. B.
Millett, is fitting np a room for his office in
Masonic Block which will be a decided improvement upon the limited quarters where
the office has for many years past been kept.

Boston Jonrnal of the 28th

ty of the oompany, and all that is ever acquired, so that whatever property is added in the
future will increase the strength of these
bonds. The company has a capital stock of
$20,000,000,worth at present market price near-

ly $10,000,000.
The following table is interesting as showing
tbe net interest now obtainable on investments
in the securities in the home roads:
Per CentDue. Sell at.
Boston & Albany 7s. .1892
127, and net only 8%
«
4
8s.. 1895
120,
Old Colony.7s..1894
4Vs
127,“
4%
.Os. 1896
117,“
4
Boston * Prov... ,7s.. 1893
127,“
Boston & Maine, ,7s. .1894
4y8
127,“
4y8
Fitchburg.7s..1894 127,.“
....... 6a.. 1901
4y8
112,•'
Yet N. Y. and
N. E. 7s, due in 1905, are
selling at about 114, while they would pay 5
per cent, at 127 and should sell at 142J to pay
4J, as most of the bonds above mentioned now
pay. The 5s, also due in 1908, are selling for
about 104. They would pay 5 per cent, at 114
and to pay 4J per cent, they should sell at 128.

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

has by marked efficiency and uniform good
He
conduct earned the grade of “Colonel."
is now here, delighted with his trip and enthusiastic in praise of Southerners in genera], and
The
the people of Savannah in particular.
Press Club of that city extended to him many
courtesies, which he holds in lively remembrance. The Times seems to think that the
“Colonel" exaggerated the charms of Mount
Desert. If some of its men come to Maine in
the sultry months of next summer they will
find themselves bunting over Mount Desert
for the
warm

The only thing
island will be the
The Times
welcome.

original appletree.
they can find on the

wood fires and

their

lays:
We had the pleasure last evening of meeting
Mr. W. A..Kimball, proprietor of The Rostfcator,a journal Dublished in the interest of Mount
Desert, the great summer resort in Maine.
The “Colonel" is also general traveling agent
tor the Portland, Boston, Mount Desert and
Machias Steamboat Company. We had quite
a conversation with the “Colonel" on the subject of Mount Desert as a snmmer resort, and
if ter hearing his graphio and picturesque description of that popular resort, we came to the
conclusion that architects either made a sericus mistake in locating Paradise, or were in
total ignorance of the geography of Maine.
Several of our citizens visited Mount Desert
last summer and speak in high terms of it.
American Newspapers in 1882.
The American Newspaper Directory, which
will be issued next month by Geo. P. Rowell
fc Co. of New York, will contain the names
>f 10,611 periodicals in the United States and

rerritories, which is a gain of 344 in the year
just passed. The number of daily papers haB
ncreased in a somewhat larger proportion,
md is now represented by a total of 996 against
121 in 1881. The larged increase has been in
Illinois
Sew York—10 dailies, 29 of all sorts
md Missouri show a per centage of gain which
s even greater, while Colorado leads all others in the per centage of increase, both of daily
md weekly issues. California, Nebraska, Nevada, Oregon, South Carolina, Tennessee, Vernont, and West Virginia have fallen behind
.881 in tne total number of periodicals Issued,
in Georgia, Maine and Massachusetts the sus>ensions have exactly counterbalanced the
In every State not mentioned
lew ventures.
ibove, and in the Territories, there has been
in

increase.

Bridgton Academy.
In.addition tnHin.namfla nf thfethren gentle.
neu referred to as Alumni of this Academy
wv.

•“

I send the names or
lontemplated
ithers who were once wont to gather in those
‘classic halls” now residents of your city:
SVm. Wirt Virgin, Enoch Knight, Aaron B.

—AND—

NEW ENGLAND

eye, I will thank them to send me
that effect.
Geo. S. Farnsworth.
North Bridgton, March 27, 1882.

meet their
> postal to

Richmond,
J. G. C. Farnham’s hardware store on Front

_

Casco.
The election of town officers was held Monday and resulted as follows;
Moderator—Wm. M. Cook.
Clerk—James H. Tolman.
Selectmen, &c.—Wm. M. Cook, Willis H.
Duran, Joshua O. Cook.
Treasurer—Littleton Holden.
School Supervisor—Gideon T. Cook.
All Republicans, and elected by a handsome

majority.

STATE NEWS.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The Journal says Messrs A. C. Denison &
Co. are having 5,000 cords of poplar wood' cut
in Mexico and Carthage for their pulp mill at
Canton. The wood is 83.50 to 84.00 at the
mill. The Messrs. Denison make 350,000 to
400,000 pounds of pulp per month. About
eight carloads of paper pulp per month are
shipped to various paper mills, and about the
same amount is used at the company’s paper
mills at Mechanic Falls. This important industry shows what bonanzas there are in Maine
that Maine is only just finding out.

At a meeting of the Overseers of
yesterday afternoon Mr. and Mrs.

the Poor

Beuben
Noyes were elected master and matron of the
Alms House for the ensuing year.
Words of Cheer.
Mb. Editor:—I trust you will permit in
satisyour columDB a slight testimonial of the
faction with which many sincere temperance
men of the Republican part witness the earnest
and
way in which Mayor Libby starts

practical

out and meets his duties in the enforcement of
the laws. As one of many earnest temperance
and highmen, believing that an able, fearless
ly conscientious man, who had been thoroughly tried as an officer in most important trusts
would not bo found wanting in the position of

chief magistrate of our city, I labored earnestly for Mr. Libby's nomination and election
and feel that in the present justification of
our reflections there ought to be some ex-

satisfaction and appreciation of
our Mayor’s honorable stand, and of the congratulation and well wishes that fill so many
The
hearts at so auspicious an inauguration.
admirable, clear exposition of duty in the
mayor’s recent instructions to the police force
is the theme of general and gratified comment
and the composition of so admirable a committee on the Liquor Agency is in marked
contrast to the past and an earnest of the
meets inpractical way in which Mr. (LibbyArcana.
stead of evading the call of duty.

pression

of

our

Sunday, while Mrs John Moore of Pittston
busy about the stove, the door suddenly

was

flew open and the flames puffing out in a
stream caught in her clothing and in a moment she was almost enveloped in flameB. A
pail of water was speedily thrown upon the
fire and a garment used to protect the head,
but the flames were not extinquislied before
sundry severe burns were received upon the
arms and legs.
The farmers in Beadfield and vicinity are
moving in the matter of starting a corn canning factory in that town.

TECE

ULSTERS.

IN

Mutual

Very Choice Styles

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

of his legs. He has been
hip socket of
feeble health for a year or more, and this recent injury has caused him intense pain and
one

suffering.

SOMERSET

COUNTY.

The Eaton school at Norridgewock opened
Monday with its usual number, of about 100

pupils

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

and Ulster
Cloth in New Spring lO, 13,14 and 16 years
Styles now open.
to be sold at
mans

A job lot of Hamburg
Edges in choice
are from a Bankstyles at lower prices These
manufacturer’s stock
than we have ever rupt
and are less than half price.
able

sell

to

*

Total..9 3,374,133.33
DINBKJB8EHENTH.
Death Losses.#816,435.50
Matured
Endowments.. 575,080.41
and
Surrendered

Lapsed Policies... 110,908.25
Dividends to Policy
Holders.

768,610.86

Total.$2,271,015.02
Taxes, salaries, commissions to agents,
medical fees, advertising, postage,
expressage and all

other expenses.... 620,270.88
Total.7..‘4.891,489.90

ASSETS.
Ijoans on bonds
8i morlgages. $11,043,228.04
Premium notes.. 1,620,674.45
Real estate.
1,720.219.30
U. S. and other

bonds, (market

A large lot of choice
Plaid Ginghams at
12 1-2 cents.

value)... 2,480,491.66
Cash on hand and
in bank. 1,364,422.97

mar24

Accrued interest
and rent.
All other assets.,

295,954.01
288,468.53
Total..18,859,438.96

OSCAR WILDE

Reserve,

actuaries, 4 per ct. .$16,553,068,03
All other liabilities.
283,779.35

more

were

over

new

STORE,

excess

more

were

one

an

on

on

a

acres

an

are

an

a

a

are

never

one
one

siring

parties

ures

inquire of G. M.

tion

Street, Portland,
the place.

of

or

purchase.
SKLDERS,

93

Exchange

JOHN S. BARSTOW,

near

mh29eod&wtf

Town meeting,
TOWN MEETING will be held at the Town
Hall, Cape Elizabeth, on WEDNESDAY,
April 6,1882, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, to sec
if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
hire money temporarily for the use of the town in
anticipation of taxes, and to act on other articles in
the warrant.

A

STUDLEY,

1“*Q

eodtf

fel)20

CAPE ELIZABETH.

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

253 Middle Street

The Assessors of the Town of Cape Elizabeth
to all persons liable to taxation
in said Town, that they will be in session at their
office in Town House on the 3d, 4th and 6th days
of April, init., from 10 o’clock in the forenoon till
five o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving lists of the polls and estates taxable In said
Town.
»i<>tI
are lieraby

hereby give notice

dtf

marl?

.STEPHEn’sCAMMAIu’
(Cape^Elizabeth.
ga,

C»1* Eiu*b*tb, M»rch

Auit^all

mhSOdlw

I

WANTED.
First Class Flour and Grocery Salesman.
An active Han, particularly acquainted with flour ana having an established trade may address Box 3137,
Boston P. 0.

Spring &

dlw

mh29

Summer

WANTED.
Three Custom Coat Makers im-

mediately,

at

FERNALD’S,

A. S.

335 1-3 3IIDDLE

mch29dlw

P.

of

A.

F.

for the choice of

18 Trustees and such other business as may legally
come before the meeting.
WILLIAM BENNESSV, Sec’y.

moh29dtd_
Wanted.
10 minutes walk of Preble

House,

WITHIN
Dleasont, convenient rent of 8
W. E. PLUMMER,

CHAMBERLIN k HOMS I ED’S
Cor.
mar20

1882, ami be prepared to make oath to the truth of
the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided during the past year or have changed bands
from any cause, the executor, administrator, or
ocher person interested, is hereby warned to give
notice of such change; and in default of such notice
will he held under the law to pay th s tax assessed
although such estate has been wholly distributed
and paid over.
wiwh this
And any person who neglects to
notiee, will be doomed to a tax according to the
laws of the State, and be barred of the right to
Commissioners for
make application to the
he
any abatement of his taxes, unless he shows that
was unable to offer such lists within the time hereby
_

comply

Congress & Elin Sts.

eodtf

mh29d3t* Corner Congress and Brown Streets.

IN

using

CALL and SEE

OOHSBTS.
Before i purchasing please examine our Triple Back Corset. It
is one of the best now in the market. Sit affords both protection,
and SUPPORT TO THE BACK.
We are sole agents for the
Bazar
Harper’s
“Celebrated

Patterns.”

Geo. A.
Cor.

Gay

& Go.

Sts.
Congress & Brown eodtf

mohl4

EASTER CARDS
...

—

AT

—

Stockbridge’s Music Store.
lOOO Fancy
Cards marked down.

»

PIANOS ANDIIIGJUIS.

SAHEL TMiftSTO,
s«p29

a

dozen.

NO. 156 EXCHANGE ST.,
NEAR

CITY HALL.

Block, PORTLAND.
du

CARRIAGES,

100

NEW AND SECOND HAND,

WM. M.

MARKS,

Book, Card, and Job Printer
i“ .'intern*

111

Exchange,

Exchange St», Portland,

Me.

Via* Jab Printing a Specialty.
Order, Dy mail or to person promptly attonuod to

Having just returned with all the latest novelties
in MilDnery Goods will he pleased to exhibit them

EASTER

MILUNERY^

MISS E. C. FEBNALD,
at her rooms

No 5111-3
mar27

Congress

St.

d*

w

142 A 144 Commercial Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

dtf

EASTER CAW
received, a large and
elegant assorti ant of

Just

rtog:efoTw^T-i°HbE^o^;iroB»:«
MAINE STATE PRISON.
_dlm

Wedding
AND

William l Lowell,
CARD PLATE ENGRAVER

Visiting
Engraved

AND

Cards

Invitations

and

eodtf

InsBrancft

Ffabi))#

PORTLAND MUTUAL

Fishing Insurance Company

open for businees. We i>.ure >11 ««•
owns ia the Stole of M>i>e o>d e>i> the Cod and Mackerel Finheriee.
Informay Send for blank applications or other

are

now

g>ged
tion.

GEO. W. RICH, Secretary.

marl! (11 m

__

NEW GOODS.

FRANK B. CLARK,
m

disposed of the business carried on by
me at 593 Congress 8t., to Mr. H. G. Hewes,
and feeling confident that his good taste and extenfit him
sive knowledge of the fine arts
for him the generous
I
for the place.
patronage of the public which has been extended
CYBU8 F. DA VIA.
to me in the past.

HAVING

particularly

bespeak

mcbll

Misses’ Mosquilaire Kids
Broad Fancy Sash
Ribbons, $1.00.
Real

Antique Squares.

Fine Muslin and Nainsook Embroideries.
Silk Gauze for
Crimp Nets.
New Buttons-

Style Gents’ TiesSpecial Lot Towels
New

12 1-2 cts-

Owen, Moore & Co.
INTERESTING
d**

mar3

_

to those in wont of

In order to reduce our Stock to moke
Goods of our own manufacture.

COST*'or

the NEXT THIRWe offer at
TY DAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,
Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Boots and Shoes. This is a rare opportunity as our Stock is large, aud consists
of goods from flue hand sewed to comIlo not fail to call
mon medium grades.
and examine our goods before buying
elsewhere.

WHITNEY GAITER SHOE GO.,
Cor. Union St, Under Falmouth HoteL

out the Fine Art business formerly carried on by Mr. Cyrus F. Davis, I
shall endeavor to sustain the well earned reputation
of his store for choice art goods and artistic picture
framing, and trust that by promptness and personal
attention to all matters connected with the businees shall merit the patronage of the public which
has becu extended to him.
HORACE V. HEWES.

HAVING

bought

«<*lw

mar27

janl

___

MISS M. E. FAIRWEATHER,
No. 8 Elm Street,
m

EASTER CARDS
AT

513 CONGRESS STREET.
dtl

Tan Color Chamois Cloves.

room for

Stationer.

Weddings and Receptions a Specialty.

for

49 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.

febl7

BOOTS and SHOES.

EARLY.

CAXiL

mar 9

GROCERY AND EXPRESS
WAGONS ,

CONCORD,

mh27

OFFICE:

PRANG’S and 1 U PORT-

Phaetons,Open & Top Buggies, .515 Congress Street.
_dl

Cards.

mar23

C. W. BELKNAP & SON,

ED EASTER CARDS.

Birthday Cards.

Odd Cards 5 cts

pounds.

It may also be found at Messrs. Kendall & Whitney’s. Market Square, W. C. Sawyer ft Co.’s, No. 7
Preble 8treet, Geo. Blanchard & Brothers, No. 46
Union Street, and A. A. Mitohell’s, corner High and
Commercial Street.

mh20

ohoice stock et ftrit-olkss

3 Free Street

other.
and 100

use no

bags of 10, 26, 60
g3T“Directions in each bag.
Put up in

Indorsed Dj ANNIE LOUISE CABY.
Also

AGENTS,

Messrs. C. W. Belknap & Son

t^-Try it and you will

—XT—

These are by far the Best Silks
for the price we ever offered.
We also offer this week, a JOB
LOT of KID GLOVES, two button, in Spring Shades, and all Perfect, at 8* cts., well worth 62 cts.

Dressing.

Lawn

times.

BLACK SILKS Decker Bros’ Pianos,
$1.00 and $1.35.

THOMAS B. HASKELL, )
Assessors.
STEPHEN SC AMMAN,
M. J. PEABBLES,
)
1882.
25th,
Cape Elizabeth, Mju-ch
dtd
mar27

Superphosphates

a

EXTRA DARGAINS

appointed.

Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a Lawn
Dressing which is second to none in the world;
for
every article of which it is composed is food
from
grass. It also eCectoally drives earthworms
the lawns, and likewise kills moss, which is often so
troublesome in old lawns. After applying stable
and many
manures to lawns, also
other lawn dressings now in use, ft is a long time
before the children can be allowed to play on them
Not so with the
on account of the offensive odor.
composition which we offer to the public, for there
is nothing of which it is composed to prevent cbil
the lawn as a play ground at any and all
dren

rooms.

v

PORTLAND
LOCAL

_

p.

THU

o’clock,

Just Received at

ST.

Annual Meeting of the Relief Association
of the Portland Fire Department will be held
at the Chief Engineer’s office Wednesday Sven
at 8

DRESSGOODS

D. W. FESSENDEN and
C. M. C. PRATT,

The boob of the

County

ease.

The Pembroke Herald says at a dance in
Dennysville, the other evening, a youngjfellow
had the side of his face terribly mangled by
the teeth of a man with whom he was fighting

INCOME.
For Premiums.. ..$2,179,562.36
For Interest. 1,194,570.97

was an

It aad
Particular attentiaa paid to ■
P..PK1.. Printing
fuThStfrl

COUNTY.

AOS1S

Twenty-Third Annual Statement. January
1st, 1882.

over

A sad case of diphtheria occurred in the family of Mr. George A. Dearborn,who were making a visit at his |fatber’s house in Topsham
where two of the children were taken sick and
died in a few days. Mrs. Dearborn is sick, an
fears aro entertained that their only remaining child may bo attacked by the terrible disWASHINGTON

Light Cloth Ulsters,

Cloakings, Dol-

New

OXFORD COUNTY.

The Democrat says: Mr. Seth Wyman of
Fryeburg, met with a severe accident last Fridaytby a fall, which fractured the bone in the
in

MILWAUKEE, Wig.

RECEIVER

JUST

Easter Cards.

entered by burglars Friday night

street was
and goods, the amount of which is not known,
consisting mostly of table cutlery and scissors,
Btolen. An attempt was made to open the safe
by filibg door keys but was unsuccessful. The
thieves obtained entrance through the rear end
of the basement next the river in a way that
Bhowed they were acquinted with the premises.
This is the fourth
No clue to the burglars.
time this store has been entered by thieves.
Pen.

INSURANCE

mar

[ng. April 5th,

In the waves.

Merobaao'clock a.
octBdtf

ConalgnmentB solicited.

SPRING

BUNTINGS

Hi.

0. W. ALLEN.

Regular sale of Furuituro aud General
diae every Saturday, commencing at 10
m.

6 cpeenrt BONDS

Race Point, Cape Cod, the port anchor having
got adrift from the bows all hands were set to
work in securing it again, when Mr. Joseph

his rescue, and he disappeared
He belonged in Millbridge, Me.

LACE

FRENCH

Exchanse

BAILEY,

Another Lot Pique
Total.. 13,836,847.35
Remnants only lO cts.
Surplus Over 4 per cent.
Usual
Reserve.
3,044.611.61
Very cheap.
of these goods
A prominent New York
price
Due 1905.
Financial Record from OrganiArtist
20 cts.
photographed a
This security is a first mortgage upon
zation to January 1st, 1882.
short time ago Mr. Oscar
this road and its properties.
several
have
We
Received for premiums.#39,631,785.47
Wilde, the ^Esthetic apostle, Paid for death
FOB SALE BY
very choice Styles to in
losses.$9,628,649.66
many positions which Paid for matured
Rlack
endowments...
AMERICAN LOAN & TRUST CO., offer in Fancy
are yery characteristic, as Paid for surrend- 3,318,815,64
Press Goods at prices
ered and lapsed
of the
55 CONGRESS STREET,
policies. 6,811,479.76
that will please close being explanatory
of this new dis- Paid for dividends 8,620,039.28
doctrines
Simmons Building, Boston.
d!2t
29
sharp buyers.
Total.$27,278,894.24
assets.. 18,859,468.96
ciple. Among many of the Add pres,
of compositions which were
remnants
Our
846,138,353.20
and emblematic, were some, Amount paid policy holders and
Silks
Colored
iuvested for them. 46,138,333,40
Satins are very cheap. with the dim and shadowy Received
for premiums. 39,631,783.47
Total premiums received deducted
Call and see them.
patterns of sunflowers and from total payment* to policy
holders and invested assets,give
lilies on the waUs, and used
all expenses
interest gain
Our Handkerchief as accessories in the interiof...
6,506,367.73
A large lot of English, German,
RECEIPT’S SINCE 1873 HAVE PAID
Prang’s, American, and Hand- Sale of Hanufactnr- ors, and when exterior INTEREST
DEATH LOSSES AND EXPENSES.
Painted Easter Cards. Call and ers’s Seconds will conPremium receipts in 1881
300,000
were
used, than
compositions
see them before buying.
for 1880.
tinue one week long- then the artist was
of assets
There
increase of
$600,000
equally —3,319 policies and $9,536,657 insurance.
The
er.
In this sale we are
to
amounted
insurance
$15,038,242.
in their arrangement
happy
Since 1876 the payments of the company to poliof preoffering Gents’ very The proof of the negatives cy holders have been $2,901,348 in
STUBBS BROS.’ ART
than
Fine, all Uinen Hand- gave Mr. Wilde the greatest miums.
In 1878 payments
$1,104,215
premiums received—yet the assets and surplus,
16 Temple Street.
kerchiefs for lO cts.,
increased.
have
steadily
year
excepted,
mch29dlw
satisfaction, as does the
ENDOWMENT INVESTMENTS.
usual price 25 cts.
Esthetic and other poses of
The $3,318,815 matured endowments paid living
Farm For Sale*
members have given insurance and paid
average
place, very pleasantly located,
the money
of 4J/a per cent, compound interest
Visit our Store be- Hearn the popular photo- invested.
New Gloucester road, in the town of North
THEtheStaples
For insurance apply to
cash.
It
for
of
Yarmouth, will be sold at
bargain
fore purchasing Pry grapher of the State
of good land, divided into
contains about 100
orchard.
wood, pasture and mowing lands, with
Goods of ANY KINP. Maine, whose new and ele- T. T.Merry
The buildings
good two story house with
supell, and barn. The Duildings and pasture
STATE AGT., AIIBUBN.
gant studio is located in
plied with
failing water. It is distant from
the depot, church and school house about
mile,
514
Dow’s
Congress
Block,
half
and from the store and Post Office about
LEWIS McLELLAN,
mile. This place will be offered at tie lowest figStreet in this city.
GORHAM.
d
For informato
to

n.

Francis, second mate, was carried overboard
The vessel was brought to
by a heavy sea.
and a life buoy thrown him, but he could not
reach it; as it was blowing strong at the time
with a high sea, no boat could be launched to

MISSES’

mortgage

Lost Off Cape Cod.
Annie and Lily, of Boston, Capt.
O’Brien, arrived at Boston yesterday from
Oienfuegos, reports at 3.30 a. m., 27th inst., off

brig

Saleiraon IN
F. O.

LIABILITIES.

1st

reunion

Solden, Henry B. Cleaves, Nathan Cleaves,
k. A. Strout, Hanno W. Gage, John H. Fogg,
3eo. F. Foster,C. C. Chapman, I. L. Rackleff,
B. C.
Stone, Wm. T. Kilborn, Chasles
H.
Thorp, Geo. Goodrich, Edward C.
H. Bailey, C. H. Farley, Franklin
Geo.
Webb,
jawyer, Ashbel Chaplin, Chas. F. Ingalls,
lames Webb, Jr., Irving W. Parker.
There may be others, and if so, should this

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

them before.

__

Promoted to Colonel.
It will be seen by the subjoined “personal’!
from the Savannah Times that that alert Yankee, Mr. W. A. Kimball, has been South, and

BLACK

been

NEW YORK

SALES.

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

$30,000,000, there is a mortgage of only $10,000,000, consisting of $0,000,000 at 7 per cent
and $4,000,000 at 0 per cent. This mortgage is
absolutely a first lien upon the present proper-

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Alms House.

inst.

AUCTION

MlSCELLANEOPS

MISCELLANEOUS.

says:
The first mortgage bonds of the New York
and New England Railroad are finding public
favor. Upon this property whioh cost over

_

17.38

Ma^n.

Lectures.
Rev. F. E. Clark’s lecture on “Reading,
good and bad,” will draw a large audienoe to

The End of the “Oxford Bear.’’
Western Maine is no longer in the Constellation of the Great Bear—or rather the great
bear is no longer in western Maine; he is dead.
The beast which has caused so much excitement, and which has been pursued so mercilessly, was dispatched about 3 o’clock Sunday
afternoon, on the line between Dlxfield and

The

..

Due from
I hro
1880

in sentiment in Massachusetts since that time:
"And be it farther enacted that no sexton,
grave digger, porter or bearer, shall be assisting at the funeral of any person on the Lord’s
day,or any part thereof: and'no person Bhall toll
any bell for such funeral unless license be given by a justice of the peace * * on penalty of
twenty shillings to be paid by each and every
person so'offending. Andnojustice;of the peace
shall grant any license except in leases of necessity only; and being in the town ofiBoston,
with this express proviso that such person so
buried, be not carried to the grave until one
W. G.
hour after sunset.
Windham, March 27.

-]
a mo
ovef to

turned
kin,Tbe play Whichitsthe latter
unsuited

Personal

Those "Good Old Times."
Mr. Editor:—The ifollowing extract from
a law entitled "an act to secure a better observance of the Lord’s day,” passed by the General Court, December, 1760, shows the change

Would call the attention of the Ladies of
Portland, to her large stock of KensingShe is constantly reton Materials.
ceiving new designs for Kensington and
othor Embroideries. Stamping done on
to be perany material and warranted

call particular attention to
BAILEY & NOYES’, ^hcrwould
her white-work Undergarments, cut and

or made in a superior manner.
Particular attention giving to Infant’s

basted,
S. H. LARMIN1E,

Chicago.

A. W. JORDAN,

Portland,

PORTLAND.

mh28

S. H. LARMINIE & CO.,
Commission

Grain,

Seeds,

Merchants.

1J7 Commercial St., Portland, Me.
122 La Salle St
CHICAGO OFFICE,
Futures bought and sold on Cl*
Margins. Correspondence in?itea

cago Market

on

mar3dtf

d2w

THE

THAXTER

Provisions,

Street,

Exchange

Mo

will

remain

IX.

on

MARBLES

exhibition One Week Sponger at
the store of

G-.

HHWB8,

(Formerly Cyrus F. Davis,)
NO. 303
ml>27

fONOBENH STREET.
eodtf

WARDROBES.
feblS_

Arast s

_dtf

Materials.

CYRUS F. DAVIS,
FINE

ART

STOR

f93 Congress

Street.

POETRY._

RothBchild’s Alphabet Maxims.

Atkin, Chemist to the Koyal Agricultural Society of Great Britain says: The
great difference between farm yard dung
aud artificial manures is its geat bulk and
the large quantity of organic matter it
contains. The effects of short dung upon
light soils aud of long dung upon heavy
soils are to improve greatly the physical
character of each. Organic matter, though
it is not directly absorbed by the roots of
such plants as form bur crops, has important
functions to perform in the soil. It forms
a soft kindly bed for the roots to ramify
in, and it is sufficiently retentive of moisture
to prevent the crop from suffering much
from the drouth. Our forefathers had great
faith in organic matter, aud though chemistry
has
shown that they were
wrong in
supposing that it formed directly the food
of plants; yet as it contains about nitrogen
enough to form one ounce of ammonia,
as the carbonic acid formed by its decomposition has the power of setting free the

It is Baid that the late Baron Rothschild bad
the following maxims framed on bis bank

Dr.

Hands All Round.
which
[Mr. Tennyson’s new patriotic ballad,
cable despatches make allusion, runs as follows:]
First pledge our Queeu, my friends, and then
A health to England's every guest;
to

the race of men
Who loves his native country best!
forever last.
oak
freedom’s
May
With larger life from day to day;
He loves the present and the past
Who lops the moulder’d branoh away.
Hands all round! God the traitor’s hope confound!
To the great cause of Freedom drink, my friends,
name of England round and round.
And the
He best will

Farm Yard Manure.

serve

great

To all the loyal hearts who long
To keep our English Empire whole!
To all our noble sons, the strong
New England of the Southern Pole!
To England under Indian skies!
To those dark millions of her realm!
To Canada, whom we love and prize,
Whatever statesman hold the helm,
Hands all round! God t* e traitor’s hope confound!
To the great cause of Freedom drink, my friends
And the groat name of England round and round.

constituents of the various minerals in our
soil, and as it is, as I said before, mechanically useful, we must not be led by the
supporters of the “mineral theory” to undervalue it.

To all our statesmen so they he
True leaders of the land’s desire!
To both our Houses, may they see
Beyond the borough and the shire.
We sailed wherever ship could sail,
We founded many a mighty State,
Pray God our greatness may not fail
Through craven fears of being great!
Hands all round! God the traitor’s hope confound!
To the great cause of Freedom drink, my lrlends,
name of England round and round.
And the

walls:
Attend carefully to details of your business.
Be prompt in all things.
Consider well, then decide positively.
Dare to do right. Fear to do wrong.
Endure trials patiently.
Fight life's battles bravely, manfully.
Go not in the society of the vicious.
Hold integrity sacred.
Injure not another’s reputation or business.
Join hands only with the virtuous.
Keep your mind from evil thoughts.
Lie not for any consideration.
Make few acquaintances.
Never try to appear what you are not.
Observe good manners.
Pay your debts promptly.
Question not the veracity of a friend.
Respect the counsel of your parents.
Sacrifice money rather than principlo.
Touch not, taste not, handle not intoxicating drinks.
Use your leisure time for improvements.
Venture not upon the threshold of wrong.
Watch carefully over your passions.
’Xtend to every one a kindly salutation.
Yield not to discouragements.
Zealously labor for the right.
& success is certain.

There is untold suffering among the fair sex
which Wheat Bitters will relieve, and turn
weakness into strength.
M. 0. McL., Detroit, Mich.: “What kindof
climate do you have in Texas at this season of
the year?”
We usually have a mild, semi-tropical climate at this season of the year, but in the last
consignment received there were some chunks
of climate that did not belong to us packed
with the rest of the goods.—Texas Sittings.

UNDER OATH.

The Household.

Domestic Receipts.

A

Pittsfield, Mass., Sept. 28, 1878.
Sirs—I have taken Hop Bitters and recommend them to others, as I found them very
beneficial.
Mbs. J. W. Tdlleb.
Sec. Women’s Christian Temperance Union.
of Dallas, one of the most
intelligent property owners in the town, was
reading a newspaper in the Texas Siftings office yesterday, when he came across the paragraph, “The admission of Dakota is a foreA

leading citizen

gone conclusion in Washington,” whereupon
he said: "I can’t keep run of the Washington
scandals, there are so many of them. What
did Dakota admit?”—Texas Siftings.

COVERING FOE LOUNGE.

A serviceable cover to throw over lounge
couch in the sitting-room is made by taking a broad, bright stripe of cretonne; on
each side of this put a stripe of black or

Sublimely Superb.

or

A pair of beautiful Sun-flowers on Eaales
will be mailed free to any lady who will send
ten cents in postage stamps or money to Dr. C.
W. BenBon, No. 106 North Eutaw street, Bal-

dark brown cloth (line it to give body to it);
on each edge put a row of fancy stitches in
silk or crewel; the ends maybe finished with
fringe or not as you choose. Another cover
is made of drab Aida canvas, with the ends
worked in loose overcast stitches. The canvas may be fringed out if you take precaution to over-cast the edge where you stop
raveling, to prevent its fraying out to greater depth than you care to have it.

timore, Md.
A rural subscriber wants to know if it makes
any difference in the lastingness of fence posts,
whether you set them “top end up” or the same
way the trees grew, or “top end down.” Not
A fence post will last just as long set
a bit.
“top end uo” or “top end down.” In setting
a ben, however, there <b a vital importance in
this distinction, which the careful poulterer
will do wisely to observe.—Burlington Hawkeye.

OEANGE FRITTERS.

Peel and slice three oranges and lay them

powdered sugar; mix to a smooth batter
four teaspoonfuls of flour, a saltspoonful of
salt, the yolk of a raw egg, and about a gill
of milk.
When ready to use the batter, add
to it one teaspoonful of olive oil or melted
butter and the white of one egg beaten to a
froth; dip the slices of orange into the batter,
lift them out flat with a fork and put them
into smoking hot fat; fry light brown, lay
them for a moment on a napkin or brown
paper to absorb all fat, sprinkle them with
powdered sugar, and serve hot.
in

Miss Sawyer’s Salve
the world. 25 cents.

TO MAKE COURT PLASTER.

How my throat hurts! Then why don’t you
use Hale's Honey of Horehouud and Tar?
Pike's Toothache Drops cure in one minute.

While cooking the coffee, double the usual
strength, boil some milk or cream. When
the coffee is done, pour off the coffee and

liquor from the grounds into the cream in the
proportion of one part coffee and two parts

The Rev. Thomas Scott, on publishing an
edition of Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress with ex.
posltory notes, presented a copy of the wcrk to

cream; pour this into cups, and into each
put one spoonful of “whipped milk.”

of his poor p arishioners. Meeting him
after, Mr. Scott inquired whether he had
read it. The reply was, “Yes, sir.” “Do you
think you understand it?” “Oh, yes, sir,”
was the answer.
“And I hope before long that
I shall be able to understand the notes.”
one

YORKSHIRE PORK PIES.

pans.

CROQUETTES.

PRESERVING EGGS.

A correspondent of the Country Gentle-

gives the following method of preserving eggs through the hot weather, which has
proved satisfactory in his own experience:
Procure small, clean wooden or tin vessels holding from 10 to 20 gallons and a
barrel, more or less, of common, fine-ground
land plaster. Begin by putting on the botman

of the vessel two or three
plaster, and then, having fresh
the yolks unbroken, set them up,
down, close to each other, but not
Then
and make the first layer.

inches of

eggs, with
small end

crowding,

add more
plaster and enough so the eggs will stand
upright, and set up the second layer; then

another deposit of plaster, followed by a
layer of eggs, till the vessel is full, and finish by covering the top layer with plaster.
Eggs so packed and subjected to a temperature of at least 85 degrees, if not 90 degrees,
during August and September, came out
fresh, and if one could be certain of not having a temperature of more than 75 degrees
to contend with, I am quite confident eggs
could be kept by these means all the year

round.

Observe, that the eggs must be fresh laid,
the yolks unbroken, the packing done in
small vessels, and with clean, fine-giound
land plaster, and care must be taken that no

another as to break the
egg
presses
shells. When this latter accident happens
the eggs around will be corrupted, to the extent of a dozen per haps, but the plaster is so
much of an absorbent that the damage is
sure to be limited in extent.”
so

suffering

Every

Back
Ache

badly'swollen,

Henderson, Jefferson Co., N. Y.
Sworn to before me this 19th day of January,
A. M. LEFFINGWELL,
1880.
Justice of the Peace.

Cuticnra Remedies are for sale by all druggists. Price of Cuticura, a Medicinal Jelly, small
Cuticura Resolvboxes, 60c.; large boxes. $1.
Cutient, the new blood purifier, gl per bottle.
Cuticura
cura Medicinal Toilet Soap, 26c.
Medicinal Shaving Soap, 16c.: in bars for barbers and large consumers. 36c, Principal depot.
WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Mass.

)

The following story

is

told

of

a

on

Imported Stock.
The
following account of the first
Importations of live stock into the United
States is taken from an old copy of the
Irish Farmers’ Gazette: “In 1610 four
after a long and
cows and a bull were,
dangerous passage by sailing vessel, landed
in Virginia from Ireland. These were the
first domestic cattle seen in America. In
1625 eighteen ewes and. two rams were
introduced as a novelty into New York by
the Dutch West India Company. The first
horses landed in any part of North America
were carried over to Florida by Cabeca de
Vaca in 1527; they all perished. The wild
horses found on the plains of Texas and the
Western prairie are probably descendants
of the Spanish horses abandoned by De
Soto. In 1625 part of the trade of the
Dutch West India Company was the
canying of horses from Flanders to New
York, and that year six mares and a horse
from France to
were safeiy transported

The London
America.
Company were
the first exporters of swine from Britain to
America: and in the year 1021 they carried
on their vessels no less than eighty-four,
which were all, on landing, allowed to roam
at large, and feed and fatten on the ma6t,
which was very abundant in the woods.
They increased so fast that in 1627 the
colony was in danger of being overrun with

but the Indians acquiring a taste for
fresh pork, and the novelty of hunting hogs,
that calamity was averted. So important
was it considered at that time that the cattle
horses and sheep introduced into the infant
colony should be|al lowed to increase, that the
governor issued an order prohibiting the
killing of domestic animals of any kind,on
pain of death to the principal, and to the
aider, abettor or accessory. In 1839 horned
cattle, horses and sheep had increased to
30,000. In 1879 there were over 40,000,000
30,000,000 cattle (of which over 12,-

them;

jheep,
:00,000 were milch cows) 15,000,000 horses,
>,000,000 mules and 30,000,000 swine in the
United States.”—American Cultivator.

Hartford, which is largely in debt, is eating

strawberries.—Danbury

lbctbic On, will surely find the way to roboust
health, in cases of bronchial affections, sore
throat, pains, etc., and as an internal remedy,

it is invaluable.

Do you own the
Buy at 12 Elm St.

light running

Domestic?

When the editor of the Georgetown Record
by the despatches that ten barrels of whiskey had been washed away by the flood, he sat
right down and wrote a column, headed:
“Heart Rending Disaster.”—Texas Siftings.
saw

Some heathen
en as we

are

not as

think; read

Capcine

recognized by the profession.
Third.

pain at once.

only plasters that relieve

Fourth*
Because they will positively cure diseases which
other remedies will not even relieve.
Fifth*
Because over COOO physicians and druggists have
that they are superior to all
testified
voluntarily
other plasters or medicines for external use,
Sixth*
Because the manufacturers have received the
medals
ever
only
given for porous plasters.

Benson’s Capcine Poms Plaster!
SEABURY &. JOHNSON,
_Manufacturing Chemists, Mew York.
JUKE It E

“God has bestowed
world to relieve our necessities, not to reward
our virtues; these will be rewarded iu another
world.” We know of no greater necessity to
be relieved, than a stubborn cold, and we know
of no better relief than Dr. Bull's Cough

MED V AT I, AST.

eration—less than twenty-five cents a line, set
in nonpareil type. Injure not another’s repta
tion—except in the way of business. Be care,
ful about making positive assertions—unless
your way to crawfish out of them in
you
your next issue. Question not the veracity of
your contemporaries—except in the matter of
the circulation they claim. Zealously labor
for the right—if in accordance with the policy
of the party. Never accept presents—nor advertising agents’ due bills. Remember that
’tis human to err—and that perhaps you forgot
to tell the foreman that it was to go next the
reading matter. Be original in all things—even
if you have to steal your originaljokes —Texas
see

Siftings.
A Portland family directory would have to
be published to give a full list of families using
the Congres Yeast Powder. It has been on the
market for nearly 40 years and its large sale is

owing to its purity and excellence.
DODD’S

Newspaper Advertising Agency,
BOSTON
MS WASHINGTON NT.,
in the
Advertisements received for every Paper
United States and British Provinces at the Lowest
information
cheeriullj
given
Contract Prices. Any
and estimates promptly furnished.
time
at
any
sent
for
inspection
File of the Press
Send for Circular.
Estimates furnished.
of
A List
100 choice newspapers.

PONCE,

cor.

YlLOTHINGand

Exchange and Middle St.

Furnishing Gooda,
J. BURLEIGH & Co.

\J

Men’s Boy*’
J dren’s, Wholesale and Retail.
C'lLOTHING,
BOSTON & PORTLAND
•

J factory Pricea.
('lOAL
JOS. H.

SON, 133 Exchange St
Hosiery, Kid~G lores, Lacea,

CORSET*.
Embroideries and Worsteds.
W. E.
Cor.
PLUMMER.

Congress and Brown Sts
Kid Gloves, Ribbon*,
Laces, Embroideries, Worsted Crewels, &c
E. S. MERRILL, 467 Congress St

CIOBSETS,

CROCKERY,

Congress St.
Shawls, Dress

GOODS, Silks,
DRY
Goods, Woolens, Linens, &c.
MILLETT &

LITTLE. 516 CongressSt.
Fancy Gooda, Bilks, Fine
Cloaks, Shawls, &o,
RINES BROS, 241 & 243 Middle St.
Gooda, Fancy Good*, Hosiery,

FURNACE*,

If It’s Liver TrouL-k

sia, Kies, right
tioa,

Carpet*, Crockery,
aud House Furnishing Goods.
Ij'tURNITURE,
123
HOOPER. EATON &
1

1::.

force, u-:; «.—
greatest rem»:tiy. t u
Leanness, Sexuni j,*

OonraaMj

nerve

ii

g

a 1=1-K-

GROCERIES,
Coffee, Pure Spices,
WILLIAM MILLIKEN &

*KOUGHo»ratJ
Rats, Mice, Roaches,!
Flies, Ants, Mosquitoes, Bed-Bugs, Insects,!
15c.

Tool*.

CO.,

HARNESS

CHAS.

Special Fine, New
Buffalo & Wolf Robes a specialty
MERRY, the Hatter, 237 Middle Si

a FURS.

York Goods.
HATS

ef-

me, and possesses all

NOTICE.

by Hon. Joseph
W. Svmonds.
of the Justices of the SuPURSUANT
Judicial Court of

press,

Chapin’s Injection Fleur is to be useog
with Buehu-paiba, in coses of Impure or!
Diseased Discharges. With Syringe, $1, at!
Sl.25.1
druggists, sent by express, prepaid, for
Botnby express, prepaid, on receipt of $2.25.1
M.J
i
E. S. WELLs, Jersey City,
wg&-wiy42

l*ROPOSAL.S
States Engineer Office,
Portland, Maine, March 26, 1882.
in duplitqte, addressed to the unin Portdersigned, will be received at his office
on Friday,
land. Maine, until 3.00 o’clock P. M.,
the
for
of
improving
1882,
10th
April,
day
the
following named harbors, to wit:
up
H.—Breaking
N.
Harbor,
1. Portsmouth
sunken
and removing about 600 cubic yards of
United

PROPOSALS,

Harbor,
^Tprorincetown
Rubble Stone.

Hass.—About

2.000 tons of
for the above
persons desiring to make proposals
at his
works are requested to apply to the undersigned
or
office No. 453Va Cougress Street, Portland. Me.,
for
speciMosr.,
Boston,
No. 26 Pemberton Square,
requisite
fications, instructions to bidders, and tbe
ue
as may
blanks, and such further Information
desired concerning the same.
of
Colonel
Engineers,
GEO. THOM,
Bvt. Brig. General, U. S. A.
mar25 dGt

issued

preme
Maine, the ui dersigned
will receive tenders for purchase of a portion or the
whole of the real estate, leases, buildings, fixtures,
machinery, tools, furniture, trade marks, labels and
good will; and also the contract with J. Winslow
Jones, dated January 5, A. D. 1880, meaning the
same contract described in the alleged Deed of Trust
ts Walter Rathbono Bacon and al., dated March 9,
1880, (which contract forbids said Jones from operating within certain limits) connected with the several corn packing factories heretofore operated by J.
Winslow Jones' & Co., limited, viz: At Riverton

(Deering), Yarmouth, Bridgton, Mechanic Falls,
Wilton, Farmington and Fairfield; and also with the
several lobster packing factories heretofore carried
on by said J. Winslow Jones & Co., Limited, at
Boothbay, Camden, Vinalhaven, Brooklyn and Millbridge, all in the State of Maine.
Tenders for purchase will he received until April

8,1882.
Full particulars and information desired will he
given upon application to the undersigned, to whom
all tenders must be addressed.
CHARLES B. MERRILL, Receiver.
P. O. Box 1338, Portland, Me.
mh22
dlaw3wW

prepaid, $1.25.

In

St.

Middle

pharmacy.

Homeo. Medicines, Books and Cases.
Homeopathic
S. E.
M. D. 410

SYLVESTER,

Congress

St

Watche*. Chronometer*,
Clocks, Charts, and Silverware.
WM. SENTER & CO., 61 Exchange St

JEWELRY.

Watche*, Diamonds,
Solid Silver and Plated Ware.
JEWEJLRY,
Casco St
CARTER BROS., 621 Congress,
cor.

Clocks.

Diamonds,
Watches,
Silverware ManuFrs, Gold and Silver Platers.
JEWELRY,
509
St
ATWOOD &

WENTWORTH,

Congress

Watche*. Clock*, ttilvei A
Ware, Fine Watch Repairing.
ROBERT B. SWT FT, 613 Congress
Watches. Clock* and &ilve
Ware, Manufacturers of Masonic Goods, &©.
J. A. MERRILL & CO., 239 Middle St
ULOVEH, Laces, Small ware* aud
Ladies’ Furnishing Goods, wholesale and retail.
OWEN, MOORE & CO., 607 & 609 Congress

JE

tVELR
Plated

JEWELRY,
KID

A

Fine

meat of Imported Goods.
MERCHANT
F. A. SMITH,

Axxort-

Federal St.
tailor, a Fine
assortment of Cloths for Gentlemen’s Wear.
AUG. S. FKRNALD, 237 MJddia
231

MRS. E. R.
Millinery.

Insolvency.

Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
March 22, A. D. 1882.
State of Maine.
In case of CHARLES H. JOHNSON, Insolvent
Debtor.

is to give notice that on the twenty-first
day of March, A. D. 1882. a warrant in insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said

THIS

CHARLES H. JOHNSON, of

FOWLE,

dtf

JT. WINSLOW JONES & CO., Eim.ited,
In Equity.

Chapin’s Buohu-Paiba.—A quick, complete
cure for Catarrh of tho Bladder, Urinary,
oi
Kidney and Bladder Diseases, in male
female, Paralysis, Diabetes,Gravel, Difficulty
of holding or passing Urine, Gleet, Brins
Dust, Gonorrhoea, Inaction, Turbid Urine,
Milky and other deposits. Stricture, Stinging,
Smarting, Irritation, Inflammation, Whites,
impure or Diseased Discharges, Pams in the
Back and Thighs, Dragging Down, Dripping,
exUlcers, Tumors, &c. $1, at druggists,by

Manufacturer

Merchant

vs.

&5JSadde^

Far*.

Tailor.

WALTER RATHBONE BACON Ac AI

an order
one

Macearnppa, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’s.
a-‘JO

»»d

(mixed)

nil

The is05 p* in* tiiiu from Portland connects it
Ayer Jane, with Doosac Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Onion Depot,
Worcester, for
New Vork na Norwich Cine, and all rail,

Springfield,

via

also with N.

V. & N. E.

Lynn,

iiockport,

Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
1.IO p. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk^Wella, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving at 6.10 p. m. connecting with
Sound and Rail Lines for all Southern and West-

ern

points.
leave llontou,

Train*

At 8.30 a. im. and arrive in Portland at 12.30 p.
m. At 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman Parlor Cars.

On trains leaving Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p.m. and trains leaving Portland, 8.45 a.
m. and 1.10 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping

Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. ana
Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through tickets to all point* Went and
Noutb may be had of J. M. French, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* for 8*eat* ar.d
Berth* »«W at Depot Ticket Office.

Portland,

in said county of Cumberland, adjudged to bo an
Insolvent debtor, on petition of said debtor, which
petition was filed on the twenty-first day of March,
A. D. 1882, to which date interest on claims is to be

computed.

That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor and the tiansfer and delivery of any propby law;
erty byahim are forbidden
lThat meeting of the creditors of said debtor to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insol venev to be holden at Probate Court room iu
said Portland, on the third day of April, A D.
1882, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.

GEORGE W. PARKER,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
mh22&29

No. 4 film St

GOODS,
MILI.INEIIY
Velvets, Flowers and Real Laces.
MRS. J. DRYDEN,
Congress St.
FANCY

Clapp’s Block,
RY~and Millineiy Good*.
Velvets, Satins, Ribbon®, Flowers & Laces.

MILLINE

A. E.

BARNES,

444

Congress

MILLINER^

EASTMAN & CUTIS,
Nos. 1 & 2 United States Hotel

St.

Building.

Muxic Book*, String*, Mu*icafi
Instrument* and Merchandise.
1KA C. STOCKBKIDGE, 156 Exchange St

MUSIC,

BOOKS, Piano*,
Organs, Musical Instruments, &c.
C. K. HAWES, 177 Middle St

MUrilC

A MUSIC

Good*.

Gin**

Bhia,
the West.

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R„ and
at QrandTrunk
Transfers Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk K, R.
Through tickets to all points Sonth and West, at
Depot offices and at tlollfii* * Adams’ No. 22 Ex-

Street.
change
*

stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Tieke„ Agent.
GEO P. WE-T. Sttpt.
de?3dtf
Does not

HANGINGS, Interior Decorations, Drapery Work, Upholstery Goods, &c.
G. M. BOSWORTH, 691 Congress St

PAPER

>1AN09; ('bickering & Mon*, Undermnn
X &Son Ed McOameron & Maine Piano Co.’s
BA1IJEY & NOYES, 72 Exchange St.
Pianos.
f

and

bc*t make*.

Organ*
Five makes of Pianos and four of Organs.
PIANOS
SAMUEL THURSTON. No.3 Free St Block
A

oi

Organ*. Weber, Kransch A

Back Pianos, and Smith Am. Organs.
PIANOS
W.M. FURBUSH & SON, 436 CongresB St

All kinds Frame®
Frame Mf’y.
Fine Gold Frames a Specialty.
R. H. KNIGHT, 37 Temple Street.

PICTURE
to order.

SHIRTS

Hardware, Harness Leather
and Horse Goods. Wholesale and Retail.
GEORGE M. NELSON & CO. 119 Exchange St.

SADDLERY

Furnaces * Kitchen
for the “Crawford Range.’’
233 & 235 Federal St.

Range*,
Supplies. Agent*
STOVES,
KNIGHT
HOWARD.
&

Range* and Furnace*.
Agent for Wood, Bishop & Co.s’ Goods.
W. D. AMES, 29 Market Square.

dec5

ft

unogen,

SUN,

A,

Exchange

Furnaccai, and Kaum.
Sole Agents for the “Falmouth Range.”
F. & C. B. NASH, 172 & 174 Fore St

SIOVES,

German,
TAILOR.

hand Ihe benl
French and English Goods.
W. H. KOHLING, 89 Exchange St

Always

on

and Draper. Fine Rood* and
First-class Work a Specialty.
D. E .CORNISH, 249 Middle St.

York, Trenton

AND

mAU'OR AND DRAPER.
I Fine Goods always on hand. Satin faction
F. A. 8MITH, 231 Federal St
and Clock Maker.
Oliver Gorrish. at

WATCH
WM. SENTER & CO.’S, 51

Exchange

Siree

of tlieir

one

flm-olju.

steamships

CRANE,

WM.

V. H. MILLER,
BERKSHIRE.

ALLEGHANEY,

every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
o’clock, P. M., from Central Wharf, Boston,
direct to Norfolk and Baltimore.

at 3

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to all parts of
CAROL INAS,
TENNESSEE,
VIRGINIA,

FLORIDA,
GEORGIA,
ALABAMA,
and ARKANSAS,
LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI,
By Va., Tobb. dfc tin. Air liuo. Bills of Lading given by C. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Washington st.
13y Atlantic Const Cine and Meaboard Alt
Cine. Bills of Lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,
Agent, No. 228 Washington st.

By Inland & Heaboord Coasting Co. and
Potomac M. H. Co. to Washington, D. C., and
Alexandria. Bills of lading given at the wharf.
TICKETS* to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
Through ’& ickets to all parts of the South and
Southwest, for sale ut the Wharf, and 340 and
30G Washington St. Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
$9 00 first class; $7.00 second class, including meals
and berths.
E. ftAOTPNON, Gen. Agent, 53 Central
por2-dtf
Wharf. Boston
UO.

Easiport, 91e., Calais, Me.,
John, N.B., Halifax, N. S.f
Charlottetown, P. E. I.
TWO

SC

ON AND

AETEB

of
Ceare

Rcliiedaiii Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.
necessary

corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition
as

ION-

DAY.NOV.Mlh, Mfeumers

As a general beverage and

WEER

PJBB

TRSPS

or other causes,

this

Cine

will

Railroad Wharf,
foot
State
street,
every
Monday,
at 6 p. m.,
for
and Thursday,
Eastport aid
St. John, with connections for Calais, Robbiastcp,
St.
Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Grand
Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Monoton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pictou, Shediao, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any in^““Freight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
of
the
office
Freight Agent, Railroad Wbarf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
Rooms
and further information apply at
State
T. C. MERCompany's Office, 40 Exchange St..
uov24dtf
SEY, President, and Manager
of

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the

BOSTON.

Aromatic Schnapps Is saperior to ©very
A

other alcoholic preparation.

public

trial of over 80 years duration la every
our

country of Cdeipho Wolfe’s

Schnapps, its

unsolicited endorsement by

section of

the medical faculty and

a

sale nnequaled

by any other alcoholic distillation bare
insured for it the

reputation

of salubrity

claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

Steamers I
FARE $1.00.
Ths a von to Steamers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRAN KLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 5 o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving In Boston late at night
HT* Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to Now York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. H. tO¥LE, Jr., General Agent.
dtf

&

Philadelphia,

PIIILADELPHIA

18 BEAVER STREET,

Direct Stenmship Line.
Leaves each Port Every Wednesday sad

Saturday.

NEW YORK.

THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Wharf ase.

Air

Express Trains, Double Track. Stone Balias
Sir

buy

ticket* (at any railroad
boat oiiice in New England) via

wire to

BOraD

BROOK

or

From Long Wharf. Breton, 3 p*
From Pine Street Wnaif*
Philadelphia, at 1C a. m
m.

ste&ro

Insurance one-half the rate of
vessel.

sailing

ROUTE.

and South
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
PttDBge Kintal Dalian*. Round Trip 915,
Meals and Roo9 included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
15. 55. BAJWP^O, Apeut,
?© f.cer
Boat'
•'eSJr.

FA3EIEI,
New fork and Philadelphh

|

NEW EKGLAM)

AGENCI,

H. P.
i-h26dtf

tien. Pars.

BALDWIN,

Fork

_

LEAVING PORTLAND

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
1 f .90 a. m.—From Fabyan’s and Bartlett.
-6.90 p. na.—From Burlington and Swan ton.
J. HAMILTON. Snp’t.
Portland. Dec. 3, 1881.
decSdtf

BOSTON & aiAINE BAILROAD

below.

S. City of Para, Mar. 21 | S. S. Colon,... Mar. 30
S. Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only
April 10.
For freight or passage latesandthe fullest information, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C.L. H ARTI. ETT A CO.,
115 Stale Street, csi. Broad Ml., floatou.
or to W. D. LITTLE A CO.,
31 Exchange St., Portland.
JdSSdtf

Affections of the Liver.
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and
General Debility. Directions in elevenlanguages.
A course of Burdock Blood Bitters will satisfy the most
skeptical that it is the Greatest Blood Purifier «n earth.
PRICE, 91.00. TRIAL SIZE, 10 Cents.

Appetite, Juandice,

fiu.—For Fabyan’s and intermediate sta-

FOSTER, MILBURN & CO., Prop’rs, Buffalo, N. Y.
W.l. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agts.
M.W&Fly

Portland, Bangor & Machias
STEAMBOAT CO.

Winter

___

Ok

LEAVE
PORTLAND
—*-“-FOB BOSTON at 8.46 a.m. 1.10
(Express,) and 3.30 p. m.t arriving at Boston at
1.16, 6.10, and 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Bos
ton at 8.30 a. m. (Express), 12.30, 3.80 p. m,f
arriving at Portland at 12.30, 6.00, and 8.00
Portland for Scarborough Beach,
p. mPine Point.Old Orchard Beach, and Keaaebauk,&t 8.45 a.m. 3.30 and 5.30 p. in. (See
Note.) For Saco and Biddeford, at 8.45 a. m.
1.10, 3.30 and 6.30 p. m. For Well*, at 8.46 a.
For
m. and 3.30 p. m. (See note.)
North Berwick, Salmon Fall*, threat Fall*, Dover,
Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence and Lowell,
at 8.46 a. m., 1.10 and 3.30 p. m. For New
For
Market, at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. m.
Rochester, and Farmington, N. H., at 8.46
1.10 and 3.30 p. m.
For Alton Bay,
a. m.
at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. m. For Manchester
and Concord, N. H«. (via Lawrence,) at 8.45
a.m.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p. m.
Morning Train will leave Kennebuuk for
Portland at 7.25.
jgF"NOTE—The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland. will not stop at Scarborough Beach, Pine
Point, Old Orchard Beach. Kenneounk or Wells,
except to take passengers tor Boston.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
a. m. 12.30 p. m. and Portland at 8.45 a. m. and
1.10 p.m.
Parlor Car Seat* secured in advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
BGFThe 1.10 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Sound Line Steamers for New York
and all rail lines for the West. The 3.80 p. m.
oonneots with all Rail Lines for New
train
York and the South and West.
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Portland for
Bonton and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
Boston
for Portland at 6.00 p. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steamers roning between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maobias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. .Also oonnect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland ft Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston,
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
Soul a may be bad of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
♦IAS. T. FuBBER, Gen. StJpt,
3. K. STEVENS. Gar.- Agent. Portland.
dec 2dtf

Railway of Canada.

CHANGEOF TIME.
and after MONDAY, OCT. 17th,
1881, trains will run as follows:
DEPARTURES:
For Auburn and Lewblon, 7.10 a. m.,
12.36 and 6.16 p. m.
For Gorhniu, 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 6.15 p. in.
For Gorham, 4.00 p. m., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec and t'hicago, 1. 30

ON

p.
F

m.

ARRIVALS,
From

Lewiatou

and

Auburn, 8.30

12.30. 3.35 and 6.00 p. m.
From Gorbam, 8.30,9.40
p.

a.

m., and

a.

m,

12.30

m.

Front Chicago,
12.30 p. m.

Montreal and

uehec,

-AND-

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates 1
Canada, Unroll, Chicago,Millwnakce
Cincinnati, St. Coni.,Omaha, Saginaw, SI. Caul, Salt Lake City,
Dearer, San FrancUco,
and all points In the

To

N'orilivv«St, West and Southwest.
W.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. BFIGEB Superintendent,
oct!7dtl

The Steamer LEW18TOH,
.CHARLES HERRING,
M«uter, will leave Railroad Wkarf,
r»■mSr Portland,
every
Friday
evening,nt 11.13 o’olook,for itocUland, Ca»
true, Deer Bale, Sedgwick. 8.. Wen, Harbor, Bar Harbor, Vlillbridge. Joarcporl
and ITlnchtatiport.
Returning, leave. Maohiaeport, every Moa
day dloraing, at 4.30 o’elook, touching as above,
arriving lo Portland about midnight, connecting
with Pullman night train for Boston and the Wet.
Rockland with
Connects
at
Sanford S. 8.
Go. steamers for Belfast, Bangor and River
Landings; also with pteamcr for Green’. Landing,
Blue
and Ellsworth. At Bar Harbor with
steamer for Lamoiue and Sullivan. At Sedgwick
for
Blue Hill.
with stage

.^mm^iSSSa

Cures

Nervous AffecDebility, Fever and
Ague, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and all diseases originating
in a had State of the Blood, or
accompanied by Debility or a low
State of the System.

Dyspepsia,

tions, General

h3ll

Coining Weal,
ounccta at Rockland Monday with Sanford S. 8.
Co. from Bangor and River Landing, for Portland.
GEORGE L. HAT. General Ticket Agent.

E. CUSHING, General Manager.
23, 1881.

•Nov.

eod&wly

marl

TRAD! MARK

uu

The Great English Remedy. An
unfailing cure for
Seminal Weakness.
and all
Impotency,
Diseases that follow
as a sequence of SelfAbuse; as Loss of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
if Vision, Premature
Did Age, and many,
ather Diseases that
lead to Insanity or
Consumption and a
L'remuture Grave.

piwuuuo

tu

uu

g

*1

TRADE MARK

AFTER TAKINS.
"“‘vu

— v.

vi»^

»«

free by mail to every one. ^6r~"rhe Specific Medicine in
Bold by all druggists at $1 per package, or 6xx packages for $5
or will be sent free by mail on receipt of the money, by
Bend

addressing

THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, BurrAXO, N. Y.

ftdgp—Sold in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 2C1
BZidioaiti? if Stone, cor. CongroM and Orcttu tit a.

aug29dlyr

Congress St.,

_

CATARRH. Elys’Cream Balm
cleanses
Effectually
the nasal passages of
Catarrhal virus, caus-

ing healthy secretions,
allays inflammation,

protects the membrane
from additional colds,
completely heals the
sores and restores the
sense
of taste and
smell ;heneficial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorwill
ough
cure (®PTh, Hay Fe&c.
ver,
Unequaled fo
the head.
colds in
Agreeable to use. Apm ay W?T?\W CO
ply by the little finger
into the nostrils. On
of 60c will mail a package. For sale in Port
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CKEAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.
nov24

^^atment

MAY rtVEm
receipt

_d£\vly48

Cure

PASSAGE TICKE1 OFFICE.
Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Steerage, outward and prepaid, with choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, crossing on the Janes route free from ice and iceberg*,
viz: the White Star, Anchor, Cun&rd, State, National, American, Red Star, Hamburg American.
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland, England,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, viz: Cabin, $50 to *100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $00, according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $20 to $32. according to
steamer and port. Return tickets very low.
Take Notice.—I can sell steerage $2.00 less
than any other agency.
.Hierling ami Continental exchaase in
Also agent Morris European and
sums to suit.
American Express for packages and freight to all
Also agent for the celebrated
parts of the globe.
Acidia Coal by the cargo. Apply to

J. L. l’VKJIEH, Agent,
No. Ti Exchange Street

mchld

___dtf_

Maine

Steamship Company,x

jtemi-WMkly Line to Sow York.

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia
Will notll further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
P -Hand, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at «
1 M and leave Pier 37, Ka*l River, New York,
at 4 P. M.
every MONDAY' and THURSDAY,
There steamers are fitted up with fine ftccommolatlrna for passengers, making this a very convenleml
and comfortable ronte for traveler* between New
York and Maine. During the lummer month* theM
jteamers wll! touch at Vineyard Haven on tlielr passage to and from New York. Paaaage, Including
State Kocm, S6; meal* extra. Good*destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.

DEBILITY.

Guaranteed.

Ur. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatspecific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory, Spermatorrhoea, lmpotency, Involuntary Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused by overertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, which leads
to misery, decay and death. One box will cure
ment: a

recent cases. Each box contains one month’s treatment. One dollar a box, or six boxes for five dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
proprietors, John C. West& Co., guarantee six boxes
to cure any case. With each order received for
six boxes, accompanied with five dollars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their written guar’
ante© to return the money if the treatment does not
Guarantees issued through H. H.
effect a cure.
HAY & CO., Druggists, only agents n Portland,
and Free Sts.
Middle
Me., at Junction

novlb

nov23-dtf

General Ocean Steamer

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

A

PASSENGER OFFICES

£5lh.

r,—■

NERVOUS

74 EXCHANGE STREET

November

TKIP PEK WEEK.

OAE

a&d after Monday, Dec.
1881, Pauaencer fraiui

Grand Trunk

Arrangements.

Commencing

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

£££^s3Swill

usd

steamers sail from New
and 30th of each month
passengers and freight for San Francisco

S.
S.

Cures Scrofula, Erysipelas, Pimples and
Blotches, Boils, Tumors,
Face Grubs,
Scald Head,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum,
Mercurial
Diseases, Female WeakSores,
nesses and Irregularities, Dizziness, Loss of

follows:

A,

Kraluud

now an
splendid
or the 10th, 20th

carrying
as

Acw

4'UIN

Australia.

Thu

a. in.—For all stations, through
to Bur*
lington, SwanloH, Montreal and Ogdens-

2.45 p.
tions.

Iilaadi,

Maarfwich

CHANGE OF TimE.
Oa and after Monday, December 5 th, 1881,

bnrg.

CALIFORNIA,

i'AfUCH,

Sill & ISiUSBt
fgjjffgjj

FOR

,

Agent G. R. It. of N. J.

1:1111 M

sTi

PACIFIC MAIL S.

Washington Street, Boston.

d&wly4ft

J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. ft. New York.
Tickets and State Room* can be obtained at Ik
Excuange Street. From Deo. X to May 1, no pasdeefidtf
Beng«rs will be taken by thia lino.

CLYDE’S
Philadelphia A New

England
STEAMSHIP LINE

FROM

BOSTON

OLD COLONY RAIL
ROAD.
FALL
Freight received and forwarded daily to
BIYER, there connecting with the Clyde Mieaiasand
SATLRDAY
WEDNESDAY
ers, sailing eyery
In

onnccticu with

direct to

Uumford FaUs & BucMeld
^.^9lX3L.^LO.^LX3>.

TAILOR
guaranteed.

fcfeSreMMfcS'-'-'
JOHN HOPKINS,
WM. LAWRENCE,

INTERNATIONA^ STEAMSHIP

dt?

WOLFE’S

Sost Central Station in Philadelphia
^Philadelphia <fc Reading: R. R.
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,

rurnncw.

and

will sail

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

STATION IN NEWY0BK£.\^£k

STOVES,

S3 Sole AgentsN.forNOYES
Magee Furnace Co.’s Goods.
St
12
&

Steamship Line,
j&

-BETWEEN-

New

MADE

TO ORDER, Fine
Furnishings, Underwear and Neckwear.
MERRILL & CO., Under Preble.Kouse.

Baltimore, Norfolk & Washington

Bound Brook Route.

Eye* in Great

The best make.
OPTS<’AU
Vaility of Shape and Color,
C. H. FARLEY, No. 4 Exchange Street.

apply

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent
D. W. Sanborn, Master TV'asportation.

R.

B, (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhiladelBaltimore, Washington, and the
outb and with Boston A Albany B. B. for

Square

dealers in
Manufr*. and
Harness Leather, Wholesale and Retail.
&
&
166 Middle St
J. WALKER
CO., 163

A

to

&c.

cutlery,
Glass and Builders’ Supplies.
Hardware,
No. 9 Market
T. L. MERRILL &

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS

RECEIVER^

Teas,

Butter, &c.,

HAIR

Saratoga Springs.

-v.

Gloucester,

Newburyport,
Chelsea and

8.25
and

Store. Hair Jewelry and Human
Hair Goods of all kinds made to order.
A. BLOC KLINGER, 424 Congress St.

enabling

201 MIDDLE STREET.

boxes clears out

Fine

Guns

Bobcrt Hamilton, IB* D.,

novb

»*»;•*»
•©•JO p.

nsjC—rra::

and
Flour.
& CO.,

Robes, &c.
SUSSKRAUT, 232

its

Salem,

At

_Until farther notice passenger trains

CO., 682 Congress St
and fishing tackle.
Agent for Du Font’s POWDER, and
BEND HOCK. G. L. BAILEY, 221 Middle St.

prominent Professional Men.

It is entirely satisfactory to
the merits claimed for it.

SOULE

Cap*
and Dealer in Furs,
HATS,
G. A.

ana

Mills,

£1WJ OulCCV

Iloratio

M’Oie

Tea*

and

Gomez, IB. W.,
New York.
fully satisfied with your machine

rine

Flour.

Caroline B.Winslow, M. D.,
Washington, D. C.
With three months’ use of the Reactionary Lifter,
Its effect
I am a physic ally regenerated woman.
has been magical. I esteem it a blessing which can
not be over-estimated.
Clayton Keith, IB* D.,
St. Louis.
It hardens the muscles, steadies the nerves, and

I am
fects.

CHARLES

GROCERIES,

-FOK-

thus

Ear Gorham,

CO., Exchange & Federal St.

REACTIONARY HEALTH -LIFT

receiptof{&2A£&WELLS^erse^3ty^lJ,

Shirts to order.
CUSTIS & CO., 493 Congress St

umierwour ate.

S.T.

Brief Extracts from Testimonials

physical system,

R.

Fine goods aud low prices.
Grocer*.
W. L. WILSON &

dm.wgi&wxy*o

tones up the whole
it to resist disease.

\jr

GROCERIES,

M^lISTN’S

Nervous Debility and Weakness of the Gen
erarive Functions. Clears Cloudy Urine, stops
losses and escapes in same. The great Reliable Tonic for General Debility or Special
Weakness. A complete Rejuvenator for Exhaustion, Faintness. Excosses, Advancing
Age, Ague, Chills, Female Weakness, &c.
II at druggists, or by express, prepaid, on

Watand (Saco Kiver.7.50 a. m., 1.05
m., and (mixed) at o.lio p. m. Returning
.avo Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a.
m., 11.24
a.m., and 3.35 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 6.35 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 5.46 p. m.

good*

Kerosene Lamp* A:
Fixture Rebronzed and Gilded.
uBvi a. urowk. sa

Wholesale and Retail.
GEO. C. SHAW & CO., 686 & 687 Cong. & 235
Middle. Send for price list.

Every bottle warranted to
give satisfaction. Send address for pamphlet, free, giving full directions for the

from

Fixtures,

GA8

most cases

irupotencc.b

Boston.

untill ll

a. m. for Cape Elizabeth,
Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,

m.

Rochester, Hprlnnralr, Alfred,
boro

ct

GA.S

INSTANTANEOUS.

n°yl7

Exchange St

CO.,

treatment of above diseases.
Price 25 eta. and 50 cts. per
bottle. Sold everywhere.
Henry, Jotnson & lord, proprietors,
Burlington, Yt.

l:cc8WJ»’
r.l, irsia org
iI>~*sF.^ER, g

’]..>!••,

1.05 p.

Eor

Ar Kerosene Fixtures, Lamps &*c.
Old Fixtures Rebronzed.
CLEVELAND & MARSTON, 128 Exchange St

HORSES.

r.tion, Dyspep-S

.•.

Pa’pitaUo-.;v.

willcuroyou.

.:7

7

p. m.
At 8,45

Clinton, Ayer Jtsnc., Fitch barn.
Nashua, Cowell, Windham, and *Enping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. ni.
Eor Maachenter, Concord and points North, at

FURNITURE

One trial will prove its
merits. Its effects are in

2aw&weotr3m

mh20

and is attached to this train for
car will not bo ready

m.

p.

(Sunday nights this

m.

and Cnholatery.
Fine, Medium and Common Goods,
PORTLAND FURNITURE Co., 40 Exchange St.

Ears, and all other
Pains and Aches.
It is a safe, sure, and
effectual Remedy for

by the belt Pbyilehuu.

Congress

Ranges and Stoves. Wole
agents for the improved Highland Range.
0. M. & D. W. NASH. No. 6 Exchange St

Galls, Strains, Scratches,
Sores, &c., on

Iadomod

On and

ItafgMMISSl,

Foreign

FRUIT,

Frosted Feet and

Deep-Seated Coughs, Bronchitis,Dyspepsia, 'Wasting of the Kidneys, Bright’s
Disease, Dropsy, Emaciation, and Mental,
Physical and Nervous Debility.

LOWELL, 613 Congress St,

CO.,

Burns and Scalds,
Skktfea, Jteifcieli,

OVERCOMES

calling

and

and Domestic, Candies,
Children’s Christmas Toys.
GEO. H. CUSHMAN, 486 Congress fit

Sprains, Braises,

V/KIOH

ABfiAN UEIIIIT,
after Monday. Dec. a.
Passenger Train* will leave
.-sl’ortliigd at J.30 a. Ell.. nail
me
■■1.03 n. ns., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p. m. and T80 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15 a
m., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p.m. and 6.45 p.

St, op., Preble House.

a

NEURALGIA,
CRAMPS,

A NOURISHING FOOD

WINTER

Worsteds, Yarns, &c.
A. B. BUTLER, 247 Middle St.
Cleansing, Carpet Cleaning
Feather-Bed Renovating at FOREST CITY

Design* and Choice
Flowers
FLORI*T*,Funeral
specialty.
W. E. MORT ON &
616
St

B1I0I1TI8I,

ITERS

oaw,

Cabin.
$60.00 Gold.
$90.00 Gold.
Cabin return.
to DAVID TORRANCE
For passage, &e.,
& CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offidec5 dtmayl
ces, foot of India street.

dtf

___

Goods.
Dress Goods,

-FOR-

and Urinary Organs, Rheumatism,'Neuralgia, Hysteria Female Weakness, Nervous Pains and WeakPrice US
nesses, Malaria and Fever and Ague.
mar22W&S2w
cents. Sold Everywhere.

Ware.

_669

DRY

ivj

ruiijuuu/

MJuuj

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R, R.

and

Caaket Manufacturers,
and Furnishing Undertakers.
CFFIN
S. S. RICH &

China and Glass
R. S. RAND,

m.

Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and boston, arriving
at6.S0a. m. A special Sleeping Oar will be
ready for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.00

Portland and Worcester Line.

POOR, No. 253 Commercial St.

f

«

an

Portland.

PAYSON TUCKER, Snp’t.

dec2

vrun

AATES OF PASSAGE,
Train* leave

Portland, Dee. 6th, 1881.

C'LOTHING.

FINE

REMEDY

More continuous and power
ful electrical action is ob-

Child-

and

Custom and Ready Made Clothing
Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
ALLEN & COMP AN Y, 229 Middle St

EXTERNAL

ical Cure for Catarrh. Complete treatment forgl.
Healing, refreshing, beautifying, Cdticdra Soap.

Limited Tickets first and second class fnr
S', John and Halifax on sale al reduced

of this Line will

during the winter season
fortnightly between this port and
iSi jrragrj^^fo Liverpool. The vessels are Clyde
4-

built, full powered and have superior accommodation for cabin and steerage passengers. Prepaid
tickets are issued at reduced rates to those desirous
of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool.
TORONTO,tCapt. Gibson.19tb March
ONTARIO, Capt. Williams.30th March.
BROOKLYN, Capt. Lindall.13th April.
DOMINION. 27th April.

Vnr

Clothing Co., 265 Middle.
Men’a, Youth’* A Boys’
Fine Goods & Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
C. J. &F. K. FARRINGTON, 182 Middle St
in full variety and at Special y Satiu-

Cards and
WILLIAM S.

THE BEST

The Poet Wilde’s Unkissed Kisses are known
in America as “Oscarlation.”—Punch.

the ad. unless paid for in advance. Endure trials pationtly—when you are paid for reporting
them. Dally not with the wine in the cup, but
drink it while it fizzes. Lie not for any consid-

Manufacturer and Importer
of Havana Cigars, Wholesale and Retail.
CIGAR*.
ERNESTO

and
DYEING,
DYE HOUSE 13Preble

S.W&wly

SNEEZE, SNEEZE, SNEEZE,
Until your bead seems ready to fly off; until your
nose and eyes discharge excessive quantities of a
thin, irritating watery fluid; until your head aches,
mouth and throat parched and blood at fever heat.
This U acute catarrh, or cold in the head, aud is instantly relieved by a single dose, and permanently
cured in most cases by apackage of Sanford’s Rad-

Stree t

CABINET

Price 25cts.

AMMEAD'S Medicated CORN and BUNION PLASTER.

FORMANANl^EAST.

Syrup.

Baron Rothschild’s maxims—Adapted to the
well,
use of newspaper publishers.—Consider
then decide positively—that you won’t insert

Congress

-ON

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5th, 1881

DRY
Gloves,

much of the heath-

Mahometanjproveab,
the good things of this
a

Gow,

184 Middle Street.

counter irritant effects.
Second.
Because they area genuine pharmaceutical prep*

the

to
666

Maker*
and Upholsterer*
Dealers in Fine and Medium Furniture.
DEANE BROS.
SANBORN, 183 & 186 Middle St

Engraving!

exit!)—Punch.

Mass., for pamphlets.

Fine Confection*.

and

J
I. F. LORD,
('IANDIE*
Allen

wedding
Fine Stationery.

“Lapsus Lingua;,”- -Pater: “Now, look liere(
my boy, I can’t have these late hours! When
I was your age, my father wouldn’t let me stay
out after dark.” Filius: “Humph! Nice sort
o’ father you must have had, I should say.”
Pater (waxing): “Deuced sight better than
you have, you young—” (Checks himself, and
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
has rapidly made its way to favor among druggists, who have observed its effects on the
health of their customers. Send to Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, 233 Western Avenue, Lynn,

Boota

strengthening porous plaster,
dition thereto the newly discovered powerful and
active vegetable combination which acts with increased rubefacient, stimulating, eedative and

News.

Where There’s a Will There’s a Way.
Anyone who has the will to try Thomas’ Ec-

and *hoca: Fine and Medium Goods at
low prices.
J. H. WETHERELL & CO.,
Successors to CYRUS LOWELL, 226 Middle St.

and contain in ad-

are

morning.

BOOT*

First.
Because they possess all the merit of the

Because they

only.

t Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, bnt not Monday. Doee
not ran to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday

FRANK B. CLARK, 616 Congress St.

Remedies:

so

a. m.

t Sleeping Cars attaohed, ran dally, Sundays included, between Boston and Maine Central B. R,

The steamers

sgzmermr

rates.

successor

aug31

Edinburgh professor: Desiring

Revitalizing the blood is absolutely necessary for the cure of general debility, weakness,
lassitude, &c. The best enricher of the blood

DAVIS, No. 693 Congress St

and Shoes, Fine Custom Work,
for Ladies and Gents, to Measure.
WHITNEY GAITER SHOE Co., 222 Middle St.

Reasons Why they are Preferred to All
Other Porous Plasters or External

and

a

.Stationery A Blank Rooks.
BOOK*.
Clark’s Circulating Library.

Porous Plasters.

distinguished

to go to church
one wet Sunday he hired a cab. On reaching
the church door he tendered a shilling—the
legal fare—to cabby, and was somewhat sur.
prised to hear the cabman say, “Twa shillin’,
sir.” The professor, fixing his eye upon the
extortioner, demanded why he charged two
shillings, upon which the cabman dryly answered, “We wish to discourage traveling on
the Saw bath as much as possible, sir.”

POTHECABIES; Chemicals,
./^Imported Perfmnes, Soaps, Toilet Artioles &e
GUPPY, KINSMAN k ALDEN, 473 Congress

GYRUS

m.;

S.

_

MATERIAL*,Architects
ARTISTS’
Engineers’ Supplies, Picture Frames. Art Goods
F.

BT

aration,

Dexter, 7.06 a. m.. 4.40 p. m.; Belfast,
.36 a. m., 2.60 p. m.; Skowhegan, 8 20 a. m.,
2.40 p. m.: Waterville, 9.22a.m. 1.66, flO.OO
p.m.; and 6.10 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,
6.00 a.m 10.10a.m., 2.46p.m., 110,66 p.m.;
10.27 a. m„ 3.07 p. m.,
Oardiner, 6.17 a.
111.14 p. m. Bath, 6.66 a. m., 11.16 a. m., 4.10
p. m., Brunswick, 7.26 a. m., 11.48 a. m..
4.35 p.m. tl2.35 a. m., (night.)
Rockland;
8.20 a. m., 1..36 p. m. Lewiston, 7.20
a.m.,
11.28 a. m., 4.16 p. m. Phillips, 6.40 a. m.
Farmington, 8.20 a. m.: Wiutfarop 10.26
a. m. being dne in Portland
as
follows: The
morning trains from Angusta and Bath
8.35 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40.
The day trains
from Bangor, and all Intermediate stations and
roads
at
1.00
connecting
and
106 n
The afternoon
m.
trains from
Waterville
Angusta, Bath, Rockland and Lowiston at 5.40
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60

A

&

POSITIVELY CURED

Benson’s

LEAVE FOB PORTLAND and BOSTON,
From Hnlifax, 8.15 a. m., 2.45 p. m.: Hi.
John, 8.16 a. in., 8.00 p. m.; Uonlton, 8.00
a.m.; Si. Stephen, 9.46 a. m.; Bucksport,
5.30 a. m., 6. p. m,; Bangor, 7.15 a. m., 17.46

DOMINION LINE.

Winter Arrangement wilt go into effect

Railway,

Rangeley Lake, Monmouth, Winthrop,
Keaddeld, West Waterville and North
Anson, 12.45 p. in.,
Farmington via
Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.

LAMSON, 201 Middle street
A POTHECABlES: Drugs, Paints, Oils,
a*.
Avta. Pratt’s Astral Oil.
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., 21 Market Square

ART

A.

Auburn and Lewiston, 12.46 p. m„
6,06 p.m. Lewiston via Brunswick 7.00
a. m., tll.16 p.m.; Farmington,
Phillips,

watches,
American
Jewelry Silverware. Clockw, Ac.
CHAS. H.

St
PHOTOGRAPHY
by LAMSON, opposite Falmouth Hotel.
Absolutely permanent Photographs a specialty.

IV.

m.j

Fine

A POTHEC ARY; The Careful
Prepa
JrM. tlon of Prescriptions a Specialty.
E. DANA JR., 689 Congress

A

Eastern Jlailroad.

Sben,

00., 6, 7 & 9 Preble St.

&

onE.

stations

12.55, and tll.15 pm.; 81. Andrews, Si. steFredericton, Aroostook County,
iooschcad Lake, and all stations on B. A
Piscataquis R. B.. 111.16 p. m., (or 12.66 p.
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Bucksport, Dexter, Belfast nnd
Skowhegan, 12.45 p.m., 12.56 p. m.,£11.16p.
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.46 p. in,, 12.55
p. m., 11.16 p. m. and 6.16 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner, Richmond,and Brunswick 7.00 a. m.,12.66 p.
m., 6.16 p. m., tll.15 p. m.: Bath, 7.00 a. m.
12.65 p. m.. 6.16 p. m. Rockland, and Knox
A; Lincoln K. R.. 7.00 a. m., 12.56 p.

TOOIJ,«ARDEK
Field aud Flower Seeds, Fertilizers, Sic.
AORIVtl.TGBAX
WM, C. SAWYKK

Absolutely

is Brown’s Iron Bitters.

Chicken croquettes may be made of bits of
cold chicken chopped fine. Take a sufficient
quantity of milk to moisten the chicken; in
free
this. Stir a little flour till it is
in
the
chicken
stir
from
lumps;
this. Then dip your hands in flour, and
make balls of the chicken, dip them in beaten egg and; then in fine cracker or bread
crumbs, and fry till brown in hot lard or
lard and butter mixed. Cold turkey may
also be used to advantage in this way.

tom

Best Two Dollar Kid But. Boots in town at

Dearborn’s, 381 Congress street.

(anev

VERMICELLI PUDDING.
To one quart of milk allow four ounces of
vermicelli; boil for twenty minutes. Stir
it all the time, as there is danger of the milk
burning. In twenty minutes take it from
the fire and beat in it a lump of butter, the
size to depend on your taste; four eggs (or
more—four will do), the white and yolk
beaten separately. Bake for three-quarters
of an hour in a buttered pudding-dish.
Serve hot with sauce, or with sugar and
cream; flavor the cream with vanilla, or with
cinnamon or nutmeg.
CHICKEN

For the
scales.
ray entire person in form of dry
last three years I have bean unable to do any labor,
morning
and
intensely all the time.
there could be nearly a dustpanful of scales taken
from the sheet on my bed, some of them half as large
this letter. In the latter
as the envelope
part of the winter my skin commenced cracking
open. I tried everything, almost, that could be
thought of, without any relief. The 12th of June I
started WeBt.in hopes 1 could reach the Hot Springs
I reached Detroit, and was so low I thought I should
have to go to the hospital, but finally got as far as
One
Lansing, Mich., where 1 bad a sister living.
Hr._treated me about two weeks, but did me
All thought 1 had but a short time to live.
no good.
I earnestly prayed to die. Cracked through the skin
all over my back, aoross my ribs, arms, hands, limbs,
toe nails came off, finger nails
feet
dead and hard as bone, hair dead, dry aBd lifeless as
! how I did suffer!
God
old straw. Oh, my
"My sister, Mrs. E. H. Davis, had a small part of
the
ho use.
She wouldn’t give
in
of
Cutioura
a box
np: said ‘We will try Cutioura.’ Some was applied
there was relief:
Eureka!
hand
and
arm.
one
on
stopped the terrible burning sensation from the word
Resolvent
the
Cutioura
go. They immediately got
(blood purifier), Cnticura and Cutioura Soap (the
I
commenced
by taking one table
great skin cures.)
after
spoonful of Resolvent three times a day, blood
water
about
once
a
a
bath
day,
meals; had
heat, used Cuticura Soap freely; applied Cuticura
morning and evening,. Result, returned to my home
in just six weeks rom the time I left, and my skin
as smooth as this sheet of paper.
HIRAM E. CARPENTER,

soon

Use lean, fresh pork; have two or three
pounds, if the pie is to be a large one; cut
the pork into strips about two inches long
and half an inch wide; line a buttered
pudding dish with puff paste, put in the
pork, season with pepper, salt and sage, wet
with half a pint of sweet cider or wine, put
small pieces of butter over the top, cover

patty

j HAVE been afflioted for twenty years with
X an obstinate skin disease, called by some M.
D.’s Psoriasis, and others Leprosy, commencing on
with the
my scalp, and, in spite of all I could do,
help of the most skillful doctors, it slowly but sureit
covered
this
winter
a
until
year ago
ly extended
it

Smith—“I once possessed a splendid dog,
which could always distinguish between a vagabond and a respectable person.” Jones—
"Well, what became of him?” Smith—“Ob,
I was obliged to give him away. He bit me.”
—Boston Transcript.

BOILED COFFEE.

in small

beats

brain and nerve food.

mix it gradually with four tablespoonfulls
Of cream, and then stir in quickly two tablespoonfuls of vinegar.

able, bake

Suffer !”

ROAST

Grate two tablespoonfuls of horseradish,
pound it in a mortar, with a teaspoonful of
salt, half a teaspoonful of mustard in powder,
and half a teaspoonful of sugar in powder;

«

prepared

now

Wheat Bitters are not an intoxicant or another name for whisky, but are a perfect blood,

BEEF.

with Wfieh pmff pastet

as

A certain gentleman recently loet his wife,
and a young miss of 6 years who came to the
funeral said to his little daughter of about the
same age, “Your pa will marry again, won’t
he?” "Oh, yes,” was the reply; “but not till
after the funeral!”

Court plaster is made of thin silk, first
dipped in dissolved isinglass and dried, then
dipped seyeral times in tiie white of an egg
and dried.

the top; brush over with beaten egg: bake an
hour and a half; or, if small pies are prefer-

POWDER
Pure.

containing

a

SAUCE, COLD, FOB

I Did

“Oh, My God, How

and all

PORTLAND, ME.,

The following Trade Circular Is respectfully presented by the undersigned Retail Houses of Portland, with a view to
show the extent and variety of articles
handled, and the names of those large
dealers who make this City the best
market and trade centre for the people
of Maine.

_

Os and after Monday, Dec. 3th, Paiaenirr
Trains will ran as follows: Leave Portland
for 81. John, Halifax and the Provinces,

money refunded.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the'multitude of low test, short weight,
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans. Royal Bakiko Powdeb Co.
New York.
feS18d&wly

Suffering!

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

^j^Parties not prepared to visit Port
land, may order goods from the following classifications with perfect reliance
that their orders will he promptly attended to.
Satisfaction guaranteed or

Startling Revelation of

CHICKEN MAYONNAISE.

Take one chicken, or as many chickens as
are wanted for the bulk of your salad; boil
them in bouillon broth until sufficiently
cooked, then take them out, and remove all
the flesh, being careful to reject all bones
and skin. Cut into sizeable cubes, and put
them into a deep dish. Season with salt,
pepper, oil and vinegar, and let it remain
Put into a salad
some hours in the pickle.
bowl about three times as much lettuce as
you have chicken, which latter put into the
centre of the lettuce, covering it with
inavounaise dressing, garnished wit\bils of
lettuce, hard-boiled eggs, olives, capers,
beets, etc., cut in symmetrical shapes.

TRADE

OF

STATEMENT!

AGRICULTURAL.

_RAILROADS._

CIRCULAR.

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

THE BUYERS' GUIDE.

RETAIL TRADE

Wit and Wisdom.

great

HOR9ERADISH

MISCELLANEOUS.

__
*■

r

Leave Canton for Portland

and

4.(*0 and 0.20 a. m.
.^jLewllton,
at 1.30
Leave Portland for

Cantcn,
£,s-«-?ui«.jjeaT0 Lewiston at 1.57 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dix field,
Pern, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
OTIS HAYFOKD, Supt.
dcc3 dtf
Portland, Deo., 6th, 1881.

FISTULA AND PILES.

WILLIAM READ, (M. D., Harvard 1842,) and
ROBERT M. READ, (iVl. I>., Harvard 1876.) have
associated themselves together at 41 Somerset street,
Boston, and give especial attention to the treatment
of FIMTUIA, IMT.k'N, AND ALL DINi: ANUN OF Tin:
tion from business.

IIK€TUiTl, without

deten-

Abundant references given.
Correspondence
answered.
Office hours—12 to 6 o'clock T. M. feblO cod3m

Plii]

adolpliia-

Lines to
with Clyde Steam
and
Chnrlrotoa, M. C., iVnwhingtou, D. C.,
»1> Rail And Water Lines
from
given
any
Through Rates and Bills Lading
point inNew England to Philadelphia.
For Rates and In format ion apply to

Connecting there

%

D. D. C.
15

feh20dtf

MINK, Agent,
State Street, Boston, Mas

j.

